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Abstract 
 The Born-Hill elastic stability theory has been applied to study mechanical response and 
elastic instability behavior of many bulk materials under various loading conditions. The scope 
of this work involves further investigation on cubic bulk materials. More importantly, the 
elastic stability theory is used to analyze the mechanical response and elastic instability 
behavior of nanoscale materials such as nanoplate, nanowire, and nanotube. Atomistic 
simulations including molecular dynamics (MD) simulation, molecular statics (MS) and 
density functional theory (DFT) are employed to predict mechanical response of materials. 
 In the study of bulk materials, influence of transverse stresses to [100]-direction on the 
ideal tensile strength of face-centered-cubic materials is considered under the framework of the 
elastic stability theory. We especially emphasize on the different effects of symmetric and 
asymmetric loadings. It is found that the ideal tensile strength is largely dependent on the 
transverse stresses. When the transverse stresses are symmetric, the ideal strengths increase 
linearly with the transverse stresses. However, when the transverse stresses are asymmetric, 
the ideal tensile strength reduces considerably even though both of the lateral stresses are 
tensile. Cubic materials under the asymmetric transverse stresses can exhibit another 
interesting phenomenon: negative Poisson’s ratio along principal directions. 
 Surface stress is a key parameter to determine the characteristic of nanoscale materials 
and it reflects the size-dependence of nanoscale materials. A simple and efficient method is 
presented to calculate surface stress even at finite strain. 
 In the study of nanoplates, we provide numerical and theoretical evidences that negative 
Poisson’s ratios are found in nanoscale metal (001) plates under finite strains. Under the same 
conditions of crystal orientation and loading direction, materials with a positive Poisson’s ratio 
in bulk form can display a negative Poisson’s ratio when the material’s thickness approaches 
the nanometer scale. We show that this behavior originates from a unique surface effect that 
induces a finite compressive stress inside the nanoplates, and from a phase transformation 
induced by elastic instability that causes the Poisson’s ratio to depend strongly on the amount 
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of stretch. In addition, we discuss the effects of the thickness and temperature on the 
mechanical behavior of the nanoplates. As the thickness decreases, the amount of compressive 
stress increases. As a result, the metal nanoplates become more auxetic. Higher temperatures 
cause the phase transformation to occur sooner. Thus, strongly auxetic nanoplates can be 
obtained by raising the temperature. Poisson’s ratios of nanoplates with different metals exhibit 
largely different from each other, even though Poisson’s ratios of the corresponding bulks are 
almost the same.  
 In the study of nanowires, we provide numerical and theoretical evidences that a global 
deformation, which has no relation to dislocations or defects, is a failure mode of metal 
nanowires. This finding breaks the belief during the last several decades that nanowires only 
fail with nucleation and propagation of dislocations or defects. Such deformation can be named 
as local deformation. Furthermore, there is a competition between the global and local 
deformations, and thermal activation (i.e., temperature) is a critical measure that decides the 
global or local deformation as the failure mode of nanowires. At low temperatures, metal 
nanowires fail with a global deformation by the elastic stability theory whereas they fail with 
a local deformation by the nucleation of dislocations at high temperatures. In addition, we 
address a discussion on this competition between the global and local deformations in terms of 
the shapes of cross-section of nanowires that are critical to the initiation of dislocations. There 
always exist the transient temperatures below which the nanowires fail by the global 
deformation and over which they fail be the local deformation. In addition to the study of failure 
modes in nanowires, we investigate the effect of the cross-sectional shape on Poisson’s ratio 
of the nanowires. Furthermore, simple methods are provided to design metal nanowires and 
nanotubes with a negative Poisson’s ratio.
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
 Three fundamental missions of nanotechnology involve nanoscale materials synthesis 
and fabrication, material properties investigation, and devices design and manufacture. Two 
synthesis techniques top-down and bottom-up are commonly used nowadays. The top-down 
techniques such as electron beam lithography, focused ion beam (FIB), and dip pen 
nanolithography, begin with bulk materials. The bulk materials are under subtractive process 
to make nanoscale materials. On the other hand, bottom-up techniques such as chemical vapor 
deposition (CVD), physical vapor deposition (PVD) and electroplating, which are additive 
processes, begin with atoms or molecules to form nanoscale materials. With the advances in 
the fabrication of nanoscale materials, we can synthesize nanoscale materials with perfect 
structures and small as several atomic distances to hundreds of nanometers. It stimulates, 
provides and even broadens the research activities in cross-disciplinary applications (the third 
mission of nanotechnology). There are intensive works to investigate properties and behaviors 
of nanoscale materials by experiment, theoretical and simulation approaches in many fields 
including physics, chemistry, and material science. In nanomechanics, the ultimate goal deals 
with mechanical properties and behaviors of nanoscale materials. Development of 
nanomechanics is critical in term of fundamental study and practical aspect. Understanding of 
the mechanical properties and behaviors of nanoscale materials allows us to design more 
reliable, accurate, flexible, and highly multifunctional nano-electro-mechanical-system 
(NEMS) devices. Lack of knowledge of mechanical properties and behaviors of nanoscale 
materials can be a bottleneck for the development of NEMS and other applications. 
 Traditionally, objects such as wire, beam, shell, plate etc. at macroscale are treated as 
continuum domains. Most of the problems can be solved accurately and efficiently with 
classical theories under the continuum assumption. Finite element method is regarded as the 
most powerful computational method to deal with the mechanical problem of the structures at 
macroscale. However, the continuum assumption seems to be problematic when the structures 
are at nanoscale. The discoveries of fullerence1 and carbon nanotubes2, which are at nanoscale, 
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broke our long acceptance that carbon has two different allotropic forms3. The two new 
materials showed excellent properties, and they have been become important materials in 
nanotechnology. We also found that metals or semiconductors showed different material 
properties when the specimens are at nanoscale. For example, nanowires with high strength4–
6, shape memory and pseudoelasticity properties7,8 in ultra-thin nanowires, and negative 
Poisson’s ratio in single layer black phosphorous9. Then, we are being used to the fact that a 
given element (say Au for example) is no longer that element when it is at nanoscale3. 
Therefore, size-dependence plays an important role in the significant change in their material 
properties. Basically, there are two reasons for the size-dependence: large surface to volume 
ratio and discrete nature of materials. Continuum theory is broken down as the system reduces 
to nanoscale because standard continuum theory does not consider the large surface to volume 
ratio and discrete nature of materials. 
 In study of nanomechanics, surface stress, a key parameter to determine the 
characteristic of nanoscale materials, reflects the size-dependences. The physical origin of 
surface stress is the difference in the number of chemical bonds of atoms at surface from that 
of atoms in the interior10. In order to reach equilibrium state, materials conduct surface 
relaxation which can be inward or outward relaxation11. As a result, interatomic distance of 
atoms nearby the free surface might be quite different from that of atoms in the interior part. 
And tensile/compressive surface stresses induce compressive/tensile intrinsic stresses inside 
the nanostructures. When dimension of the structure is scaled down to nanoscale, the induced 
stresses are no longer negligible. Surface stress is found to be the reason for the phase 
transformation from an initial face-centered-cubic (FCC) structure to body-centered-tetragonal 
(BCT) structure12,13, shape memory, and pseudoelasticity7,8 in extremely thin nanowires; phase 
transition in nanoplate14. Figure 1.1 shows the exerted stress inside metallic bulk material, 
square nanowire, rectangular nanowire, and nanoplate induced by surface stresses. For bulk 
material, the induced stress is negligible but magnitude of the stress in nanostructure cannot be 
ignored. For a given tensile surface stress f, approximately, a induced stress is compressive and 
it is inversely proportional to the corresponding dimension. For square nanowire, the 
compressive stresses along the lateral directions are equal to each other and thus the induced 
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stresses are symmetric. However, for the case of nanoplate or rectangular nanowire (nanobelt), 
the induced stresses along the different lateral directions are not the same. For example, in a 
nanoplate with the thickness of a, the compressive stress along the in-plane lateral direction is 
-2f/a, whereas that along the thickness direction is free. And thus the induced stresses in the 
nanoplate are asymmetric. Even though there are many studies in literature about surface 
effects on mechanical properties of nanoscale materials, there is less attention on how the 
symmetry/asymmetry characteristic of induced stresses inside nanoscale materials effects on 
the mechanical properties. Effect of surface stress on mechanical properties of nanoscale 
materials including nanowires, nanotubes and nanoplates is the key feature of interest of this 
dissertation. 
 The theory of elastic stability for bulk materials was initially established by Born15, 
then improved by Hill and Milstein16,17, Wang et al.18, Zhou and Joos19, and Morris and Krenn20. 
The theory aimed to reveal some critical questions such as when does the structures lose 
structural stability? What happen when the structure lose their elastic stability? Since the 
seminal works, with the supports of atomistic calculations, there have been a number of studies 
on mechanical response and elastic instability behavior of different crystal structures21–23, 
different crystallographic directions24,25, and different mode of loadings26,27. The elastic 
stability criterion obtained from the theory has been showing a powerful recipe to estimate the 
elastic limit and the ideal strength of materials. However, surprisingly, there is no study on the 
elastic instability behavior of nanostructures. How does a deformation mode induced by elastic 
instability of bulk material change as the dimension is scaled down to nanoscale? Does the 
elastic instability play a role in overall mechanical properties of nanoscale materials? The study 
on mechanical properties, which are induced by the elastic instability and/or surface stress of 
cubic bulk and the nanoscale materials, is the main contribution of this dissertation. 
 We divided this introductory chapter into two subsections. The first one is more detail 
discussion on the topics in this dissertation. The topics include elastic stability of cubic bulk 
materials, surface stress calculation at finite strain, and nanoscale materials including 
nanowires, nanoplates, and nanotubes. The second part highlights some important questions 
that will be systematically answered through this dissertation. 
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1.1. Scientific topics 
1.1.1. Elastic stability of bulk materials 
 The concept of the elastic instability of ideal crystals originally established by Born15.  He 
proclaimed that the convexity of internal energy function density U is the condition for stability. 
Otherwise, the structure will be unstable. Then, the so-called Born’s stability criterion for a 
crystal under arbitrary load is 0det C , where C is the elastic constant tensor and
klijijkl UC   2 . According to this criterion, the stability condition of a structure is solely 
a function of the material property. Hill16, and Hill and Milstein17 pointed out that the elastic 
constant is dependent not only on the magnitude of strain but also on the generalized coordinate. 
Therefore, it is not coordinate invariant in general. Different choices of generalized coordinates 
lead to different values of ijklC . In addition, they modified the Born’s stability condition by 
introducing the work density W  done by external load. In particular, 0 WU   is the 
condition for the stability of a structure. The Hill and Milstein’s condition for the stability of a 
crystal is the general case of the Born’s condition.  
 Influenced by Hill and Milstein’s works, there were some studies to explicitly derive the 
criterion for stability of crystals18–20. The stability criterion is then 0det B  where
 TBBB  21 . Elastic stiffness B has components
 ijikjkiljlijklijkl CB  kljliljkik 221   where   is the applied stress. The 
applied stress is equal to the internal stress when the body is stable. The elastic stiffness was 
introduced by Wallace in the study of stress propagation28, is used for predicting the stability 
of crystal structure instead of the elastic constantC . In this case, under external loading, the 
stability is no longer considered as an intrinsic instability in general. There are a number of 
studies on mechanical properties and theoretical strength of materials by using computational 
approaches together with the elastic stability theory. As predicted by the elastic stability theory, 
cubic materials under uniaxial stress along [100] direction has an interesting phenomenon at 
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an onset of instability so-called “branching” (or “bifurcation”) of crystal. This phenomenon 
was computationally observed in somewhere else21,29,30. The presence of the branching point 
can explain transition dynamics in crystal under uniaxial stress from body-centered-cubic 
(BCC) to hexagonal-close-packed (HCP) 23, BCC to FCC and vice versa29, existence of 
negative Poisson’s ratio in FCC crystal along  011  direction when they are stretched along [110] 
direction31,32. Beyond onset of instability of cubic crystals under uniaxial stress condition, 
either inhomogeneous phase transformation or fracture in structure can be observed. Phase 
transformation will happen if the term 12322 CC  is small. Otherwise, fracture will occur30. 
 Ideal strength (theoretical strength) of material under some loading conditions were 
obtained by  classical atomistic simulations22,33–35 or density functional theory 
calculation26,27,36,37. Under multi-axial loading, how ideal strength changes with amount of 
applied stresses along lateral directions were discussed previously38,39. However, the questions 
are: under multi-axial loading condition, how does bifurcation of crystal structure effect on 
ideal strength of material under the multi-axial loading condition? How does bifurcation 
change one the applied stress along lateral directions are not the same? And, how does the 
changing effect on mechanical response of the bulk materials? The answers of the questions 
will be systematically addressed in Chapter 3. 
1.1.2. Surface stress calculation 
 As mentioned above, the presence of large free surfaces in nanostructures changes the 
properties of materials from those observed in the bulk because of so-called surface effects13,40–
50 . Since the surface stress is a fundamental measure of such surface effects, together with the 
surface energy and surface elastic moduli, there have been numerous studies focusing on this 
parameter10,40,51,52. For example, Shenoy conducted molecular statics calculations to obtain the 
surface energy as a fitting function of strain. Then, the surface stress and elastic moduli are 
determined by numerically taking the first derivative and second derivative of this function, 
respectively 40. Dingreville and Qu computed the surface stress by developing a semi-analytic 
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method involving energy minimization51. On the other aspect, since mechanical strains can 
change the material properties significantly, they have been extensively harnessed to modify 
the characteristics of various nanosystems. Opening the band-gap of graphene53, modulating 
the oscillation properties of graphene nanoresonator54, shifting the band-gap of a MoS2 
monolayer55, and tuning the resonance frequencies of metal nanowires 56 have all been 
achieved by manipulating mechanical strains. Therefore, the calculation of surface stress at 
finite strain is important. To be the first time, a simple and efficiency method to measure surface 
stresses as functions of strain is presented in Chapter 4. 
1.1.3. Nanoscale materials 
  Two dimensional nanoscale materials have been used in various applications. However, 
how nanoplates mechanically response with loading has not received much attention. Under 
biaxial loading condition, biaxial elastic constants are usually defined57. Nanoplates under 
uniaxial stress condition were not systematically studied. As can be seen in Figure 1.2, under 
uniaxial stress along [100]- direction, FCC bulk metals show bifurcation phenomenon of 
crystal structures i.e. there is a large contraction along a lateral direction and a large expansion 
along the other lateral direction at onset of the instability. At the nanoscale, a pressing question 
needed to be answered in the study of elastic stability: Does the bifurcation phenomenon 
disappear due to the presence of free surface? How do the nanoscale materials behave? Chapter 
5 will systematically deal with nanomechanics of the cubic nanoplates.  
 Nanowires are being using as the basic building blocks of NEMS because they can show 
excellent properties that are not observed in bulk counterparts. As mentioned above, large 
surface to volume ratio and discrete nature of systems are the basic reasons for the difference 
in material properties between nanowires and bulk counterparts. In the study of nanowires, 
surface quantities including surface energy, surface stress and surface elastic moduli are 
considered to characterize the mechanical properties. The effects of free surface on the 
mechanical properties of nanostructures like nanoparticles, nanowires and nanoplates at 
unstrained state were systematically discussed by Dingreville et al57. They incorporated the 
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surface free energy into the continuum theory of mechanics and obtained effective elastic 
constants of nanostructures. For example, the Poisson’s ratio of the nanowire increases while 
the biaxial Poisson’s ratio of the nanoplate decreases as the thickness of the nanowire or 
nanoplate decreases.  The size-dependent elastic constants of nanoscale materials were reported 
in many studies57–61. In addition, the study of determining when/where/how a nanowire 
mechanically fail has been intensively studied62–64. It was found that the tensile strength of 
nanowires increase with decreasing of their size65,66. And it was believe that mechanical 
failures of nanowires are related to nucleation and propagation of defects67,68. These 
observations are obtained by both simulation and experimental techniques. On the other hand, 
as mentioned above, ideal crystals usually fail with losing its elastic stability. And thus some 
quite important questions arise: Why are the failures of nanowires obtained by all previous 
studies related to nucleation and propagation of defects? Why not elastic instability? What are 
the contributions of elastic stability theory to the study of mechanical failure of nanowires? Is 
it possible to see elastic instability as failure modes of nanowires? All of the questions will be 
systematically answered in Section 6.1 of Chapter 6. In addition, the mechanical properties of 
metal nanowires and nanotubes are also investigated in Section 6.2 of Chapter 6.  
1.2. Research objective and organization of this dissertation 
 This dissertation aims to addressing the following questions: 
1. (i) What are the mechanical responses and elastic instability of cubic bulk materials 
under external loading, especially multiaxial loading? (ii) How does ideal strength of 
bulk materials change under different modes of loading? (Chapter 3). 
2. Is it possible to obtain surface stress of material at finite strain, and if so how does it 
change with strain? (Chapter 4). 
3. (i) What is mechanical response of nanoplates under mechanical loading? (ii) What 
is the role of elastic instability and surface effect? (Chapter 5) 
4. (i) Can elastic stability theory be used to analyze instability behavior of nanowire? 
(ii)When/how/where does a metallic nanowire fail? (iii) How do cross-sectional 
shapes of nanowire/nanotube effect on their mechanical properties? (Chapter 6). 
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 This work employs molecular statics, molecular dynamics and density functional theory 
calculations to predict mechanical properties of materials under loading. The elastic stability 
theory is used for analyzing the material properties. In Chapter 2, the basic elastic stability 
theory, which is necessary to understand this work, is presented in Section 2.1. A brief 
introduction to the atomic simulations, some interatomic potential models and other concepts 
will be given in Section 2.2. And in Section 2.3, some simple methods to calculate elastic 
moduli and elastic stiffness (central of elastic stability theory) are presented. We analyze cubic 
bulk materials under external loading in Chapter 3. Section 3.1 shows elastic instability 
behaviors of the materials under uniaxial loading. Bifurcation of crystal structure, which is an 
important phenomenon, is discussed. In Section 3.2, we investigate how ideal strength of the 
materials change with different modes of loading. In Section 3.3, Effect of asymmetry of 
superimposed biaxial stresses on Poisson’s ratio along principal directions of the materials is 
given. A simple method is proposed to calculate surface stress at finite strain in Chapter 4. 
Surface stresses of Au (001), Ag (001) and Cu (001) surfaces at finite strain are calculated as 
an illustration for the method. In Chapter 5, we focus on mechanical behaviors of cubic 
nanoplates under uniaxial stress condition. Effects of surface, thickness, temperature and other 
parameters on the mechanical behaviors of the nanoplates are studied. In Chapter 6, we present 
mechanical responses of cubic nanowire under loading. Elastic instability behavior of the 
nanowires is discussed. In addition, we present how cross-sectional shape of the nanowires 
effects on the mechanical properties. And simple methods to tailoring metal nanowire and 
nanotube with negative Poisson’s ratio are presented. Finally, we end the dissertation with 
some important conclusions in Chapter 7. 
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Chapter 2 Elastic Stability Theory and Simulation 
Methods 
2.1. Elastic stability theory. 
 When a solid body under external loading, it deforms elastically until losing stability. 
Some important questions naturally arise: (1) Under what conditions the body lose its stability? 
(2) How do the body deform during losing its stability? The theory of elastic stability was 
originally introduced by Born69 to consider the case solid heated toward melting. According to 
Born, the convexity of the internal energy function, U, is the sufficient and necessary condition 
for a material to be elastically stable. This condition is equivalent to 0det C , where C is the 
elastic constants of the material. As mentioned later by Born and Furth15, the condition 
0det C is also the elastic stability condition for a material under external stress. 
 However, as pointed later by Hill16 and then by Hill and Milstein17, the Born’s condition 
is not coordinate invariant in general, because the Born criterion was derived at the zero-stress 
state. Different researchers may have different choices of coordinate systems. Hill and 
Milstein17 modified Born’s theory by introducing the role of the work done by external loading, 
W  ( 0 WU  ). The incremental change in internal energy U  from the incremental 
change in the Lagrangian (Green’s) strain ijE is: 
  2
2
1 EOEECESU klijijklijij   . (2.1) 
where ijS is the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress, ijklC is the elastic moduli of the system. 
 
ijij
ij EE
U
V
C 

21 . (2.2) 
The increment of external work W : 
  2
2
1 EOEEKESW klijijklijij   . (2.3) 
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with 
 
klij
ijkl EE
W
V
K 

21 . (2.4) 
The coefficient ijklK is dependent on the test configuration and the choice of coordinate17. The 
stability condition 0 WU  then becomes: 
   0 klijijklijkl EEKC  . (2.5) 
 Or 0
22



klijklij EE
W
EE
U  (2.6) 
 Hill and Milstein17 showed that the condition (2.6) is the necessary and sufficient 
condition for stability of a solid , and it is coordinate invariant.  Then, the problem is how to 
deal with the coefficients ijklK . By neglecting the contribution of ijklK , the stability condition 
becomes the Born criterion 0klijijkl EEC  . Milstein and Hill tested the Born’s criterion with 
different choices of coordinates namely G-, S-, and M- variables70,71 and they found that Born’s 
criterion significantly depends on the choice of coordinate even though in some specific cases, 
the Born’s criterion can be efficacious such as FCC bulk under tensile stress condition along 
[100]-direction (showed later). It can be seen that while the Born’s criterion characterizes an 
“intrinsic” stability of materials because the stability condition solely depends on material 
properties, the condition (2.6) does not characterize intrinsic stability in general because it 
consists the contribution of external loading. One need to derive more explicit from of (2.6).  
Following the Hill and Milstein’s work, there were several researchers tried to deal with the 
second derivative of external work ji EEW 2 , for example Wang et al.18, Morris and 
Krenn20. We present some of results by Wang and Li72: 
 The system at an arbitrary deformed state X is under a deformation by a deformation 
gradient F, it is moved to state x. The internal energy from state X    0UXU   changes to 
   EUxU    at state x.  EU  is presented as: 
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      22
!2
10 EOEE
EE
UE
E
UUEU klij
Xklij
ij
Xij


 . (2.7) 
Then the corresponding stress and elastic moduli at state X are, respectively: 
    
Xij
ij E
U
XV
XS 
 1 . (2.8) 
    
Xklij
ijkl EE
U
XV
XC 

21 . (2.9) 
where  XV  is the volume of the system at state X. 
If the system is under another deformation from state x to state x’ by the Green’s strain 'ijE . 
Then, the corresponding stress at the state x is obtained by the way similar to the above 
procedure: 
    
xij
ij E
U
xV
xS '
1

 . (2.10) 
where  xV  is the volume of the system at state x. 
Taking derivative both sides of Eq. (2.7) with respect to strain at state x, then dividing both 
sides by  xV , we have: 
    
 
        2''1 EOEXCXSEExV XVEUxVxS
xijxij
ij 

  . (2.11) 
where: 
 

ji
ij
FF
E
E 

' . (2.12) 
 kjkiijij
j
i
ij EEEX
xF
2
1
  . (2.13) 
    ...1det  iiEXV
xVFJ . (2.14) 
Substituting Eqs. (2.12) to (2.14) to Eq. (2.11) yields: 
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       ijklijklijij EOEBXSxS  . (2.15) 
with 
           XSXSXSXSXSCB ijklijjlijilijjkijikijklijkl  221  . (2.16) 
B  is called stiffness tensor and it was originally introduced by Wallace28.  
 We have shown the relationship between stresses.  Work done by external loading is 
defined as: 
    xVEXSW ijij  (2.17) 
    XSxV
E
W
ij
ij

 . (2.18) 
Using Eq. (2.10) and Eq. (2.18) (at state x), we obtain: 
         21 ijijijijij EOXSxSEWEUxV 





  (2.19) 
Replacing the right hand side of Eq. (2.19) by Eq. (2.15) and then taking a derivative both sides 
of Eq. (19) with respect to strain, the following equation is obtained: 
       ijijkl
Xklijklij
EOXB
EE
W
EE
U
XV






 221 . (2.20) 
The Hill’s stability condition (Eq. (2.6)) then becomes: 
   0XBijkl . (2.21) 
ijklB is not completely symmetric in general since klijijkl BB  . The symmetrized quantity can be 
used20, then the explicit form of elastic stability condition by Hill is: 
   0
2
1  BBB T . (2.22) 
 ijklB of the system changes with loading and it will become unstable if the condition (2.22) 
is broken or 0det B . Depending on mode of loading and crystal structure, one can obtain 
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more specific stability condition for each case. Under uniaxial stress along [100]-direction
01  , others=0, B  has six independent components: 
  1111 CB ; 223322 CBB  ; 2121312  CBB ; 2323 CB  ; 4444 CB  ;
2556655  CBB  (2.23) 
 Bdet      02 255442122322112322  BBBBBBBB  (2.24) 
The equation (2.24) leads to the stability conditions: 
 00 11111  CBH  (2.25) 
     02202 1121223221121223222   CCCCBBBBH  (2.26) 
 00 232223223  CCBBH  (2.27) 
 00 44444  CBH  (2.28) 
 020 55555  CBH  (2.29) 
The determinant reaches zero when and only when one of the stability conditions vanishes. 
Each vanishing relates to a corresponding eigenvector. They are: 
  0,0,0,,,2 111112 BBB   when 02 H  (2.30) 
  0,0,0,1,1,0  when 03 H  (2.31) 
  0,0,1,0,0,0 when 04 H  (2.32) 
  0,1,0,0,0,0 or  1,0,0,0,0,0 when 05 H  (2.33) 
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 Obviously, in general, different criteria give different stability conditions. While Born 
criterion is solely dependent on material properties, the modified one (Hill stability criterion) 
has three of five conditions dependent on material properties as well as on applied stress.  
2.2. Atomic simulations 
2.2.1.  Molecular dynamics simulation 
 MD simulation was originally introduced by Alder and Wainwright73,74. Governing 
equations for MD can be based on classical mechanics, quantum mechanics or both of them. 
Even though the MD which is based on classical mechanics has some limitations, it is widely 
used to analyze material properties. Through this dissertation, classical mechanics is employed 
as governing equation for MD simulation. In MD simulation, we solve Newton’s equations of 
motions of a system with N particles. The simplest form of Newton’s equation of motion is 
given by: 
iii Fam  .  (2.34) 
where im is mass of particle i, ai is acceleration of particle is, and Fi is force acting on particle 
i.  
i
i r
UF 
 .  (2.35) 
where U is potential energy and ir is position of particle i. The equation (2.34) then can be 
rewritten: 
i
i
i r
U
dt
rdm 
2
2
. (2.36) 
 To obtain a trajectory, one needs to know two initial conditions including initial positions 
and initial velocities of atoms. The equations of motions are solved with numerical methods 
(will be discussed later), then the microscopic configuration can be obtained. However, our 
interesting parameters are not only the microscopic configurations but also thermodynamics 
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properties (macroscopic parameters) e.g. kinetic energy, pressure etc. In this circumstance, 
statistical mechanics is needed to interpret the microscopic configurations to thermodynamic 
parameters. 
 In statistical mechanics, the concept ensemble is introduced75. Ensemble is a collection 
of all microscopic states of a system which have the same macroscopic state. There are different 
ensembles with different characteristics: 
 Microcanonical ensemble (NVE): The system is characterized by a fixed number of 
atoms, N; the fixed volume, V; and an unchanged total energy, E. 
 Canonical ensemble (NVT): The macroscopic state is characterized with a constant 
number of atoms, N; a fixed volume, V; and a fixed temperature, T. 
 Isobaric-isothermal ensemble (NPT): In this ensemble is characterized by a constant 
number of atoms N, constant pressure P, and constant temperature T. 
 Grand canonical ensemble (μVT): In this ensemble, chemical potential μ, volume V and 
temperature T are fixed. 
 The thermodynamic parameters are calculated by calculating ensemble averages. In 
statistical mechanics, one needs to write down partition function corresponding to the 
considered system and go to several procedures to derive the ensemble averages which related 
to the partition function. Generally, the ensemble average is given by 
     NNNNNN
ensemble
dpdrprprAA ,,  . (2.37) 
where  NN prA ,  is the observable, a function of positions r and linear momenta p.  NN pr ,
is the probability function 
      TkprH
Z
pr B
NNNN ,exp1,  . (2.38) 
     NNBNN dpdrTkprHZ ,exp . (2.39) 
 In principle, to obtain ensemble averages, the simulation must present all microscopic 
states that describe the macroscopic properties. In MD simulation, we measure physical 
quantities by time average rather than ensemble average under the ergodic hypothesis. The 
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ergodic hypothesis state that the time average equals the ensemble average timeensemble AA  . 
The idea of this hypothesis based on the assumption that the system will pass all possible 
microscopic states if it is allowed to evolve in infinite time. 
          


M
t
NN
t
NN
time
tptrA
M
dttptrAA
10
,1,1lim

  . (2.40) 
where M is number of time steps in the simulation and A is the instantaneous observable. In 
practice, M is chosen such that the MD simulation generates enough microscopic 
configurations to satisfy the equality and computation cost is optimized. For a system of N 
particles the average kinetic energy K in MD simulation is obtained: 
 
 

M
t
N
i
iiitime
vvm
M
KK
1 1
1 . (2.41) 
where mi is the mass and velocity of particle i, respectively.  
 In almost cases, it is impossible to obtain the solution of Eq. (2.36) analytically due to 
large number of degree of freedom and complexity of potential energy function. Therefore, we 
should get time integration numerically. Finite difference technique is usually used as time 
integrator in MD simulation. Among the time integrators, Verlet algorithm76 is commonly used. 
Taylor expansion of the position of a particle at the time tt  and tt  : 
        43332 !312)( tOtdt rdtmtFttvtrttr  . (2.42) 
        43332 !312)( tOtdt rdtmtFttvtrttr  . (2.43) 
Combination of Eq. (2.42) and Eq. (2.43): 
          42
2
2 tOt
m
tFttrtrttr  . (2.44) 
With Verlet algorithm, atom position of the next step are depicted by using the position and 
net force on the particle of the current step the position of the previous step with the 4th order 
of accuracy. Velocity of the particle in Verlet algorithm is obtained: 
        
t
ttrttr
dt
tdrtv 

2
. (2.45) 
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And thus velocity is just calculated with 2nd order of accuracy. This is the limitation of Verlet 
algorithm. Velocity Verlet algorithm77 improves the accuracy of velocity. Accordingly, the 
position is given: 
         2
2
t
m
tFttvtrttr  . (2.46) 
And the velocity is obtained by using trapezoidal rule: 
         t
m
ttF
m
tFtvttv 

 
2
1 . (2.47) 
2.2.2. MD simulations with other ensembles 
 NVE ensemble is not common in MD simulation to analyze material properties. Instead, 
other ensembles such as NVT and NPT are widely used. To generate simulation with non-NVE 
ensemble, there are basically two approaches. One is based on the idea of correcting microstate 
distribution to preserve thermodynamics. For example, in Berendsen thermostat78, the 
velocities are rescaled at every time step with a proper time scale. However, the velocity 
rescaling method cannot simulate correctly the realistic dynamics e.g. the energy fluctuation 
cannot be captured correctly. In the second method, the Lagrangian equation of motion is 
reformulated to preserve the dynamics. The purpose of this method is trying to mimic the effect 
of the surrounding such that the microscopic configurations are described correctly to the 
desired ensemble. 
 In the generation of canonical ensemble, Nose-Hoover thermostat79,80 is the most widely 
used in MD simulations. Based on the extended Lagrangian framework originally introduced 
by Anderson81, Nose79 introduced the additional, artificial coordinate degree of freedom s and 
the additional, artificial momentum degree of freedom ps. s and ps respectively represent the 
coordinate and momentum of imaginary heat reservoir to which the system is coupled. The 
Lagrangian in the constant temperature is defined as: 
   sTLK
Q
prU
m
pL Bs
N
N
i i
i
Nose ln22
2
1
2


. (2.48) 
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where Q is an effective mass associated to s: sQps  , L is fixed as  13  NL  for the 
canonical ensemble. The momentum svmp iii  . The Hamiltonian of the extended system is 
then: 
     sTKN
Q
prU
m
pH Bs
N
N
i i
i
Nose ln1322
2
1
2


. (2.49) 
The equations of motion is then given as: 
 2sm
p
p
H
dt
dr
i
i
i
Nosei 
 . (2.50) 
  
i
N
i
Nosei
r
rU
r
H
dt
dp


 . (2.51) 
 
Q
p
p
H
dt
ds s
s
Nose 
 . (2.52) 
 
   
s
TKNsmp
s
H
dt
dp B
N
i
ii
Noses
13
1
22 



 . (2.53) 
 It is noted that the variables p, r, t in the equations of motion Eqs. (2.50) to (2.53) are 
virtual variables75, not real variable. The relation between the real variable (marked with primes) 
and the virtual variables: 
 rr  ;
s
pp  ; ss  ; 
s
dttd  . (2.54) 
It can be seen in Eq. (2.54) that the real time is also a variable in simulation because s is also a 
function of time. It is not convenient to work with changing in time interval because the time 
interval is needed for time-averages. The equations of motion can be written in terms of real 
variables: 
 
i
ii
m
p
td
rd 

. (2.55) 
 
 
i
s
i
N
i
ii p
Q
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 Hoover82 introduced the thermodynamics friction coefficient Qps s to simplify the 
equations of motion Eqs. (2.55) to (2.58). The simplified equations of motion with real 
variables (without primes) are then: 
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The Nose-Hoover thermostat was improved to enhance the robustness: Nose-Hoover 
chains83,84, multiple degree of freedom (multiple heat baths) s are added to enhance the 
controlling of temperature.  
 Schemes to generate the isothermal-isobaric (NPT) ensemble is similar to the schemes 
for the canonical ensemble with consideration of volume changing in order to control pressure. 
For example, Berendsen thermostat78 rescales volume of the system is rescaled at every time 
step with a proper time scale. However, extended Lagrangian method is more reliable because 
it can capture the dynamics of the system. The equations of motion for NPT ensemble can be 
found in references83,85. 
2.2.3. Molecular statics (MS) simulation 
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 MD technique conducts simulation at finite temperature. When any treatment of thermal 
motions are negligible, molecular statics (molecular mechanics, lattice statics) is widely used 
for analyzing material properties. In comparison to MD, MS technique provides a less 
computationally expensive and not limited by timescale. MS is actually a minimization 
problem in which energy function is objective function and variables are atomic positions. MS 
begins with an initial configuration then followed by a numerical technique to determine a final 
configuration such that the energy reaches the nearest global minimum. There are many 
minimization techniques for example steepest descent method, Newton-Raphson method, 
conjugate gradient method, genetic method. We briefly introduce the steepest descent method 
and conjugate gradient method as below. 
Consider the quadratic function: 
   bxAxxxf TT 
2
1  (2.63) 
where A is symmetric positive definite matrix, while x, b are vectors. nxnRA , nRbx , .If the 
function  xf gets minimum at *xx  ,   0**  bAxxf . Steepest descent method is a 
simple method among a large family of optimization methods. This technique searches a 
direction along which the function decreases the most, and negative gradient direction is the 
direction. The searching is given by: 
   iii Axbxfr   (2.64) 
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 iiii rxx 1  (2.66) 
where i  is the searching step size and it is obtained via   01  ii dxdf  . While the steepest 
descent method can reach a solution with a small enough error, this method shows low 
convergence. This is because one search direction can be repeated many times. Then, it would 
be better if one can design a technique in which one search direction takes only one step. In 
conjugate gradient method, searching directions (namely d0, d1, d2... dn-1   ) are conjugate (with 
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respect to A) to each other. Vector di is conjugate to vector dj if diTA dj=0. Conjugate gradient 
method is used for all MS simulations in this study. The algorithm is summarized as: 
 000 Axbrd   (2.67) 
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 As mentioned above, MS method provide a fast, no timescale limited simulation but the 
minimization technique raises a fundamental limitation in MS simulation: No one can 
guarantee the minimum of the energy is local minimum or global minimum. In some cases 
such as complex geometry, complex physical problem (phase transition), large model etc., one 
need to be careful with the minimization. Finding global minimum of a function accurately and 
efficiently is still an open research.  
2.2.4. Interatomic potential models 
 In atomistic simulations, the selection of underlying interatomic potential plays the 
important role to determine the accuracy and efficiency of the simulation. The ab initio MD 
simulation is believed to be a good method to model the material system because the material 
properties is obtained directly from quantum calculation. However, computational cost for this 
method is expensive and thus it violates the efficiency requirement. On the other hand, 
computational cost of pair potentials such as Lenard-Jones or Morse models is low but such 
potentials is suitable for inert gases rather than other materials such as metal or covalent crystals. 
Generated empirical interatomic potentials should balance the accuracy and efficiency. 
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Embedded atom method (EAM) potentials are commonly used for describing the interaction 
between atoms in metals. EAM potential model was originally introduced by Daw and Baskes86. 
The EAM potential was modified later by others87–92. In an EAM potential model, the total 
energy of the system, totE , is given by 
    
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i
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11
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where N is the number of atoms in the system,  ijij R  is the pair repulsion between atom i and 
atom j, which are separated by distance ijR ,  ihiF ,  is the energy required to embed atom i into 
the background electron density, and ih, is the host electron density at atom i owing to the 
remaining atoms in the system and ih, is considered the key to EAM potential: 
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where  ijrf  is electron density of the individual atom j. In this study, EAM potentials are 
mainly used and we employ the EAM potential developed by Foiles et al.87, the EAM potential 
developed by Cai and Ye91, and the EAM potential developed by Liu et al. 92 to model FCC 
metals. While typical EAM potentials are usually generated with tabulated form, the EAM 
potential by Cai and Ye provides analytical form of the potential energy so that the calculation 
of elastic moduli by Eq. (2.80) can be employed more straightforward. 
 In addition, in the study of a BCC, iron atoms are described by another empirical 
potential93. For Si, we use the Tersoff potential94. 
2.3. Stress and elastic moduli calculations 
The virial stress is defined as: 
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where V  is the volume of the system, im and iv are the mass and velocity of the particle i , and 
if is the force on atom i . The first term of the formula is the kinetic term and is zero in static 
simulations. The second term is originally from the inter-atomic force and can be considered 
as Cauchy stress in the average sense95,96.  
 In order to check the stability conditions for the structures under loading, calculation of 
elastic moduli at finite strain is necessary. We use two methods to calculate the elastic moduli 
at finite strain. The first method is directly related to the second derivative of energy. In the 
first method, the elastic constants under deformation were derived by Vitek and 
Srolovizt(1989), we transcribed some of the results as follow (we neglect temperature effects). 
To calculate elastic constants by the first method, we need to write the change of the potential 
energy upon the applied strain . This value is expressed in the second order of , as  
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A displacement vector, rij, changes with the strain such that 
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The total volume changes such that to the second order in    
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By inserting (2.77) and (2.78) into the potential energy, EP = EP (r1, r2, , rN, V), and then 
expanding EP into a Taylor series with respect to the second order of , we get the following: 
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A comparison of (2.69) with (2.72) gives 
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 In the second method, we calculate elastic stiffness of a structure at finite strain by using 
Eq. (2.15). The elastic stiffness are calculated by measuring the slope of stress-stress curves. 
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Chapter 3 Bulk Materials 
3.1. Cubic materials under uniaxial loading along [100]-direction 
3.1.1. Introduction 
 Mechanical response of single crystal under different loading conditions have been 
studied intensively22,29,37,97. Among the modes of loading, uniaxial stress is a typical 
mechanical test. The first attempt to investigate elastic instability of a single crystal was 
conducted with the uniaxial stress condition15. Cubic bulk materials under uniaxial stress 
condition show bifurcation of crystal17,69 which is an interesting phenomenon. The elastic 
instability of FCC/BCC material under tensile/compressive uniaxial stress is the intrinsic 
instability that reflect a property of the materials alone17. The mechanical test has been 
conducted by using atomic simulations with LJ potentials21,33, EAM potentials22, MEAM35 or 
density functional theory97,98 .   
 In this section, we reproduced uniaxial stress test including tension and compression of 
materials including Cu, Ag, Au, Ni, Pd, Pt, Fe, and Si by using molecular statics and molecular 
dynamics simulations. In addition, temperature effects on elastic instability behavior of the 
materials are also investigated. As mentioned early, the bifurcation phenomenon, plays an 
important role in the mechanical properties of materials will be discussed. It should be noted 
that some materials may fail before they lose the elastic stability with the so called phonon 
instabilities99. However, such kind of instability is out of objective of this study.  
3.1.2. Simulation methods 
A. Atomic simulations 
 We performed classical MS and MD calculations to investigate the mechanical responses 
of the fcc metal (001) systems using the Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel 
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Simulator (LAMMPS)100. We modeled the fcc (001) bulk materials and nanoplates assigning 
the [100]-, [010]-, and [001]-directions to the x-, y-, and z-directions, respectively. To model 
bulk materials, we assigned periodic boundary conditions (PBCs) along all three directions. 
The sizes of the bulk systems used were 4a0 × 4a0 × 4a0 (for the MS calculations) and 10a0 × 
10a0 × 10a0 (for the MD simulations), where a0 is the lattice parameter of the fcc metal in 
question. We confirmed that larger systems yielded the same results as smaller ones. The 
interactions among atoms in this paper are described by some embedded atom potential models 
developed by Cai and Ye91,  Foiles et al.87, Liu et al.92. In the MS calculations, we minimized 
totE  and obtained the stable state corresponding to force equilibrium under the given loading 
conditions. In the MD calculations, we employed the velocity Verlet algorithm as a time-
marching scheme. To study the effects of the temperature, we performed MD simulations for 
various temperatures ranging from 0.01 K to 600 K. The temperature was increased from the 
initial temperature (0 K) to the studied temperature in 100 ps. Then, we annealed systems for 
100 ps at the studied temperature. The time step was 1 fs, and a Nose-Hoover thermostat79,80 
was employed for the simulations.  
 To perform the uniaxial tensile loading tests, we stretched the fcc (001) bulk materials or 
nanoplates from their equilibrated states along the x-direction with an incremental true strain 
of 0.001 (for the MS simulations) and with a constant true strain rate of 107 s-1 (for the MD 
simulations). For the MS simulations, the uniaxial stress ( 0xx , others zero) was controlled 
by adjusting the periodic box size along the y- and z-directions for the bulk systems and that 
along the y-direction for the nanoplates. During the MD simulations, when applying the loading, 
the simulation box along the periodic directions was adjusted in order to satisfy the uniaxial 
stress condition; the exception was the loading direction. A schematic diagram of bulk that is 
illustrating crystallographic orientation and loading conditions is shown in Figure 3.1. 
B. Density functional theory simulations  
 The local density approximation101 and ultra-soft pseudo-potential102 are used. We 
employ 13×13×13 Monkhorst-Pack103 meshes for sampling the Brillouin zone. All calculations 
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are relaxed until forces on each ion become less than 0.01 eV/ Å with a cutoff energy of 400 
eV. We utilize the Cambridge Serial Total Energy Package (CASTEP)104 for DFT calculations.  
3.1.3. Uniaxial tensile stress 
 Figure 3.2a shows the stress-strain curves of Au (001) bulk under uniaxial stress 
condition by MS and MD simulation. The MD simulation was performed for an extremely low 
temperature (0.01 K). The EAM potential by Foiles87 is used to describe the interaction 
between Au atoms. Under an applied strain, the stress increases gradually and drops after 
reaching a maximum value of 4.03 GPa: the corresponding strain is 0.077 (true strain). The 
MS result and the MD result at extremely low temperature, are almost the same, show excellent 
agreement between to atomic simulation methods. Figure 3.2b shows the changes in energy 
with applied strain. It is clear that there is no sudden change in energy. This observation agree 
with previous reports21,30.  
 Under external loading, stress of the material would increase with increasing of applied 
strain if the system is still stable. The non-positive of the incremental of stress (as shown in 
Figure 3.2, stress drops at the strain of 0.77) can be regarded as signal of instability. This is 
mentioned previously by Frenkel105, and Orowan106. In order to check stability of the material, 
we calculate the elastic stiffness by using the method described in chapter 2. The changes of 
stability terms of inequalities from (2.25) to (2.29) are presented in Figure 3.3. As can be seen 
in Figure 3.3a, under uniaxial tensile loading, the terms 2322 BB  , 55B  and 11B  decrease while 
others increase. While 2322 BB   vanishes, the term 55B   is about several tens of GPa and 11B is 
larger than 170 GPa. Therefore, under the tensile loading condition, 2322 BB  is the dominant 
indicator to predict the instability.  This condition is special because it solely consists of elastic 
moduli instead of elastic moduli and applied stress like other conditions: 23222322 CCBB  . 
For more easily for observation, we plot solely the term 2322 BB   as a function of applied strain 
in Figure 3.3b. As more strain applied to the structure, the term decreases more and reaches to 
zero at the critical strain 0.077 which is exactly the strain at which the stress gets maximum 
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(Figure 3.2a).  The strain at which the material loses its stability is called the critical instability 
strain.  
 An interesting point of mechanical response of cubic material under external loading is 
bifurcation of crystal. As mentioned by Born15, Hill and Milstein17, due to fluctuations or 
perturbations, loading path can go to secondary path instead of primary path. The bifurcation 
can happen in cubic materials under uniaxial stress or hydrostatic pressure26. We plot the 
changes of lateral lattice parameter ya and za in Figure 3.4a. Before the critical strain, when 
strain increases, the lateral lattice parameters decrease gradually with the same amount due to 
a positive Poisson’s ratio. The average Poisson’s ratio is about 0.44. Therefore, the phase of 
material is tetragonal. However, at onset of instability, the lattice parameters no longer decrease 
gradually but dramatically. In particular, there is contraction along y direction while expansion 
can be seen along z direction. The deformation mode is
     0,0,0,1,1,00,0,0,024.0,023.0,001.0,,,,, 121323332211  .The phase of crystal 
changes from tetragonal to orthorhombic at onset of instability. The cross-section of the 
structure before and the onset of instability are shown in Figure 3.4b. The results agree well to 
the theoretical works done by Born69  , and Hill17. We also conducted the tensile testes for other 
FCC materials Al, Cu, Ag, Au, Ni, Pd and Pt with the EAM potential models87,91,92 and also Si 
with Tersoff potential model107. The bifurcation phenomenon is observed for all materials. For 
BCC materials, the bifurcation can be observed in the case they are under uniaxial compressive 
loading instead of the tension case. We studied the mechanical response and elastic instability 
of Fe with the potential108 as a representative of BCC materials. The critical instability strains 
and corresponding stresses of these materials are tabulated in Table 3.1. 
We have seen that under uniaxial tensile loading along [100]-direction, gold crystal fails at the 
critical instability strain 0.077 (true strain). With the dropping of stress, phase transformation 
from tetragonal to orthorhombic is observed. One of the stability conditions 02322 CC
violates at the critical instability strain. Therefore, the maximum stress can be regarded as ideal 
strength of Au under uniaxial tensile loading. This ideal strength is obtained in the ideal crystal 
without pre-defects such as dislocations or micro-cracks. Also, this ideal strength is not the 
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theoretical fracture strength of material. The ideal strength of Au will be discussed in detail in 
a later part of this chapter. 
 To confirm the generality of our finding, we performed density functional theory 
calculations as well. We compare the mechanical response of the case of Au obtained by DFT 
and MS calculations for Au crystal under symmetric transverse loadings in Figure 3.5. It can 
be seen that the critical strains (engineering strain) obtained by MS simulation with EAM by 
Foiles87, MS simulation with EAM by Cai and Ye91 and DFT calculation are 0.081, 0.088 and 
0.089 respectively. While the maximum stresses obtained by MS simulations are almost the 
same, that of DFT calculation is larger (Figure 3.5a). More importantly, the bifurcation 
phenomenon is obtained by all calculations (Figure 3.5b). 
3.1.4. Compression 
 We now present the mechanical response and instability behavior of Au bulk under 
uniaxial compressive loading along [100]-direction by using MS simulation. We will discuss 
the computation results in term of maximum stress, deformation mode, and stability conditions. 
Figure 3.6a presents stress as a function of applied strain along [100]-direction. Under 
compression, the compressive stress also increases with applied strain and reach a maximum 
value of 1.43 GPa at a corresponding compressive strain of 0.085 (true strain). For the case of 
tension, stress drops suddenly at the maximum stress point. However, for compression case, 
the stress decreases smoothly. The behavior of energy in the compression case is similar to that 
of tension case i.e. it increases with strain regardless of decrease of stress as can be seen in 
Figure 3.6b.  
 We turn to the stability conditions. Figure 3.7a shows changes of the stability terms (2.24) 
to (2.28) (in chapter 2) with the compressive strain. Among the stability conditions, we can see 
in Figure 3.7b that 02 11
2
122322  BBBB violates first at the strain of 0.085, exactly at the 
strain at which the compressive stress gets maximum. Hence, the critical instability strain of 
the Au under uniaxial compressive loading along [100]-direction is 0.085. Note that the 
Young’s modulus along [100] direction of a material with tetragonal symmetry is: 
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 Therefore, the violation of the stability condition 02 11
2
122322  BBBB is actually the 
vanishing of the Young’s modulus. That is why the stress-strain curve in Figure 3.6a is smooth 
and slop of the curve at the critical instability strain is 0. Such condition is violated when the 
decrease of lattice parameter ܽ௫  leads to the decrement of compressive stress rather than 
increment. Therefore, the critical strain is the strain at which the compressive stress of structure 
gets maximum value. Similar to the tension case, the maximum stress 1.43 GPa is regarded as 
ideal compressive strength of Au under uniaxial stress along [100]-direction. 
 As present in section 3.1.3, Au bulk under tensile loading along [100]-direction fails with 
a phase transformation i.e. a large contraction along one lateral direction and a large expansion 
along the other lateral direction. However, for the compression case, there is no such kind of 
large deformation mode. The corresponding deformation mode is  0,0,0,,,2 111112 BBB  . 
Figure 3.8 shows the changes of lattice parameters ya and za of crystal with the varying of 
applied strain. There is no special change like bifurcation in the tension case. 
We confirmed the elastic instability behavior of other metals Ag, Cu, Ni, Pd and Pt are the 
same as that of Au. And the critical elastic strain of the material under uniaxial compressive 
stress along [100]-direction are tabulated in Table 3.2.  
3.1.5. Temperature effects on elastic instability of Au 
In this section, we present effects of temperature on elastic instability of Au bulk under 
uniaxial tensile stress along [100]-direction. For this, we performed MD simulations of Au-
Foiles at different temperatures ranging from 0.01K to 600K. The stress-strain curve of the 
system under uniaxial stress at finite temperatures are showed in Figure 3.9. The Poisson’s 
ratio is not sensitive to the temperature; in contrast, the Young’s modulus decreases drastically 
with an increase in the temperature. This behavior of the Young’s modulus is consistent with 
the previous experimental reports for bulk materials109,110 as well as the results of 
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computational studies on nanowires111. More importantly, the maximum stress or the ideal 
strength of the Au bulk material decreases as the temperature is increased. For example, the 
ideal strength of Au bulk at 0.01 K, which is 4.03 GPa is reduced to 3.05 GPa at 300 K. In 
addition, the critical instability strain is also reduced from 0.077 at 0.01 K to 0.071 at 300 K. 
However, it is worth noting that the phase transformation from a tetragonal to an orthorhombic 
structure still takes place during uniaxial loading tests at high temperatures, as can be seen in 
Figure 3.10. Even at high temperature, the material fails with the phase transformation and 
there is no local defect such as dislocations. As shown in Figure 3.11, the energy-strain curves 
behaviors of the systems at different temperatures are the same i.e. there is no dropping of 
energy (which is usually related to nucleation and propagation of dislocation). 
3.1.6. Summary 
 We used MS, MD and DFT simulations to investigate mechanical responses and elastic 
instability behaviors of cubic materials under uniaxial tensile and compressive loading along 
[100]-direction. For the FCC metals Ag, Al, Au, Cu, Ni, Pd, and Pt and Si under tension, 
materials lose their elastic instability via bifurcation phenomenon i.e. phase transformation 
from tetragonal to orthorhombic. Under the compression, the materials fail with vanishing of 
Young’s modulus and without large deformation like the tension case. Among the stability 
conditions, 02322 BB or 02322  CC is the dominant stability condition while 
02 11
2
122322  BBBB or     022 11122322   CCCC  is the dominant stability 
condition for the compression case. We also investigate effects of temperature on the 
mechanical responses and elastic instability of Au. The critical instability strain decreases with 
increase of temperature. Bifurcation phenomenon still observed in the studied temperature 
range (0K to 600K). For the case of FE BCC, the bifurcation phenomenon takes place when it 
is subjected to uniaxial compressive loading along [100]-direction.  
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3.2. Ideal strength of cubic material 
3.2.1. Introduction 
 Materials usually fail by the nucleation and propagation of defects. Stress at which the 
failure occurs by the movement of dislocations is called the yield strength of materials. For 
defect-free materials, strength of materials is larger and regarded as the theoretical strength or 
the ideal strength. There have been extensive works by computation22,35,112,113 as well as 
theoretical studies72,105,106,114 to determine the theoretical strength of materials. For example, 
the strength of material was estimated via Young’s modulus E, surface energy density  and 
atomic distance a0: 0aEc   with the assumption that the cohesive force is a sinusoidal 
function of atomic distance106. Recently, elastic stability theory16–18,20,69 have been employed 
to determine the ideal strength of crystalline materials22,26,35,97,115. As mentioned in chapter 2, 
the elastic stability theory was initially developed by Born69, then improved by Hill16, and Hill 
and Milstein17 and others18,20. According to the theory, a material is elastically stable if and 
only if   021det  TBBB where B is the elastic stiffness matrix of the material. 
Otherwise, it would be unstable. Therefore, in order to determine the ideal strength of an 
arbitrary crystalline material under an arbitrary loading condition, one needs to calculate the 
components of elastic stiffness modulus and find the state where the stability condition is firstly 
violated. With aids of molecular dynamics (MD) and density functional theory (DFT) 
calculations, there have been numerous reports to obtain the ideal strength of various materials 
under different loading conditions26,27,33,34.  
 For a face-centered-cubic (FCC) material under uniaxial tensile stress along <100> 
direction, it can follow a Bain primary path on which the crystal structure keeps its tetragonal 
symmetry or it can follow astray from the primary path to the secondary path on which the 
crystal structure undergoes a phase transition from tetragonal to orthorhombic symmetry17,69. 
The changing of mechanical response of the material from the primary path to the secondary 
path is so called “bifurcation” of crystal17,69. As pointed out by Born69 and Hill and Milstein17, 
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such bifurcation is the result of fluctuations and/or perturbations during loading. The maximum 
stress obtained from the primary path, i.e., the maximum stress in the primary path, is regarded 
as the theoretical strength22,35,97, whereas the stress at the bifurcation is the ideal strength. The 
existence of a bifurcation depends on the crystallographic direction of materials and loading 
directions. Therefore, if there is a bifurcation before the material reaches the maximum stress 
on the primary path, the ideal strength is always smaller than the theoretical strength. In 
particular, the ideal strength is significantly smaller than the theoretical strength when a 
uniaxial stress is applied along <100> direction to the FCC {001} materials. Using MD 
simulation with an EAM potential, Milstein and Chantasiriwan22 found that the ideal strength 
of gold is 10 GPa whereas the theoretical strength is 22.5 GPa. Wang and Li97 obtained that 
the ideal strength of gold is 4.2 GPa whereas the theoretical strength is 18.36 GPa through DFT 
calculations.  
 The ideal strength is a function of material properties as well as loading condition. For 
bulk materials are usually under multi-axial stress condition such as the existence of a crack 
tip or composing fiber composite materials39. For nanoscale materials, because of large tensile 
surface stresses, atoms inside nanowires has three non-zero stress components even when they 
are under uniaxial stress116. Even the multi-axial stress condition can be found in many cases, 
only a few studies38,39 about the effects of transversely applied stresses on the theoretical 
strength of materials have been conducted. Furthermore, the bifurcation phenomenon under 
transverse stresses, which is critical to determine the ideal strength rather than the theoretical 
strength, has not been considered. In particular, because the ideal strength is strongly dependent 
on the loading condition, the effect of symmetric and/or asymmetric stresses in the transverse 
directions on the ideal strength of materials should be of a great importance. In this paper, we 
present molecular statics (MS) and DFT simulations to investigate the effects of transverse 
stresses on the ideal tensile strength of six FCC materials, namely Cu, Ag, Au, Ni, Pd, and Pt, 
with the consideration of bifurcation. For this, we considered ideal FCC (001) crystals and 
examined the ideal strength when the crystal was stretched in [100] direction under symmetric 
or asymmetric constant stresses in transverse directions, i.e., [010] and [001] directions. 
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3.2.2. Simulation details 
 We first present stress-strain curves of Au under the loading mode which has the stress 
components 0,0  szyx  , others=0. For convenient of notation, we assign the x-, 
y-, and z- directions to the [100], [010], and [001] directions, respectively. Periodic boundary 
conditions were applied to all principal directions to model Au bulk structure. The model size 
was 4a0 × 4a0 × 4a0, where a0 is the lattice parameter of Au, and we confirmed the results did 
not depend on the model size. The interaction between Au atoms was described by the 
embedded-atom method (EAM) potential model developed by Foiles et al.87. In MS simulation, 
the material was initially optimized under assigned stresses along the transverse directions 
while the length of simulation box along the x-direction was kept constant, and then strain was 
applied along the x-direction with an increment of 0.1%. During the process of applying strain, 
the lengths of simulation box along the y- and z- directions (say Ly and Lz respectively) are 
allowed to change so that the assigned stresses along the y- and z-directions are kept unchanged 
but Ly are not necessary to be always the same with Lz. All of the MS simulations were 
performed using the Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator 
(LAMMPS)100. 
3.2.3. Symmetric loading 
 Figure 12 presents stress-strain relations of the Au bulk structure when the symmetric 
transverse stresses, s , are -1.0, 0, 1.0, and 2.0 GPa. For the case of uniaxial stress condition 
( 0s ), the stress increases gradually as strain increases, reaches a maximum value of 4.09 
GPa and then drops. It is clear that the maximum stress along the x-direction changes 
considerably with the presence of transverse stresses. In particular, the maximum stress 
increases (decreases) with tensile (compressive) applied stresses. It is noteworthy that, at the 
moment that the stress drops, energy is not necessary to drop as shown in Figure 13. There is 
no energy change during the transition or bifurcation from the primary path to the secondary 
path. Under the symmetric transverse e, the symmetry of crystal is the same with that under 
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uniaxial stress, i.e. tetragonal. Therefore, before a possible bifurcation, the elastic stiffness 
matrix B has six independent components which are 
665544231312332211 ,,,,, BBBBBBBBB  . The explicit stability conditions are also the 
same with the conditions in the case of uniaxial stress condition: 
02 11
2
122322  BBBB  (3.2) 
02322 BB  (3.3) 
044 B  (3.4) 
055 B  (3.5) 
 The material becomes unstable when and only when one of the conditions (3.2) to (3.5) 
is broken. One can obtain a corresponding eigensolution of each condition, when it is violated, 
by solving a eigenvalue problem,   0xIB  : 
 0,0,0,,,2 111112 BBB  , when 02 112122322  BBBB  (3.6) 
 0,0,0,1,1,0  , when 02322 BB  (3.7) 
 0,0,0,1,0,0 , when 044 B  (3.8) 
 0,1,0,0,0,0 or  1,0,0,0,0,0 , when 055 B  (3.9) 
 
 We calculated the elastic stiffness of the Au crystal at different strain states and 
monitored the stability conditions from (3.2) to (3.5). Among the stability conditions, 
02322 BB  violates first exactly at the moment that the stress is maximum. Therefore, we 
plot changes of 2322 BB  with the stress along x-direction in Figure 14. Its corresponding 
deformation mode is  0,0,0,1,1,0   (in (3.6)). The deformation means that the structure 
undergoes a large expansion along the y-direction and a large contraction along the z-direction 
at the moment when the stability condition is broken. In other words, at the moment, bifurcation, 
i.e., a phase transition from tetragonal to orthorhombic symmetry is observed as shown in 
Figure 15. Therefore, the stresses at the moment are the ideal tensile strengths of the Au crystal 
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under symmetric transverse stresses. It is worthy to mention that the bifurcation occurs in all 
cases and it occurs at different strains depending on the magnitudes of the transverse stress. 
The presence of compressive (tensile) transverse stresses makes the bifurcation take place 
earlier (later). That is why we can see the change of the ideal tensile strength of the material 
with the presence of the transverse stresses.  
 To investigate the detailed relationship between the symmetric transverse stresses and 
the ideal strength of materials, we conducted more simulations with the same loading condition 
for six FCC materials. The obtained ideal tensile strengths IS are shown in Figure 3.16 with 
different symbols, under different the applied symmetric stress s  that ranges from -4 GPa to 
4 GPa. In addition, we also plot solid lines of which equation is 0ISsIS k   , where 0IS  is 
the ideal strength of the materials under uniaxial stress condition ( 0s ), in Figure 3.16. 
Interestingly, all the ideal strengths of the six metals are linearly proportional to the symmetric 
transverse stresses. The proportional coefficient k depends on the materials and ranges from 
0.77 to 0.99. In particular, the coefficients of Pt (0.99) and Au (0.98) are approximately 1.0. 
Therefore, one can easily estimate the ideal tensile strength of a Pt or Au crystal under 
symmetric transverse stresses, by adding the applied transverse stress value s  to the ideal 
tensile strength of Pt or Au under uniaxial stress condition, which is well known and regarded 
as a material constant. 
3.2.4. Asymmetric loading 
 So far, we have discussed the dependence of the ideal strength on the symmetric 
loadings that are applied along both transverse directions (the y- and z-directions). Now, we 
investigate the ideal strength of FCC materials under more general multi-axial loading 
conditions. In usual, the materials are under asymmetric loading (or stress) state. Therefore, we 
need to figure out the effect of non-symmetric transverse stresses on the ideal strength of 
materials. For this, we assigned different values of stresses in the transverse directions: y  = 
1.0 GPa and z = 0.5 GPa. Figure 3.17 shows the stress-strain curve of the Au crystal under 
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the loading condition. Now, the maximum stress is approximately 3.08 GPa, which is much 
smaller than both ideal strengths of the Au crystal when no transverse stress is applied 
( 09.40  ISIS  GPa) and when the symmetric transverse stresses of 1.0 GPa are applied 
( 14.5IS GPa). When the symmetric stresses are applied in the transverse directions, the 
ideal strength of materials is enhanced linearly when the stresses are tensile. However, when 
asymmetric stresses are applied in the transverse directions, the ideal strength of materials is 
reduced even though both stresses are tensile. The strain where the Au crystal has the maximum 
stress also changes depending on the symmetry of transverse stresses. The strain is 
approximately 6.7 % under the asymmetric transverse stresses (Figure 3.17), whereas the 
strains are approximately 8.1 % and 8.5 % under the symmetric transverse stresses of 0.0 GPa 
and 1.0 GPa, respectively (Figure 12). This shows that the asymmetric stresses, in contrast to 
the symmetric stresses, make the Au crystal weaker in terms of the ideal strength and 
corresponding strain.  
 Close inspection of the stress-strain curves under symmetric and asymmetric transverse 
stresses (Figures 3.12 and 3.17), one can see the difference near the maximum points. In the 
case of symmetric stresses there is a sharp drop of stress, whereas stress changes more smoothly 
in the case of asymmetric stresses. That is because of different crystal symmetries of the 
materials caused by different loading conditions. Under the asymmetric transverse stress, the 
symmetry of crystal becomes orthorhombic. Therefore, now, the elastic stiffness matrix B has 
nine independent components which are 665544231312332211 ,,,,,,,, BBBBBBBBB . Then, the 
necessary and sufficient conditions for the stability of the material become the followings: 
0111  BD  (3.10) 
0
2212
1211
2  BB
BB
D  (3.11) 
0
332313
232212
131211
3 
BBB
BBB
BBB
D  (3.12) 
0444  BD  (3.13) 
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0555  BD  (3.14) 
0666  BD  (3.15) 
 We present the changes of the stability condition terms with the applied strain along the 
x- direction in Figure 3.18. The two terms D3 and D6 decreases with increasing of applied strain. 
However, D3 reaches zero first exactly at the state where the stress, x , is maximum and 
therefore D3 is the dominant condition to predict the elastic instability. Note that the Young’s 
modulus along the [100] direction (the x-direction here) for an orthorhombic crystal is 
2
233322
3
2
233322
2
1233
2
1322
2
2311131223332211
]100[
2
BBB
D
BBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBE 
   (3.16) 
Therefore, the vanishing of D3 is actually the vanishing of the effective Young’s modulus along 
the loading direction.  
 We further investigated the effect of symmetry of transverse stresses on the ideal 
strength of the Au crystal. For this we assigned different values of stresses in the transverse 
directions: 0.1y GPa and yz k   where k ranged from 0.0 to 1.0. Dependence of the 
ideal strength on k is shown in Figure 3.19. Black dotted line represents the value of ideal 
strength under uniaxial stress condition ( 0,0  szyx  ). When symmetric 
transverse stresses are tensile, the ideal strength increases. However, when symmetric is broken, 
the ideal strength decreases drastically. For example, even when 0.1y GPa and 8.0z
GPa, both are tensile, are applied, the ideal strength is smaller than  0IS  where no transverse 
stresses are applied. As shown in Figure 3.19, it is clear that asymmetry of the transverse 
stresses decreases the ideal strength of the material. As the asymmetry increases, the ideal 
strength decreases. The ideal strength of materials, that are measured under uniaxial stress 
condition and are believed as a material property, is strongly dependent on the loading 
conditions. Furthermore, it can be reduced largely when the materials lie on asymmetric 
loading conditions.  
 To confirm the generality of our finding, we performed density functional theory 
calculations as well. The local density approximation101 and ultra-soft pseudo-potential102 were 
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used. We employed 13×13×13 Monkhorst-Pack103 meshes to sample the Brillouin zone. All of 
the calculations were relaxed until the forces on each ion became less than 0.01 eV/ Å, with a 
cutoff energy of 400 eV. We utilized the Cambridge Serial Total Energy Package (CASTEP)104 
for the DFT calculations. We compare the ideal strengths and critical strains obtained by DFT 
and MS calculations for Au crystal under symmetric transverse stresses in Table 3.3. The 
critical strain is the strains where the Au crystal has the maximum stress. Although there is 
difference in the results of DFT and MS calculations in terms of numbers, it is clear that the 
symmetric transvers stresses linearly increase (decrease) the ideal strength of the Au crystal 
when the stresses are tensile (compressive).  
3.2.4. Conclusion 
 In summary, we conducted MS and DFT simulations to study the effect of transverse 
stresses on the ideal strength of six FCC materials. The ideal strength, which is much smaller 
than the theoretical strength in the case of <100> loadings, can be predicted with aid of the 
elastic stability theory. The ideal strengths of the six FCC materials are largely dependent on 
the transverse stresses. In the case of symmetric transverse stresses, the ideal strength is 
determined by a bifurcation point where a phase transition takes place and the ideal strength 
linearly increases as the stresses increase in tension. However, in the case of asymmetric 
transverse stresses, the ideal strength decreases significantly, even when both transverse 
stresses are tensile. We found that the ideal strength decreases more as the degree of asymmetry 
increases.  
3.3. Negative Poisson’s ratio in cubic material 
 Negative Poisson’s ratio materials, known as auxetics, are extended rather than being 
contracted in the directions perpendicular to the loading direction as they are stretched. 
Although existence of auxetics does not violate thermodynamic postulates, almost materials 
show positive Poisson’s ratio behavior. We provide here numerical and theoretical evidences 
to show that cubic materials can exhibit auxetic behavior even in a principal direction under 
proper loading conditions. When a stress perpendicular to the loading direction is applied, cubic 
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materials can exhibit a negative Poisson’s ratio at finite strain. The negative Poisson’s ratio 
behavior including its direction and value strongly depends on the direction and magnitude of 
the transversely applied stress. As a result, we show that it is possible to tune the direction and 
magnitude of a negative Poisson’s ratio of cubic materials by controlling transverse stress.  
3.3.1. Introduction 
 Poisson’s ratio is the ratio of transverse strain to axial strain. Unlike positive Poisson’s 
ratio materials, when negative Poisson’s ratio materials are stretched, they expand in a direction 
orthogonal to the stretching direction. Because of this interesting and counter-intuitive property, 
there are tremendous opportunities for use of negative Poisson’s ratio materials, in applications 
such as fasteners 117, piezoelectricity 118, prostheses 119, superior damper 120, and smart textile 
fabrics 121. Since the seminal work by Lakes on the negative Poisson’s ratio of reentrant foam 
structures 122, there have been a number of studies on auxetic materials 31,32,123–128. In addition 
to reentrant foam structures, auxetic materials can be found in hinge structures 123, composites 
124, two-dimensional (2D) metallic sheets with elliptical voids 125, bucklicrystals 126. Some 
crystal structures can also display negative Poisson’s ratio behavior 31,32,127. Approximately 70% 
of cubic materials can exhibit negative Poisson’s ratio in the ]011[  direction when they are 
stretched in the [110] direction 32. In addition, many theoretical works on the Poisson’s ratio of 
cubic materials have been performed 129–134. Ting and Barnett derived a formula for the 
Poisson’s ratio of cubic and other anisotropic materials in any direction and a criterion to 
determine whether a given material is completely auxetic (having negative Poisson’s ratios in 
all directions), partially auxetic, or non-auxetic 129. To analyze the Poisson’s ratio behavior of 
cubic materials, Paszkiewicz and Wolski 131, Bránka et al. 132,133, and Goldstein et al. 134 
developed new techniques for calculating the extreme values of Poisson’s ratio in a direction 
or the global maximum and minimum for the entire domain. Cubic materials were found to 
have extreme Poisson’s ratio values in the [100], [110], or “V3” directions (where V3 is a 
vector in the plane between the [111] and [110] directions) 132. However, based on a survey of 
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experimental elastic moduli, Lethbridge et al. 127 showed that extreme Poisson’s ratios do not 
usually correspond to a principal crystallographic axis.  
 Researching negative Poisson’s ratios behavior often requires engineered structures 
that can be challenging to fabricate, because they involve embedding structures with intricate 
geometries within a host matrix. Therefore, the manufacturing process has been a bottleneck 
in the development of practical applications of auxetics 135. In addition, some materials exhibit 
auxetic behavior only within a limited strain range because auxetic behavior only occurs near 
phase transformations 136,137. Here, we introduce a new approach to creating cubic materials 
with negative Poisson’s ratios at finite strain, even in a principal direction. We also provide a 
numerical and theoretical explanation for why cubic materials can exhibit auxetic behavior 
when they are sufficiently stretched in a principal direction. Our work differs from that of others 
in that it does not require the challenging fabrication techniques or a procedure for searching 
for the directional and extreme Poisson’s ratio. It is noteworthy that cubic materials do not 
exhibit negative Poisson’s ratio behavior in a principal direction at zero strain but can be made 
to exhibit auxetic behavior by designing a constrained state (i.e., multi-axial stress). Because 
our approach can be easily implemented, we can tune the direction and magnitude of negative 
Poisson’s ratio by controlling multi-axial stress in the principal directions. As discussed later, 
this is a unique characteristic of cubic materials.   
3.3.2. Simulation method 
A. Molecular statics (MS) simulation 
  We designated the [100], [010], and [001] directions as the x-, y-, and z- directions, 
respectively. To model cubic materials, we applied periodic boundary conditions to all 
directions. The model size was 000 555 aaa  , where 0a  is the lattice parameter of the material 
considered. The interaction among the Al atoms was described using the embedded-atom 
method (EAM) potential model developed by Liu et al. 92. For other FCC metals, another EAM 
potential model developed by Foiles et al. 87 was employed. For Si, we employed the 
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environment-dependent interatomic potential (EDIP) model proposed by Justo et al. 138. Atoms 
of the cubic materials were initially assigned to perfect lattice positions. Before a strain was 
applied to the x- direction, the cubic materials were relaxed to have a configuration in which 
the stress in the x-direction is zero while stresses in other directions are assigned values. A 
strain was then applied in the x-direction in increments of 0.2%. To satisfy multi-axial stress, 
the stresses in the y- and z-directions were maintained at their assigned values. The relaxation 
was terminated when the difference in energy between two iterations was less than 10-16 eV. 
All of the MS simulations were performed using the Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively 
Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS) 100. 
 Under loading in the x-direction, Poisson’s ratio is defined as follows: 
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 We use the central finite difference method with second-order accuracy to approximate 
the Poisson’s ratio in equation (1). The Poisson’s ratio of a structure at a strain of  xx   can 
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B. Density functional theory (DFT) simulation 
 The local density approximation101 and ultra-soft pseudo-potential102 were used. We 
employed 13×13×13 Monkhorst-Pack103 meshes to sample the Brillouin zone. All of the 
calculations were relaxed until the forces on each ion became less than 0.01 eV/ Å, with a 
cutoff energy of 400 eV. We utilized the Cambridge Serial Total Energy Package (CASTEP)104 
for the DFT calculations.  
3.3.3. Loading condition: 0,,0  othersconstyyxx   
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 Using molecular statics calculations, we investigated the Poisson’s ratios of a wide range 
of cubic systems under mechanical loading. We first present our results for an aluminum (Al) 
single crystal in Figure 3.20. We held the stress in the y-direction constant, as we increased the 
strain in the x-direction. As a result, the Al crystal was under multi-axial loading 
( 0,,0  othersconstyyxx  ) in the principal directions. In Figures 3.20a and 3.20b, we 
show the change in the lattice parameters of an Al crystal under constant y-directional stresses 
as functions of the applied strain in the x-direction. In order to study the effect of the applied 
stress yy  on the mechanical behavior of the Al crystal, we considered values of yy  ranging 
from -1.0 GPa to 1.0 GPa. The lattice parameters were found to be highly dependent on both 
the x-directional strain and the y-directional stress. For a constant compressive stress ( 0yy ), 
the lattice parameter ya  decreases monotonically as the applied strain increases, as shown in 
Figure 3.20a. However, for a constant tensile stress ( 0yy ), ya  decreases initially and then 
increases as the applied strain increases. For example, when yy =1.00GPa, ya  decreases until 
the applied strain reaches a critical strain of 0.03 and then increases. The change in the lattice 
parameter za with the applied strain is shown in Figure 3.20b. The behavior of za is the opposite 
of that of ya . In other words, when the constant stress yy  is compressive, za  rather than ya
decreases up to a critical strain and then increases.  
 Under a loading condition that is the combination of tensile strain in the x-direction and 
a constant stress yy  in the y-direction, expansion of the Al crystal is observed at finite strain, 
i.e., expansion in the z-direction when yy is compressive and expansion in the y-direction 
when yy is tensile. To clarify this phenomenon, we show the Poisson’s ratios ( xz  and xy ) of 
the Al cubic crystal as functions of the x-directional strain in Figures 3.21a and 3.21b. 
Regardless of the magnitude of the constant stress in the y-direction, a negative Poisson’s ratio 
in one of the principal directions is always observed in an Al cubic crystal at finite strain. The 
Poisson’s ratio in the z-direction ( xz ) becomes negative when yy  is compressive, and the 
Poisson’s ratio in the y-direction ( xy ) becomes negative when yy  is tensile, beyond a critical 
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strain that we call the auxetic strain. The Poisson’s ratios exhibit a strong dependency on the 
applied strain and stress. As Figure 3.21a shows, both the minimum value and auxetic strain of 
xz  become smaller as yy  becomes more compressive. For example, when yy  is -1.00 GPa, 
the xz of the Al crystal becomes negative at a strain of 0.016, and the minimum value is -1.017 
at a strain of 0.046. When yy  is -0.10 GPa, the Poisson’s ratio xz  becomes negative at a strain 
of 0.050, and its minimum value is -3.63 at a strain of 0.062. For the same magnitude of 
constant stress, an Al crystal subjected to a compressive stress of yy  exhibits a negative 
Poisson’s ratio sooner than when subjected to a tensile stress. When an Al crystal is subjected 
to a loading condition that is a combination of tensile strain in a principal direction and a 
constant stress in one of its transverse principal directions, a negative Poisson’s ratio along the 
remaining principal direction is always observed. Here, we emphasize that it is possible to 
choose the direction of negative Poisson’s ratio of an Al crystal by applying different signs of 
constant stress, and that it is also possible to tune the amount of negative Poisson’s ratio by 
adjusting the value of constant stress. 
 In order to investigate in detail the role of constant stress in the y-direction, we revisited 
the case in which the stress vanishes. When the constant stress in the y-direction is zero, the 
loading condition becomes uniaxial stress ( 0,0  othersxx ). The mechanical response of 
cubic material under this loading condition was presented in section 3.1. Under this loading 
condition, the lattice parameters ya  and za  decrease equally (positive Poisson’s ratio) as the 
applied strain increases. However, at a certain strain level, there is a sudden expansion in a 
transverse principal direction and a sudden contraction in the other transverse principal 
direction. The changes of lattice parameters ay and az of the Al crystal with respect to applied 
strain are presented in Figure 3.22. This is a transformation from the tetragonal phase to the 
orthorhombic phase that is the result of the instability of cubic materials under uniaxial stress. 
The corresponding deformation mode at the instability is 
   0,0,0,1,1,0,,,,, 654321   in the Voigt notation. As mentioned previously, the 
phase transformation shown in Figure 3.22 accompanies the exact same deformation mode, 
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and the term 2322 CC  vanishes at the strain. The phase transformation induced by the intrinsic 
instability makes it possible for cubic materials to exhibit a negative Poisson’s ratio in principal 
directions. In principle, at the onset of instability, a cubic material has an infinite negative 
Poisson’s ratio in one transverse principal direction (the y-direction, for example) and an 
infinite positive Poisson’s ratio in the other transverse principal direction (the z-direction, for 
example). As shown in Figures 3.21a and 3.21b, the nonzero stress in the y-direction reduces 
the magnitudes of the Poisson’s ratios in the two transverse principal directions and reduces 
the critical strain at which the Poisson’s ratios become the extrema. In other words, the 
existence of a constant stress in the y-direction mitigates the sudden change in the Poisson’s 
ratios of cubic materials under uniaxial stress and increases the auxetic strain. That is why cubic 
materials can exhibit negative Poisson’s ratios under transverse stress, even in a principal 
direction, at relatively small strains. 
3.3.4. Loading condition: 0,,,0  otherskconst yyzzyyxx   
 So far, we have investigated the mechanical response of a single Al crystal, in terms of 
Poisson’s ratios behavior, to x-directional tensile strain under constant y-directional stresses. 
Then, the question may arise: what is the mechanical response of a single crystal under loading 
in all principal directions? To answer this question, we assigned constant stresses in both 
transverse principal directions, i.e., yy = -1.0 GPa and yyzz k  , where k ranges from -1.00 
to 0.9. The three components of stress in the Al crystal were thus non-zero. The Poisson’s ratios 
in the z-direction as functions of the applied strain in the x-direction are shown in Figure 3.23a. 
It is clear that the Poisson’s ratio xz  is highly dependent on the value of k , but that a negative 
xz  is always observed at finite strain for all values of k  considered. It is noteworthy that the 
behavior of the Al crystal when k = 1 is the same as that of the crystal under uniaxial loading, 
i.e., there is a phase transformation from tetragonal to orthorhombic (not shown here). In Figure 
3.23b, we present the Poisson’s ratio xy of the Al crystal under the same loading condition as 
that for Figure 3.23a, the only difference being the sign of the y-directional stress. Now, instead 
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of xz , xy  exhibits negative values at finite strain. In both cases (Figures 3.23a and 3.23b), 
Poisson’s ratio reaches a negative value earlier and its minimum value is smaller as k  becomes 
more negative. It is interesting to note that, for a given stress in a transverse principal direction, 
cubic materials can be designed to exhibit negative Poisson’s ratios at smaller applied strains 
simply by changing the magnitude of the applied stress when the value of k is negative in the 
other transverse principal direction. 
 Under multi-axial stress in principal directions, branching of the lattice parameters (or 
Poisson’s ratios) of a cubic crystal is always observed. When the applied stresses in the y- and 
z-directions are the same, there is a sudden branching of the lattice parameters. When the 
stresses are different, gradual branching of the lattice parameters is observed. Sudden 
branching of the lattice parameters can be regarded as a special case. Asymmetry of the 
assigned stresses in transverse principal directions changes the symmetry of a single crystal 
from tetragonal to orthorhombic. As a result, sudden branching in the tetragonal structure is 
diluted to gradual branching of the lattice parameters. This asymmetry can be achieved by 
assigning a single constant stress in one transverse principal direction while the other transverse 
principal direction is stress-free (Figure 3.20) or by assigning different amounts of stresses in 
two transverse principal directions (Figure 3.23). The amount of this dilution is highly 
dependent on the degree of asymmetry. In other words, the amount of dilution depends on how 
different amounts of stress are assigned in two transverse principal directions. Greater 
asymmetry induces smoother branching of the lattice parameters, resulting in lower auxetic 
strain and smaller extreme values of Poisson’s ratios. Therefore, we can adjust both the 
magnitude and direction of a negative Poisson’s ratio by controlling the degree of asymmetry 
of the stresses assigned in two transverse principal directions.  
3.3.5. Other materials 
 The phenomenon of a cubic material exhibiting a negative Poisson’s ratio in a transverse 
direction can only be achieved in a principal direction. In other words, a negative Poisson’s 
ratio is never achieved when we consider other directions. As examples, we present plots of 
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the Poisson’s ratios in both transverse directions of single Al crystals with different crystal 
directions in Figure 3.24. The x-, y-, and z-directions correspond to the ]011[ , ]211[ , and [111] 
directions, respectively, in Figure 3.24a and the [001], ]011[ , and [110] directions, 
respectively, in Figure 3.24b. Under a high tensile stress of 2 GPa in a transverse direction (e.g., 
the y-direction), both Poisson’s ratios change significantly, depending on the x-directional 
strain, but neigher of them becomes negative, even at large strains (>10%), as shown in Figures 
3.24a and 3.24b. Even under a larger tensile or compressive stress in the y-direction, the 
Poisson’s ratio do not become negative. As discussed earlier, the phase transformation induced 
by the instrinsic instability of cubic crystals makes such crystals exhibit negative Poisson’s 
ratios at relatively small strains. The phase transformation occurs only under loading in 
principal directions; it does not occur under loading in other directions. That is why cubic 
materials have negative Poisson’s ratios in principal directions under appropriate constant 
stresses in transverse directions.  
 Negative Poisson’s ratios are observed not only in Al crystals but also in other cubic 
materials. We compare the Poisson’s ratios of six FCC metals, namely, Cu, Ag, Au, Ni, Pd, 
and Pt, in Figure 3.25a. Here, a constant stress of -750 MPa was assigned in the y-direction for 
all of the cases. Although the precise values of the Poisson’s ratios as functions of the applied 
strain are different, all of these FCC metals exhibit auxetic behavior (negative Poisson’s ratios) 
in the z-direction at finite strain. Among these FCC materials, Au has the smallest auxetic strain 
(0.012), and Ni has the largest auxetic strain (0.046). In addition, the Poisson’s ratios in the z-
direction of a Si crystal for different constant stresses in the y-direction are plotted in Figure 
3.25b. The Si crystal also exhibits a negative Poisson’s ratio like, the other FCC metals 
considered. As will be reported later in chapter 5, Si nanoplate does not exhibit a negative 
Poisson’s ratio, even though Si is also a cubic material, because the relaxation of the Si (001) 
surface does not generate a sufficient amount of compressive stress inside the Si nanoplate. In 
other words, the asymmetry of the Si nanoplate is not large enough to induce a negative 
Poisson’s ratio. However, in this study, we assigned much larger stresses (> 1 GPa) in the y-
direction, and thus the Si crystal exhibited negative Poisson’s ratios, as shown in Figure 3.25b.  
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 In order to confirm the generality of our findings, we performed density functional theory 
(DFT) calculations as well. We compare the mechanical responses obtained by DFT and 
molecular statics (MS) calculations for a Cu crystal in Figure 3.26a and those for a Si crystal 
in Figure 3.26b. We assigned a stress of -1.0 GPa in the y-direction to the Cu crystal and a 
stress of -4.0 GPa in the y-direction to the Si crystal. The changes in the transverse strains with 
applied strain as determined by the two calculation methods are in relatively good agreement. 
For the loading condition considered, both of the calculation methods yield negative Poisson’s 
ratios for the two crystals at finite strain, although the precise values of the transverse strains 
are different. The DFT calculation method yields a smaller auxetic strain and a larger 
magnitude for the negative Poisson’s ratio in the case of Si. 
3.3.6. Summary 
 In summary, we have shown that cubic materials can exhibit auxetic behavior even along 
the principal directions at finite strain. Under different constant stresses in transverse principal 
directions, cubic materials exhibit unique smooth branching of the lateral lattice parameters, 
resulting in a negative Poisson’s ratio in one of the principal directions. We have also shown 
that the behavior of Poisson’s ratio is highly dependent on the magnitudes of the constant 
stresses in the transverse directions and on their relationships. Therefore, it is possible to adjust 
the magnitudes and directions of the negative Poisson’s ratios of cubic materials by controlling 
the degree of asymmetry of the stresses assigned to the two transverse principal directions. Our 
results reveal another interesting feature of cubic materials, i.e., negative Poisson’s ratio in the 
principal directions.  
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Chapter 4 Surface Stress Calculation at Finite Strain 
 The surface stress, in addition to the surface energy and elastic modulus, is a 
fundamental measure of the surface effects in a nanostructure. All of previous reports have 
focused on calculation of surface stress of materials at unstrained state. Here, we have 
developed a simple and efficient method to calculate the surface stress directly from the 
strained configurations in molecular statics simulations. For illustration of the methodology, 
we considered (001) of three face-centered cubic metals Au, Ag, and Cu under uniaxial strain 
condition. We investigate the strong correlation between the surface stress and mechanical 
strain in the three noble metal (001) surfaces. While the surface stress of the copper (001) 
surface along the strained direction is almost constant, that of the gold (001) surface decreases 
drastically as the strain increases. We explain these different responses of the surface stress to 
strains in terms of the different surface relaxation occurring in different noble metal nanoplates.  
4.1. Introduction 
 The presence of large free surfaces in nanostructures changes the properties of materials 
from those observed in the bulk because of so-called surface effects 12,13,41–50. For example, the 
surface stress in metal nanowires with cross-sectional areas smaller than 4 nm2 is strong enough 
to cause the nanowires to transform from an initial face-centered-cubic structure to a face-
centered-tetragonal structure 12,13. In addition, the extremely thin nanowires can exhibit shape 
memory and pseudoelasticity behaviours with recoverable strain on up to order of 40% or more 
8,139. The reversible transition in the nanowires, to show shape memory and pseudoelasticity 
behaviours, is driven by stacking fault energy, nanometer size scale and surface stress 139.  The 
critical buckling strains for doubly-fixed silicon nanowires are significantly lower than what is 
expected from classical Euler theory because of surface stress 41. Resonant and critical electric 
potentials for bulking of clamped-clamped piezoelectricity nanoplates are changed 
significantly by surface piezoelectricity 140.  
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 Since the surface stress is a fundamental measure of such surface effects, together with 
the surface energy and surface elastic moduli, there have been numerous studies focusing on 
this parameter 10,40,51,52. For example, Shenoy conducted molecular statics calculations to obtain 
the surface energy as a fitting function of strain, and then he determined the surface stress and 
elastic moduli by taking the derivative of this function numerically 40. Dingreville and Qu 
computed the surface stress by developing a semi-analytic method involving energy 
minimization 51. 
 On the other hand, since mechanical strains can change the material properties 
significantly, they have been extensively harnessed to modify the characteristics of various 
nanosystems. Opening the band-gap of grapheme 53, modulating the oscillation properties of 
graphene nanoresonator 54, shifting the band-gap of a MoS2 monolayer 55, and tuning the 
resonance frequencies of metal nanowires 56 have all been achieved by manipulating 
mechanical strains.  
 Layered nanostructures of various materials are being widely fabricated for numerous 
applications with the rapid progress of nanotechnology, and thus understanding of the effects 
of the surface stresses as well as the mechanical strains is becoming more essential for 
nanoscale manufacturing processes. However, to our knowledge, previous studies on the 
surface stress of nanostructures have been limited to unstrained states, and there has been no 
work on the strong correlation between surface stresses and mechanical strains. In this chapter, 
we investigate this correlation in detail by introducing a novel and simple method to obtain the 
surface stress. We then verify the method by studying copper (Cu), silver (Ag) and gold (Au) 
surfaces. The surface stresses in these noble metals show remarkably different behaviours at 
the same mechanical strain. We explain these different behaviours in terms of surface 
relaxation under uniaxial strain.  
4.2. Surface stress calculation 
 First, we developed a simple and efficient method to evaluate the surface stress. The 
surface stress tensor f (with components f , )2,1,   can be defined as the first derivative 
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of the surface energy sE  with respect to the surface strain  (with components  ) per unit 
area 40: 

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where A is the area of the surface, sie is the surface energy of atom i under area A , and n  is 
the total number of atoms. Clearly, the surface stress in Eq. (1) is defined at zero strain as well 
as at finite strain. For a nanoplate under loading, its total energy totE is composed of a bulk 
energy bE and surface energy sE 40,51: 
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where totie  and 
b
ie  are the total energy and bulk energy of atom i , respectively. Supposing that 
the structure is under homogenous deformation, the surface strain is the same as the 
corresponding bulk strain component. In other words, the component of the surface stress along 
the loading direction (say, s11 ) is the same as the component of the bulk stress along the same 
direction (say, b11 ), as long as the structure is under homogenous deformation. Therefore, by 
taking the first derivative of Eq. (4.2) and using Eq. (4.1), the surface stress can be rewritten as 
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 Here, instead of calculating the first derivative of the surface energy directly, we 
subtract the contribution from the first derivative of the bulk energy from the contribution from 
the first derivative of the total energy. The bulk energy can be calculated based on the energy 
of the atoms positioned far from the free surface. By using Eq. (4.3), one can obtain the surface 
stress directly for any strained configuration. This method can drastically reduce computational 
cost, because both terms in Eq. (4.3) can be calculated simultaneously for a single configuration. 
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Therefore, this is a more efficient surface stress calculation technique than other reported 
methods 40,51.  
 To investigate the correlation between the surface stress and mechanical strain, we 
modeled Cu, Ag and Au (001) nanoplates and conducted molecular statics calculations. The 
interactions between noble metal atoms were described by the interatomic potential proposed 
by Cai and Ye 91. For convenience of notation, we assigned the 1-, 2-, and 3-directions to the 
[100], [010], and [001] directions, which correspond to the strained, in-plane lateral, and 
thickness directions, respectively. We applied periodic boundary conditions to the 1- and 2-
directions, and left the 3-direction free to model the nanoplates. The sizes of the nanoplates 
were 10a0 × 10a0× 10a0, where a0 is the lattice parameter of the considered element. To assign 
the uniaxial strain condition, strain was applied to nanoplates along the 1-direction with a strain 
step of 0.01 while the length of periodic box in the 2-direction was kept constant. A schematic 
diagram of nanoplates that is illustrating crystallographic orientation and loading direction is 
shown in Figure 4.1. 
 
4.3. Surface stress of Cu, Ag and Cu (001) surfaces under uniaxial strain condition 
 We present the bulk stresses of the Cu, Ag, and Au (001) nanoplates at different strains 
in Figure 4.2. The stress-strain relationships of all nanoplates have the same tendency, which 
is a common response of metals to uniaxial strain. In particular, as the applied strain increases, 
the stress component along the strained direction ( 11 ) increases almost linearly, while that 
along the in-plane lateral direction ( 22 ) increases nonlinearly because of the effect of 
Poisson’s ratio. The stress component along the thickness direction ( 33 ) is always zero (not 
shown), because there is no constraint along the 3-direction. It is noteworthy that even at zero 
strain, that is with no external loading, the in-plane stresses ( 11  and 22 ) of the nanoplates 
are not zero, because tensile surface stresses originate from surface relaxation in an unstrained 
state (as discussed later). 
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 The surface stresses of the three (001) metal nanoplates at different strains are shown 
in Figure 4.3. First, all surface stresses for the nanoplates at zero strain are positive (tensile): 
they are 1.16, 0.83, and 1.01 J/m2 for Cu, Ag, and Au, respectively. By measuring the slope of 
each curve, one can obtain the surface elastic moduli S1111 or S1122 at zero strain. The remaining 
surface elastic modulus, S2222, is the same as S1111 because of the symmetry of the (001) surface 
at zero strain. The surface elastic moduli S1111 at zero strain are all negative: they are 
approximately -0.65, -1.15, and -2.89 J/m2 for Cu, Ag, and Au, respectively. The respective 
S1122 moduli at zero strain are approximately 5.57, 3.14, and -0.09 J/m2.  
 Second, the surface stresses changes drastically depending on the external strain, as 
shown in Figure 4.3. For example, in the Cu (001) nanoplate (Figure 4.3a), the surface stress 
along the in-plane lateral direction (f22) varies almost linearly from 0.89 to 1.45 J/m2 for strains 
from -5.0% to 5.0%, while the surface stress along the strained direction (f11) decreases slightly 
from approximately 1.17 J/m2 within the same strain range. It is interesting that the surface 
stress in the lateral direction increases while the surface stress in the strained direction 
decreases slightly as the strain increases. This seems counterintuitive, because increases in the 
stress in the same direction are usually observed as the strain increases in bulk materials, as 
shown in Figure 4.2. However a linear increase in surface stress in the lateral direction (f22) 
and a slight decrease in surface stress in the strained direction (f11) are natural, because S1122 is 
positive and almost constant while S1111 is small and negative in the tensile region for the Cu 
(001) nanoplate. In bulk materials, C1111 is frequently larger than C1122, and both are positive, 
but the surface elastic modulus S1111 is typically smaller than S1122 and is mainly negative. This 
is why surface stress shows a different response to strain than the bulk stress. 
 More importantly, the mechanical responses of the surface stresses to applied strain are 
remarkably different for the different metals, as shown in Figure 4.3, while the changes in the 
bulk stress in response to strain show almost the same tendency (see Figure 4.2). The 
component of the surface stress along the lateral direction (f22) is linearly proportional to the 
applied strain in the Cu (001) nanoplate but is almost constant in the Au (001) nanoplate. Unlike 
f22, the component of the surface stress along the strained direction (f11) changes slightly in the 
Cu (001) nanoplate but decreases drastically in Au (001) nanoplate as the strain increases, as 
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shown in Figures 4.3a and c. For the Ag (001) nanoplate, the behaviour of the surface stress is 
between those for Cu and Au nanoplates. Based on these observations, we can conclude that 
the mechanical responses of the three (001) surfaces to strain are different. This is interesting 
because the three noble metals have similar electronic structures in which the set of outermost 
single s-electrons forms metallic bonds. 
4.4. Discussions 
 All atoms in nanoplates deform homogeneously a certain amount along the strained 
direction at a given strain, but they hardly move along the in-plane lateral direction under the 
uniaxial strain. Therefore, the one remaining deformation that needs to be determined is the 
movement of atoms along the thickness direction. Since we did not apply any external 
constraint along the thickness direction, the atoms move in such a way that the bulk stress in 
the thickness direction vanishes. Surface relaxation, which is the movement of atoms because 
of the free surface, is different depending on atomic position: atoms on the top layers can move 
farther than atoms far from the free surface 11,141,142. The nature of the surface relaxation in the 
thickness direction, such as the direction (inward or outward) and magnitude of the atomic 
motion, is mainly determined by the bulk stress component in the thickness direction in the 
unrelaxed state. In Figure 4.4a and b, we present the bulk stress profiles along the thickness 
direction ( 33 ) for Cu and Au (001) nanoplates at zero strain, respectively, before and after 
relaxation throughout the thickness. In both metals, the free surface affects only the top couple 
of atomic layers, and thus there are high tensile and/or compressive stresses on these atomic 
layers, as shown in Figures 4.4a and 4.4b. In addition, the bulk stresses in the thickness 
direction on the other atomic layers are almost zero for unrelaxed and relaxed nanoplates at 
zero strain. However, it is remarkable that the stress profiles near the free surface in the 
unrelaxed configurations are totally different for the two different metals. In the Cu (001) 
nanoplate, there is a high tensile stress (approximately 2.44 GPa) on the top layer and a high 
compressive stress (approximately -1.93 GPa) on the second layer from the free surface in the 
unrelaxed configuration. However, in the Au (001) nanoplate, there is a high tensile stress 
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(approximately 3.41 GPa) on the top layer and a moderate tensile stress (approximately 1.67 
GPa) on the second layer. Note that the total stress in the thickness direction should be zero, 
and the atoms will rearrange to achieve this condition. In the Cu (001) nanoplate, the relaxation 
is minimal because there is a high compressive stress on the second layer that compensates the 
high tensile stress on the first layer. As a result, the Cu atoms on the first and second layers 
moved inward only 9.6×10-3 Å and 0.8×10-3 Å, respectively. However, in the Au (001) 
nanoplate, there should be a large relaxation, because there are tensile stresses on both layers. 
In fact, during the relaxation, the atoms on the first layer moved 0.103 Å inward, leading to a 
tensile stress of 0.97 GPa, and the atoms on the second layer moved 0.020 Å outward, resulting 
in a compressive stress of -1.00 GPa.  
 In Figures 4.4 c and d, we compare the bulk stress profiles along the thickness direction 
at a strain of -3.0%. As was the case for zero strain, the two nanoplates show different bulk 
stress profiles in the thickness direction in the unrelaxed state and thus show different 
relaxation behaviour. The Cu atoms on the first and second layers moved in the same direction, 
whereas the Au atoms on the first and second layers moved in opposite directions. We observed 
these different relaxation behaviours of Cu and Au atoms throughout the entire range of strains 
considered. Because of the larger relaxation in the Au nanoplate, the surface stress on the Au 
nanoplate during relaxation changes more than that on the Cu nanoplate. For example, at zero 
strain, the surface stresses of Cu, Ag, and Au in the unrelaxed state are 1.22, 0.98, and 2.06 
J/m2, respectively. However, after surface relaxation, the surface stresses of Cu, Ag, and Au 
become 1.16, 0.83, and 1.01 J/m2, respectively. Thus, the larger relaxation relieves more 
surface stress.  
 In order to explain the different responses of the surface stress to strain in Figure 4.3, 
we plot the amount of surface relaxation for different strains in Figures 4.5a and b, as 
represented by the movement of the atoms in the first ( 1l ) and second ( 2l ) layers during 
the relaxation. To determine these values, we first obtained the equilibrium states of bulk (001) 
metals at a given strain and introduced free (001) surfaces in the strained bulk metals. After 
that, we conducted surface relaxation and measured the differences in the positions of atoms in 
the first or second layers in the thickness direction. As shown in Figure 4.5a, the atoms in the 
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first layer always move much more than the atoms in the second layer. In addition, Cu atoms 
on the first and second layers from the (001) free surfaces moved in the same direction (inward) 
under any finite strain. However, Au atoms in the first layer always moved inward, while atoms 
in the second layer always moved outward during the relaxation, as shown in Figure 4.5b. The 
amount of movement of Au atoms is always much larger than that of Cu atoms, and thus there 
is more surface relaxation in the Au (001) nanoplates for all strains. Furthermore, since Au 
atoms in the first and second layers move in opposite directions and the amount of movement 
increases as the strain increases, the distance between the first and second layers in the Au 
nanoplates decreases as the strain increases. This is clearly shown in Figure 4.5c, where we 
plot the changes in the distance between the first and second layers ( 12d ) of Cu and Au (001) 
nanoplates as a function of strain. At the Cu (001) surface, the distance between the first and 
second layers decreases by about 0.004 Å because of the free surface, and it hardly changes in 
response to strain. However, the distance decreases by 0.053Å at a strain of -5.0% and by 0.078 
Å at a strain of 5.0%, for the Au (001) surface. Therefore the distance between the first and 
second layers decreases more as the strain increases for the Au (001) surface.  
 These different behaviours in response to applied strain can explain the different 
mechanical responses of the surface stresses to the strain among the noble metals in Figure 4.3. 
The shortening of the distance between the first and second layers with increasing strain makes 
the component of the surface stress along the strained direction (f11) decrease considerably 
while the component of the surface stress along the in-plane lateral direction (f22) remains 
constant. When we intentionally reduce the distance between atomic layers at the Cu surface 
as much as the distance shortens at the Au surface, the component of the surface stress along 
the strained direction (f11) is also decreased. This indicates that the different mechanical 
responses of the surface stresses to strain in Figure 4.3 are mainly explained by the more 
dramatic relaxation of the first and second atomic layers at the Au surface, while the layer 
spacing at Cu surface remains almost constant when the strain increases. 
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4.5. Conclusions 
 In summary, we have studied the strong correlation between the surface stress of Cu, Ag, 
and Au (001) surfaces and finite strains by performing molecular statics calculations. To 
accomplish this, we suggested a new method for calculating the surface stress that is cheaper 
and less complicated than previous methods 40,51. While the component of surface stress in the 
in-plane lateral direction of the Cu (001) surface changes dramatically with applied strain, that 
of the Au (001) surface is almost constant. On the other hand, the surface stress component in 
the strained direction of the Cu surface is less sensitive to strain than that of the Au surface. 
The surface stress behaviour of the Ag surface is between those of the Cu and Au surfaces. 
These different mechanical responses of surface stresses are explained by different behaviours 
of relaxations of Cu and Au surface atoms with applied strain. In particular, the surface stress 
is influenced by the relaxation of only a couple of atomic layers at the surface, and the 
relaxation of Cu atoms is totally different from that of Au atoms because of the different bulk 
stress profiles near the free surface. Furthermore, this different relaxation behaviours is 
maintained or even intensified as strain increases. At the Cu (001) surface, the atoms in the 
first and second layers move in the same direction and the distance between the layers is hardly 
changed by strain. However, for Au (001) surfaces, the atoms in the first and second layers 
move in opposite directions and become closer as strain increases, which results the different 
response of the surface stress to strain. 
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Chapter 5 Nanoplates 
5.1. Negative Poisson’s ratios in metal (001) nanoplates 
 The Poisson’s ratio is a fundamental measure of the elastic-deformation behavior of 
materials. Although negative Poisson’s ratios are theoretically possible, they were believed to 
be rare in nature. In particular, while some studies have focused on finding or producing 
materials with a negative Poisson’s ratio in bulk form, there has been a few studies for 
nanoscale materials. Here, we provide numerical and theoretical evidence that negative 
Poisson’s ratios are found in several nanoscale metal plates under finite strains. Furthermore, 
under the same conditions of crystal orientation and loading direction, materials with a positive 
Poisson’s ratio in bulk form can display a negative Poisson’s ratio when the material’s 
thickness approaches the nanometer scale. We show that this behavior originates from a unique 
surface effect that induces a finite compressive stress inside the nanoplates, and from a phase 
transformation that causes the Poisson’s ratio to depend strongly on the amount of stretch.  
5.1.1. Introduction 
 When stretched, materials with a negative Poisson’s ratio become thicker in the direction 
perpendicular to the original force31,32,122,124,128,143–148. As mentioned in section 3.3 in chapter 
3, materials exhibiting such counterintuitive behavior, known as auxetics, are of great interest 
not only because they are rare, but also because of their numerous potential applications in 
various fields, such as aerospace industry149, textile fabrics121, bioprostheses119, the design of 
fasteners117, prostheses119, pizeocomposites118,150, filters151, earphones152, seat cushions153,154 
and superior dampers120, among others155,156. Materials with negative Poisson’s ratios have 
been extensively studied since Lakes reported a negative Poisson’s ratio in a reentrant foam 
structure1. Reentrant foam structure is an example of ‘structural networks’122–124,128,143,144,157, 
that manifest a negative Poisson’s ratio while their components at the molecular or microscale 
level have positive Poisson’s ratios. Among structural networks are molecular networks143, 
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hierarchical structures144, composites124, and hinged structures123,158. However, such structures 
are less stiff than their components. Therefore, they have limited applicability in structural 
applications156 .Some materials exhibit auxetic properties as they are stretched or compressed 
in a proper direction31,32,127,145,146,159–164. For example, Baughman et al. reported that 69% of all 
cubic materials exhibit a negative Poisson’s ratio along the ]011[ -direction when they are 
subjected to stretching along the [110]-direction32. The origin of such single-crystal directional 
stretching had been previously explained by Milstein and Huang31. Negative Poisson’s ratios 
were also observed in some materials near phase transitions136,137,165–167. For example, Hirotsu 
reported that Poisson’s ratio of polymer gels becomes negative near the critical point of volume 
phase transition165,166. During the ferroelastic transition near the Curie point, barium titanate 
ceramic exhibits a negative Poisson’s ratio as well136. In addition, intermediate valent materials, 
such as samarium sulfide doped properly with lanthanum, yttrium or thulium can exhibit 
negative Poisson’s ratios in all directions168,169. On the other hand, by using theoretical analysis 
and computer simulations, Wojciechowski showed that a negative Poisson’s ratio can be found 
in isotropic and thermodynamically stable two-dimensional models of materials170–173 as well 
as in harmonic and tethered solids in any dimensionality under negative pressure174. Norris 
provided analytic expressions of the extreme values of Poisson’s ratio over all possible 
directions for cubic materials130. Paszkiewicz and Wolski131 and Brańka et al.132,133 derived a 
general expression as a function of elastic constants for the anisotropic Poisson’s ratio and 
conditions for the classification of any cubic material as auxetics, directional auxetics, or 
nonauxetics. Especially, rare earth alloys being auxetic in all direction and a few metal alloys 
exhibiting extreme directional auxetic behaviors were reported together with hundreds of 
nonauxetic materials132. However, almost known auxetic materials are bulk materials, and to 
our knowledge there has been a few studies to systematically search for negative-Poisson’s 
ratio materials at the nanoscale.  
 By virtue of the enhancement of nanotechnology numerous layered structures with a 
thickness of several atomic layers have been achieved for various applications by such as 
atomic layer decomposition, thermal evaporation, chemical vapor deposition and molecular 
beam epitaxy methods175–177. Therefore a fundamental understanding of the elastic behavior of 
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nanoscale plate-shaped materials becomes more important. The effects of free surface on the 
mechanical properties of nanostructures like nanoparticles, nanowires and nanoplates at 
unstrained state were systematically discussed by Dingreville et al.57. They incorporated the 
surface free energy into the continuum theory of mechanics and obtained effective elastic 
constants of nanostructures. For example, the Poisson’s ratio of the nanowire increases while 
the biaxial Poisson’s ratio of the nanoplate decreases as the thickness of the nanowire or 
nanoplate decreases. All of Poisson’s ratios they studied were larger than 0.4 and thus they did 
not address negative Poisson’s ratios in nanostructures. In this study, we show that negative 
Poisson’s ratio is a feature of several nanoplates under finite strain, as a result of pronounced 
nanoscale surface effect and a phase transformation induced by the elastic instability. 
5.1.2. Simulation methods 
A. Molecular statics (MS) simulation 
 For metal (001) nanoplates, we designate the [100], [010] and [001] directions as x-, y-, 
and z-directions, respectively, corresponding to the loading, in-plane lateral, and thickness 
directions. We apply periodic boundary conditions to the x- and y-directions to model the 
nanoplates, and to all directions to model the bulk counterpart materials. The size of the 
nanoplates in the x- and y-directions is 10a0 × 10a0, where a0 is the lattice parameter of the 
considered element. We have confirmed that larger models give very similar results. We vary 
the thickness of the nanoplates from 3a0 to 60a0. The interaction between Al atoms is described 
by the interatomic potential developed by Liu et al., which has been shown to yield excellent 
results for surface energies and stacking-fault energies under various deformations92. For other 
FCC metal atoms, we employ the interatomic potential proposed by Cai and Ye91 in order to 
exclude any artificial effect that may arise from the usage of a single potential. In the study of 
a BCC nanoplate, iron atoms are described by another empirical potential93. For Si (001) 
nanoplates, we use the Tersoff potential94.  
 Under the molecular statics calculations, all models are fully relaxed to attain the 
equilibrium state before applying uniaxial loading, and then strain is applied in the x-direction 
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with an increment of 0.1%. To achieve the uniaxial stress condition, the nanoplates are allowed 
to expand or contract in the y-direction to make the stress in the y-direction zero. A schematic 
diagram of nanoplates that is illustrating crystallographic orientation and loading direction is 
shown in Figure 5.1. 
 The definition of Poisson’s ratios under loading along the x-direction, for infinitesimal 
strain as well as finite strain, is given by 
x
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xj d
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 In the numerical evaluation, we use the central finite difference method with second-
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B. Density functional theory (DFT) simulation 
 The local density approximation101 and ultra-soft pseudo-potential102 are used. We 
employ 13×13×13 Monkhorst-Pack103 meshes for sampling the Brillouin zone. All calculations 
are relaxed until forces on each ion become less than 0.01 eV/ Å with a cutoff energy of 400 
eV. We utilize the Cambridge Serial Total Energy Package (CASTEP)104 for DFT calculations.  
5.1.3. Negative Poisson’s ratio in Al (001) nanoplates 
  Using molecular static (MS) calculations, we have investigated the Poisson’s ratio of a 
wide range of metal nanoplates, silicon nanoplates and different types of free surfaces. We first 
present our results for aluminum (Al) (001) nanoplates of different thickness under uniaxial 
stress. For convenience of notation, we assign here the x-, y-, and z-directions to the [100]-, 
[010]-, and [001]-directions, which correspond to the loading, in-plane lateral, and thickness 
directions, respectively. As we apply uniaxial stress in the x-direction, there is only one non-
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zero stress component of Sxx, while the others are zero (Syy=Szz=Syz=Szx=Sxy=0). See Methods 
for details. Figure 5.2a shows the Poisson’s ratio of an Al (001) nanoplate with a thickness of 
5a0 (where a0 is the lattice parameter of Al) as a function of applied stretch. Poisson’s ratio is 
strongly dependent on the amount of stretch and one component (νxy) increases while the other 
component (νxz) decreases until the strain reaches 5.7%. Along the y-direction, the contraction 
accelerates as the loading along the x-direction increases to finally reach a Poisson’s ratio of 
2.8 at a strain of 5.7%, which signifies that the nanoplate shrinks about three times more along 
the in-plane lateral direction than it does in the loading direction. Along the z-direction, the 
Poisson’s ratio initially decreases monotonically and becomes negative at a strain of 3.2%, 
which signifies that the nanoplate contracts for a while (up to this strain value) and then expands 
along the thickness direction. It becomes auxetic and this Poisson’s ratio reaches -1.7 at a strain 
of 5.7%. The Poisson’s ratio becomes less strongly negative as the strain increases further, but 
it still remains negative even for very large strains (>9%).  
 To study the effect of nanoplate thickness on Poisson’s ratio, we examined Al (001) 
nanoplates with different thicknesses ranging from 3a0 to 60a0 (Figure 5.2b). As the thickness 
varies, the Poisson’s ratio changes considerably as a function of the applied strain, and also the 
maximum and minimum Poisson’s ratios vary. For examples, the maximum Poisson’s ratio 
reaches to 4.6 in the in-plane lateral direction and the minimum reaches to -3.2 in the thickness 
direction, for an Al (001) nanoplate with a thickness of 25a0. In addition, the onset strain at 
which the Poisson’s ratio in the thickness direction becomes negative changes as well: it 
increases as the thickness increases.  
 The behavior of the Poisson’s ratio in bulk material is rather different. In bulk, the 
Poisson’s ratios in both the thickness and the in-plane lateral directions are equal and positive 
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unlike nanoplates. And they are nearly constant until the strain reaches 6%, and they change 
suddenly for a strain of 6-7% (Figure 5.2b). The Poisson’s ratio converges to approximately 
1.0 in the in-plane lateral direction and approximately -0.3 in the thickness direction for large 
strain (>9%).  
 This branching of the Poisson’s ratios in bulk material is a manifestation of the phase 
transformation that arises as a result of the instability of materials (Chapter 3). As Hill and 
Milstein predicted, a material becomes unstable when its elastic stiffness tensor loses its 
positive definiteness16,17. The general condition for stability is    0det 21  TBB , where B  is 
the elastic stiffness matrix in the Voigt notation. It is equivalent to the condition   0det C , 
where C  is the elastic moduli matrix, in the case of uniaxial stretch in a principal direction for 
face-centered cubic (FCC) crystals. For a uniaxial stress in the [100]-direction, this condition 
reduces further to 02322 CC . One can derive the deformation mode for this phase 
transformation by solving the eigenvalue problem of   0det  IC  . The corresponding 
deformation mode for uniaxial stretch in the [100]-direction is 
   0,0,0,1,1,0,,,,, 654321   in the Voigt notation, which is a combination of a 
sudden expansion in one lateral direction and a sudden contraction in the other lateral direction 
with respect to the loading direction. It is noteworthy that phase transformation accompanies 
the formation of domains of different phases. Even in a complete transformation from one 
phase to another in a single crystal, the formation and propagation of domains can be observed. 
For example, in a molecular dynamics study, the transformation of a metal nanowire from an 
initial FCC structure to a final face-centered tetragonal (FCT) structure begins from the 
formation of FCT domains and terminates by the annihilation of the FCC domain12. However, 
because we employed statics simulations, we have observed a homogeneous deformation as a 
result of the complete transformation rather than such domain formations in our MS and density 
functional theory (DFT) calculations, which is consistent with the previous statics studies21,29,30. 
Figure 5.3 shows the lattice parameters ay [010] and az [001] of bulk Al (100) under uniaxial 
tensile stress in the [100]-direction. As strain applied to the structure, both lattice parameters 
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reduce gradually and equally, then a sudden deformation happens right after strain 6.4%. In 
particular, the crystal symmetry of the bulk material under loading in the [100]-direction 
changes homogeneously from tetragonal to orthorhombic when the condition 2322 CC   is 
satisfied, and this symmetry change explains the branching of the Poisson’s ratios and the 
occurrence of two different Poisson’s ratios for larger strain (>7%), as shown in Figure 5.2b. 
We note that the branching of the Poisson’s ratio curves in Figure 5.2b, for bulk material as 
well as for nanoplates, originates primarily from the phase transformation.  
5.1.4. Surface effects on Poisson’s ratio 
 As shown in Figure 5.2b, the behavior of nanoplates becomes closer to that of bulk 
material as the thickness increases, but diverges as the thickness decreases. Based on this 
observation, we conclude that the effect of the phase transformation becomes diluted when the 
thickness decreases. In other words, the surface effect of nanoplates becomes more dominant 
as the plates become thinner, resulting in a smoothing of the branching of the Poisson’s ratio. 
To examine this smoothing tendency in nanoplates relative to their bulk counterpart, we 
compare the stress distribution along the in-plane lateral direction and the thickness direction 
(Figure 5.4a). Note that the total stresses in the two directions are zero as we apply uniaxial 
loading in the x-direction only. However, the stress inside the nanoplate in the y-direction is 
non-zero. The stress is very high and tensile on the first layer, and moderate and compressive 
on the next few layers from the (100) free surfaces. The stresses on the other layers are nearly 
constant and compressive, so as to compensate for the high tensile stress on the free surface. 
As a result, the stress field in the nanoplates along the in-plane lateral direction is not 
homogeneous, unlike in bulk. This is a unique characteristic of nanoplates and is ascribable to 
the so-called surface effect. The amount of compressive stress is determined by the tensile 
stress on the free surface of a nanoplate and the number of layers within it, because the total 
sum of the stresses on the entire nanoplate should be zero. Therefore, the amount of 
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compressive stress increases as the thickness decreases (Figure 5.4b), and it is inversely 
proportional (S ~ 1/t) to the thickness of (001) nanoplates (Figure 5.5). Owing to the existence 
of the (001) free surface, the atoms inside nanoplates are under the tensile stress in the loading 
direction as well as under the compressive stress in the in-plane lateral direction for finite 
strains. As a result, the crystal symmetry of inside the Al (001) nanoplates is no longer 
tetragonal for finite strain. That is why the (001) nanoplates have two different Poisson’s ratio 
values, whereas the bulk counterpart maintains its tetragonal symmetry and has one single 
Poisson’s ratio value before the branching. 
 So far, we have discussed the existence of compressive stress in the in-plane direction as 
a consequence of the free surface in the nanoplates. The question that arises next is what effect 
does this compressive stress have on the Poisson’s ratios? In order to answer to this question, 
we intentionally assign compressive stresses in the in-plane lateral direction for bulk Al (001), 
and then repeat simulations. We apply periodic boundary conditions in all directions, thereby 
imposing no free surface. Under the assigned compressive stress (Syy) in the y-direction, we 
determine the deformation that makes the stress (Szz) in the z-direction zero. These simulations 
for Al is the same as the simulation for Au in section 3.3 in chapter 3. The results in terms of 
Poisson’s ratio are plotted in Figure 5.6a for different values of Syy. Poisson’s ratio changes 
drastically as the stretch increases. Larger compressive stress induces larger changes in the 
Poisson’s ratios until they reach the extrema.  
 In Figure 5.6b, we show the results from two different material models: a bulk material 
and a nanoplate. The same amount of the compressive stress induced inside each nanoplate is 
assigned to the corresponding bulk model for comparison. Remarkably, the outputs of the two 
models are very similar to one another, indicating that the compressive stress in the in-plane 
lateral direction plays an important role in inducing a negative Poisson’s ratio as well as causing 
drastic changes in the Poisson’s ratio as a function of stretch. Different compressive stresses 
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arising from different thicknesses are responsible for the different smoothing of the branching 
in the Poisson’s ratios. 
5.1.5. Poisson’s ratio in other cubic (001) nanoplates 
 In Figure 5.7, we compare the changes in Poisson’s ratio of FCC (001) nanoplates of 
seven metals such as Al, Ni, Cu, Pd, Ag, Pt and Au. Here we model all nanoplates with a 
uniform thickness of 5a0, and employ a different interatomic potential in the description of the 
interaction between metal atoms in order to exclude any artificial effect that may arises from 
the usage of a single potential. All FCC (001) nanoplates we considered exhibit the same 
phenomena – that is a negative Poisson’s ratio in the thickness direction, and a relatively large 
positive Poisson’s ratio in the in-plane lateral direction for finite strains. Although there are a 
little bit different values of Poisson’s ratio resulting from different induced-compressive 
stresses for employed elements, Poisson’s ratios in the thickness direction of all FCC (001) 
nanoplates turn to be negative at finite strain (>3.0%). The change in Poisson’s ratios is the 
largest in Cu nanoplate and the smallest in Au nanoplate.  
 In order to underline the generality of our finding and thus enhance the accuracy of our 
computations, we have performed DFT calculations as well. Because of expensive 
computational cost, we adopt DFT calculations to one bulk FCC material only. This time, we 
choose Au instead of Al to confirm the generality of our finding. The comparison of different 
methods is shown in Figure 5.8. When a uniaxial stress in the loading direction is applied 
(Syy=0), two results from DFT and MS models are in excellent agreement. The reductions of 
the lattice parameters with applied strain are the same in both models. In addition, the critical 
strain for the phase transformation is 8.8% in MS calculation and it is 8.9% in DFT calculation. 
When a finite compressive stress (Syy=0.5GPa) is applied, the change in the lattice parameters 
in the DFT calculation is a little bit different from that in the MS calculation. However, a 
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negative Poisson’s ratio in the thickness (z-) direction and a drastic change of Poisson’s ratio in 
the in-plane lateral (y-) direction at finite strains are clearly shown in both calculations. 
 In addition, we find that body-centered cubic (BCC) (001) metal nanoplates also exhibit 
the same phenomena as shown in Figure 5.9. As examples of BCC metals, we model iron (Fe) 
nanoplates with thickness of 3a0 and 5a0. The Poisson’s ratio in the thickness direction of the 
Fe (001) nanoplate with a thickness of 3a0 becomes negative at approximately a strain of 2.9%, 
while bulk Fe (001) never shows a negative Poisson’s ratio. It is noteworthy that for BCC 
metals a uniaxial compressive stress, rather than a tensile stress, must be applied in order to 
satisfy the condition 2322 CC  for a phase transformation. Furthermore, FCC and BCC metal 
nanoplates show the same behavior in spite of their contrasting atomic bonding characteristics 
and different amount of surface relaxation.  
 The change in Poisson’s ratio of silicon (Si) (001) nanoplates with strain is illustrated in 
Figure 5.10. The Poisson’s ratios of the Si (001) nanoplate with a thickness of 3a0 change a 
little bit as uniaxial loading applied, but they are always positive. Although bulk Si (001) has 
the same cubic symmetry as FCC and BCC metals, and thus undergoes a definite phase 
transformation under the uniaxial stretch in the [100]-direction, Si nanoplates do not exhibit 
the same drastic change in Poisson’s ratio.  
 The (001) free surface plays an important role in changing the Poisson’s ratios of FCC 
and BCC metals but it does not in those of Si. As shown in Figure 5.10, the Si nanoplate does 
not exhibit largely changing in Poisson’s ratios even though Si (001) bulk has the same cubic 
symmetry with FCC and BCC metals. To explain this phenomenon, we compare stress profiles 
in the in-plane lateral direction inside Al, Fe, and Si (001) nanoplates throughout their thickness 
in Figure 5.11a. The internal compressive stresses induced by (001) free surfaces are different 
from one another. The compressive stress inside the Si (001) nanoplates is only approximately 
70MPa that is one order of magnitude lower than that inside FCC or BCC nanoplates. The 
tensile stress on Si (001) free surface is too small to induce a sufficient amount of compressive 
stresses inside the nanoplates. Consequently, Poisson’s ratios of even a thin Si (001) nanoplate 
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do not change much from that of Si (001) bulk. It is noteworthy that Si (001) nanoplates also 
exhibit a negative Poisson’s ratio when we intentionally applied a large compressive stress (> 
1GPa) in the in-plane lateral direction. 
5.1.6. Comparison with other surfaces 
 Now, we examine the Poisson’s ratios of metal nanoplates with different free surfaces 
such as (111) and (110). In Figure 5.11b, we compare the stress profiles in the in-plane lateral 
direction inside Al (001), Al (111) and Al (110) nanoplates with 11 atomic layers in thickness. 
Like (001) surface other free surfaces induce finite compressive stresses, and their values are 
approximately 780, 920 and 2140 MPa in order of (001), (111) and (110) nanoplates, 
respectively. However, as shown in Figure 5.12, the nanoplate with (111) or (110) free surfaces 
never exhibits a negative Poisson’s ratio, even though the induced-compressive stresses cause 
a large changes in the values of Poisson’s ratios. That is because there is no definite phase 
transformation in (111) or (110) nanoplates unlike (001) nanoplates. It is noteworthy that the 
nanoplates considered here are still in elastic range in spite of large stress and strain, because 
defect-free nanomaterials can support much larger elastic ranges of stress and strain as 
compared to their bulk counterparts178–180. 
 In addition, it is interesting that the compressive stress induced by the (001) free surface 
produces a negative Poisson’s ratio along the [001]-direction but it reduces a negative Poisson’s 
ratios along the ]011[ -direction. It was reported that 69% of the cubic metals have negative 
Poisson’s ratio along the ]011[ -direction, when they are stretched along the [110]-direction31,32. 
In order to underline the effect of (001) free surface, we calculate the Poisson’s ratios of six 
FCC metals nanoplates and their bulk counterpart under the same conditions with the previous 
reports. All bulk FCC metals we considered show negative Poisson’s ratios along the ]011[ -
direction. However, these negative Poisson’s ratios are reduced (Cu and Ni) or even removed 
(Au, Ag, Pt and Pd) when we introduce the (001) free surface at nanoscale, as shown in Table 
5.1.  
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5.1.7. Discussion 
 We have shown that FCC (001) and BCC (001) nanoplates exhibit the negative Poisson’s 
ratio as they are stretched (FCC) or contracted (BCC). Although Si (001) bulk has the same 
cubic symmetry with FCC and BCC metals and thus has the definite phase transformation 
under the uniaxial stretch in the [100] direction, Si nanoplates do not show the drastic change 
in Poisson’s ratios because the surface effect is not sufficient. On the other hand, tensile stresses 
at surfaces of the (111) or (110) nanoplates are large enough to cause compressive stress inside 
the nanoplates, (111) or (110) nanoplates do not exhibit a negative Poisson’s ratio, because 
they do not have a definite phase transformation under uniaxial stretch. Therefore, both the 
proper direction of the loading relative to the lattice (needed to cause the Poisson’s ratio 
branching) and the large surface relaxation (needed to induce sufficient compressive stresses 
inside nanoplates for the smoothing) are two essential conditions for the creation of a negative 
Poisson’s ratio. Both of FCC and BCC (001) nanoplates inherently satisfy these conditions. 
 We have found that several metal nanoplates that have (001) free surface and nanoscale 
thickness exhibit a negative Poisson’s ratio along the thickness directions as they are under 
uniaxial loading in the [100] direction. As two primary origins for this unveiled behavior of the 
metal nanoplates, we have discussed the finite compressive stresses inside the metal nanoplates 
inherently generated because of the (001) free surface and phase transformation induced by the 
intrinsic instability of cubic materials. This study reveals another interesting material property 
of nanostructures, negative Poisson’s ratio, and contributes to the database of auxetic materials 
which were believed to be uncommon in nature. 
5.2. Controlling auxeticity of metal nanoplates 
 We present the results of an atomistic study on the Poisson’s ratios of face-centered cubic 
metal (001) nanoplates under tensile stress. Here, we find that the behavior of the Poisson’s 
ratios of metal nanoplates is strongly dependent on the characteristics of a phase transformation 
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that takes place in their bulk counterparts as well as on the amount of compressive stress 
induced in the nanoplates. In addition, we discuss the effects of the nanoplate thickness and 
temperature on the mechanical behavior of the nanoplates. As the thickness decreases, the 
amount of compressive stress increases. As a result, the metal nanoplates become more auxetic. 
Higher temperatures cause the phase transformation to occur sooner. Thus, strongly auxetic 
nanoplates can be obtained by raising the temperature. In addition to investigating the effects 
of the thickness and temperature, we compare the behaviors of the Poisson’s ratios of (001) 
nanoplates of six different metals. Interestingly, the behaviors of the Poisson’s ratios of the 
metal nanoplates differ, even though their corresponding bulks have similar and positive 
Poisson’s ratios. This is because the six metals exhibit large differences in their surface stresses 
as well as in the critical strains for the phase transformation. 
5.2.1. Introduction 
 Even though the Poisson’s ratio was introduced 200 years ago, it remains a topic of active 
research181. As mentioned early, it has attracted more attention since the seminal work done by 
Lakes122 on foam structures with negative Poisson’s ratios. There has been numerous 
experimental182,183, theoretical161,184,185, and simulation9,135,145,186,187 studies to investigate the 
auxeticity of materials. There are number of auxetic material types and applications presented 
in section 5.1.1. Almost of these works have been studied on bulk materials that exhibit 
negative Poisson’s ratios. Recently, it was reported that single-layered black phosphorous9 
exhibit negative Poisson’s ratios.  
 In the section 5.1, as the first time, we showed that metal (001) nanoplates exhibiting 
negative Poisson’s ratio. Metal nanoplates exhibit negative Poisson’s ratios for two reasons: 
because of a phase transformation induced by the elastic instability of their bulk counterparts 
and owing to compressive stresses induced within the nanoplates by surface stresses. In this 
section, we discuss the three main parameters that determine the Poisson’s ratios of metal 
nanoplates. First, we examined the effects of nanoplate thickness on the behavior of the 
Poisson’s ratios. For a given material, the auxeticity of its nanoplates is strongly dependent on 
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the nanoplate thickness because the compressive stress induced in the nanoplates owing to 
surface relaxation becomes smaller as their thickness increases. Consequently, thinner 
nanoplates become more auxetic at a certain strain. Second, we investigated the effects of 
mechanical loading on the behavior of the Poisson’s ratio. For this, we applied a constant stress 
in the lateral direction with the expectation that it might modulate the Poisson’s ratio, allowing 
one to design nanoplates that exhibit the desired Poisson’s ratio. We found that nanoplates 
under a larger compressive stress along the in-plane lateral direction become more auxetic. 
Third, we studied the effects of temperature on the behavior of the Poisson’s ratios of metal 
nanoplates. Increasing the temperature of a material changes its elastic modulus and thus alters 
the critical strain for elastic instability. This may delay, hasten, or even prevent the phase 
transformation from occurring. Higher temperature enables nanoplates to exhibit more auxetic 
behavior. In addition, we investigated the differences in the Poisson’s ratios of six face-
centered cubic (fcc) (001) nanoplates of the following six metals: Cu, Ag, Au, Ni, Pd, and Pt. 
At the macroscale, these metals have similar Poisson’s ratios, which are 0.41-0.47. However, 
the Poisson’s ratios of the nanoplates of these metals are significantly different, because the 
materials experience different surface stresses and have different critical strains corresponding 
to the phase transformation. 
 This part is divided into the following sub-sections. In the first sub-section, that is, the 
present one, we introduce the concept of negative Poisson’s ratio. In sub-section 5.2.2, we 
describe the model and simulations used for the tensile load testing of the metal nanoplates. To 
determine the mechanical response of the nanoplates, we employed both classical molecular 
statics (MS) and molecular dynamics (MD) calculations. In sub-section 5.2.3, we discuss 
theoretical predictions and numerical evidences for the elastic instability that describes how 
the fcc bulk materials undergo a phase transformation at a finite temperature. The results of all 
the calculations performed on the fcc (001) nanoplates and a discussion on the same appear in 
sub-subction 5.2.4. The effects of nanoplate thickness, lateral stress, and temperature on the 
Poisson’s ratios of nanoplates are discussed in separate subsections. In addition, we also 
compare and discuss the characteristics of six fcc metal (001) nanoplates in this section. Finally, 
in sub-section 5.2.5, we present a summary of the study and its primary results.  
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5.2.2. Simulation details 
We performed classical MS and MD calculations to investigate the mechanical responses of 
the fcc metal (001) systems using the Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel 
Simulator (LAMMPS)100. We modeled the fcc (001) bulk materials and nanoplates assigning 
the [100]-, [010]-, and [001]-directions to the x-, y-, and z-directions, respectively. To model 
bulk materials, we assigned periodic boundary conditions (PBCs) along all three directions. 
The sizes of the bulk systems used were 4a0 × 4a0 × 4a0 (for the MS calculations) and 10a0 × 
10a0 × 10a0 (for the MD simulations), where a0 is the lattice parameter of the fcc metal in 
question. We confirmed that larger systems yielded the same results as smaller ones. To model 
the nanoplates, we imposed PBCs along the x- and y-directions while assigned free boundary 
condition along the z-direction to model free (001) surfaces. To study the effects of nanoplate 
thickness on the mechanical response of the nanoplates, we performed MS simulations for 
nanoplates with thicknesses ranging from 5.5a0 to 30.5a0. A schematic diagram of nanoplates 
that is illustrating crystallographic orientation and loading direction is shown in Figure 5.1. 
 The interactions between the atoms of the nanoplates are described by the embedded-
atom method (EAM), which was developed by Foiles et al. 87. In the MS calculations, we 
minimized totE  ( totE  in Eq. (2.66) in chapter 2) and obtained the stable state corresponding to 
force equilibrium under the given loading conditions. In the MD calculations, we employed 
the velocity Verlet algorithm as a time-marching scheme. To study the effects of the 
temperature, we performed MD simulations for various temperatures ranging from 0.01 K to 
600 K. The temperature was increased from the initial temperature (0 K) to the studied 
temperature in 100 ps. Then, we annealed systems for 100 ps at the studied temperature.   The 
time step was 1 fs, and a Nose-Hoover thermostat79,80 was employed for the simulations. 
 To perform the uniaxial tensile loading tests, we stretched the fcc (001) bulk materials 
or nanoplates from their equilibrated states along the x-direction with an incremental true strain 
of 0.001 (for the MS simulations) and with a constant true strain rate of 107 s-1 (for the MD 
simulations). For the MS simulations, the uniaxial stress ( 0xx , others zero) was controlled 
by adjusting the periodic box size along the y- and z-directions for the bulk systems and that 
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along the y-direction for the nanoplates. During the MD simulations, when applying the loading, 
the simulation box along the periodic directions was adjusted in order to satisfy the uniaxial 
stress condition; the exception was the loading direction.  
 For MS simulation, we could obtain the value of the Poisson’s ratio at a strain by using 
Eq. (5.2) in section 5.1. However, during the MD simulations, it was difficult to apply Equation 
(5.1) or (5.2) directly, owing to thermal fluctuations. Therefore, we obtained a fourth-order 
polynomial function that yielded the best fitting curve for the corresponding component of 
strain during uniaxial stress. Then, we determined the corresponding Poisson’s ratio by finding 
the differential of the polynomial function with respect to the applied strain. 
5.2.3. Effects of thickness 
 Figure 5.13a shows the behavior of the Poisson’s ratios of a Au (001) nanoplate with a 
thickness of 2.24 nm (5.5a0) under uniaxial stress. For the corresponding cubic bulk material, 
in the unstrained state, the Poisson’s ratios along the principal directions are the same. However, 
in contrast to the bulk system, for the Au nanoplate, the Poisson’s ratios are different in the 
unstrained state. It was found that νxy = 0.77 (in the lateral direction) while νxz = 0.20 (in the 
thickness direction). The cubic symmetry is broken, owing to the existence of the free surfaces. 
The effects of free surfaces on the biaxial Poisson’s ratio of a single crystal with cubic 
symmetry have been discussed by Dingreville et al. 57.  
For the Au bulk material under uniaxial stress, the atomic behavior in the y-direction is always 
symmetric with that in the z-direction: thus, the Poisson’s ratios in the two directions are always 
the same. The two Poisson’s ratios decrease slightly as the strain increases. This symmetry is 
broken suddenly at the critical instability strain, at which point the material loses its elastic 
stability. As mentioned in the previous section, under uniaxial stress in a principal direction, 
fcc bulk materials should undergo a phase transformation by the elastic instability. The 
corresponding deformation mode is    0,0,0,1,1,0,,,,, 654321   and 
132   . Therefore, in principle, one of the Poisson’s ratios (say νxy) approaches 
positive infinity while the other (say νxz) approaches negative infinity at the critical instability 
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strain. However, in case of the nanoplate, the mechanical response to loading is completely 
different. The Poisson’s ratios of the nanoplate do not change slightly during loading or sharply 
at the critical instability strain. Instead, they change markedly during load, becoming more 
asymmetric. In particular, νxy increases with the strain while νxz decreases and reaches a 
negative value at a strain of 0.022. We call the strain at which a material starts to exhibit auxetic 
behavior the critical auxetic strain. The sudden branching in the bulk material owing to a phase 
transformation is replaced by smooth branching, as one approaches the nanoscale.  
 The behaviors of the Poisson’s ratios of Au (001) nanoplates with different thicknesses 
are compared in Figure 5.13b. It is clear that the thickness of the nanoplates affects the 
Poisson’s ratios. The critical auxetic strain increases with an increase in the thickness. For 
example, the critical auxetic strain of the nanoplate with a thickness of 2.24 nm is 0.022 while 
it is 0.049 when the thickness is increased to 12.44 nm. For small strains (<0.06), the Poisson’s 
ratios of thin nanoplates in both directions change more significantly than do those of thicker 
nanoplates. However, when the strain is large enough (>0.06), the Poisson’s ratios of thick 
nanoplates change more significantly, as shown in Figure 5.13b. It is clear that as the thickness 
of the nanoplates increases, the behavior of their Poisson’s ratios approaches that of the 
Poisson’s ratio of their bulk counterparts. This strong dependency of the Poisson’s ratios on 
the thickness arises from the effects of the surfaces of the nanoplates. The relaxation of the free 
surfaces of the nanoplates produces a large tensile stress on the surfaces and induces a 
compressive stress within the nanoplates along the in-plane lateral direction (Section 5.1). The 
magnitude of this compressive stress is dependent not only on the surface stress but also on the 
nanoplate thickness. Figure 5.14 shows the compressive stresses induced within a Au (001) 
nanoplate as functions of the applied strain and the nanoplate thickness. The compressive stress 
decreases slightly with the applied strain, but increases drastically as the thickness of the 
nanoplate is decreased. Because of this compressive stress, the cubic symmetry of bulk 
materials is broken even in the unstrained state when it is scaled down to the nanoscale. As the 
thickness of the nanoplate is decreased, the compressive stress increases, and the nanoplate 
becomes more asymmetric. Consequently, the difference in νxy and νxz for a thin nanoplate is 
larger than that for thicker one at small strains. However, the asymmetry of the Au (001) 
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nanoplate is influenced not only by its surface stress but also by the elastic instability of the 
bulk counterpart. For bulk materials, the symmetry in the two lateral directions is only broken 
when the applied strain is equal to the critical instability strain. For nanoplates, when the 
thickness of the nanoplate is high, the branching behavior is closer to that of the bulk 
counterpart. Therefore, the Poisson’s ratios of thicker nanoplates change more markedly when 
the strain is large. It is worth noting that the phase transformation from tetragonal to 
orthorhombic owing to the instability of the materials can be observed under uniaxial stress in 
a principal direction. Therefore, in the case of nanoplates with different surface directions such 
as (111) or (110), the Poisson’s ratios in the thickness and in-plane lateral directions do not 
change considerably with the strain, in contrast to the case with (001) nanoplates (Section 5.1). 
5.2.4. Effect of mechanical stress 
 In Section 5.2.3, we mentioned that the Poisson’s ratios of (001) nanoplates are strongly 
dependent on the nanoplate thickness, and that is because the amount of compressive stress 
induced by surface relaxation along the in-plane lateral direction is a function of the thickness. 
Therefore, it is possible to modulate the Poisson’s ratios of nanoplates by applying the 
appropriate compressive stress along the in-plane lateral direction. In this section, we 
investigate the effects of mechanical stress in the lateral direction on the behavior of the 
Poisson’s ratios of metal nanoplates. For this, we intentionally applied a constant mechanical 
stresses in the y-direction. Therefore, the nanoplates were loaded in both the x-direction and y-
direction. We chose a Au (001) nanoplate with a thickness of 4.28 nm, and stretched it along 
the x-direction while keeping the stress in the y-direction ( ayy ) constant. The changes in the 
Poisson’s ratios are shown in Figure 5.15; the constant stresses in the y-direction ranged from 
-750 MPa to 500 MPa. When a uniaxial stress is applied (i.e., a stress is applied in the absence 
of a constant stress in the y-direction), the critical auxetic strain of the nanoplate is 0.034. This 
increases with a positive ayy and decreases with a negative ayy . For example, the critical 
auxetic strains are 0.048 and 0.020 when ayy = 250 MPa and ayy =-250 MPa, respectively. In 
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particular, the nanoplate exhibits a negative Poisson’s ratio even in the unstrained state when 
a
yy =-750 MPa. This means that we can achieve auxeticity in nanoplates at zero strain by 
applying a large enough compressive stress along the lateral direction. When we apply a tensile 
stress in the lateral direction, the behavior of the Poisson’s ratios of the nanoplate becomes 
similar to that of a thicker nanoplate. Further, when a greater compressive stress is applied, it 
has an effect similar to what reducing the thickness of the nanoplates has on the Poisson’s ratios. 
As mentioned earlier, thinner nanoplates have greater compressive stresses within them. 
Therefore, a tensile stress reduces the internal compressive stress, while a compressive stress 
increases it. Consequently, the stress applied along the lateral direction has the same effect that 
changing the thickness has. This is to be expected, because a large compressive stress causes a 
greater change in the Poisson’s ratios for small strains, as discussed earlier. Further, a 
sufficiently large compressive stress enables the nanoplate to exhibit a negative Poisson’s ratio 
in the thickness direction. In Figure 5.16, we show the auxeticity of Au (001) nanoplates as a 
function of their thickness and applied stress in the y-direction. Thinner nanplates exhibit 
negative Poisson’s ratios at unstrained state by a smaller compressive stress, as shown in Figure 
5.16. The metal (001) nanoplates have an intrinsic compressive stress within them along the y-
direction owing to the tensile surface stress. The magnitude of this compressive stress is 
determined by the choice of the material and the thickness of the nanoplates. However, by 
applying an additional stresses along the in-plane lateral direction, one can control the behavior 
of the Poisson’s ratios of the nanoplates and make them exhibit negative Poisson’s ratios.  
5.2.5.  Effect of temperature 
 We have addressed the effects of the temperature on the mechanical properties of Au 
bulk materials in Section xx. While the Poisson’s ratios of the materials do not change, their 
Young’s modulus decreases significantly with the temperature. Furthermore, the critical 
instability strain is smaller at higher temperatures. In this section, we investigate how the 
temperature affects on the Poisson’s ratios of Au (001) nanoplates. We performed MD 
simulations for a Au (001) nanoplate with a thickness of 4.28 nm at temperatures ranging from 
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0.01 K to 600 K. Because of thermal fluctuations, it is difficult to determine directly the first 
derivative of the thickness strain with respect to the loading strain. Therefore, we determined 
the fourth-order polynomial function that gave the best fit for the thickness strain as a function 
of the loading strain. Now, the thickness strain could be approximated in the following: 
xxxxz aaaa  4233241  . Then, the Poisson’s ratio in the thickness direction could be 
obtained by taking the derivative of the polynomial with respect to the loading strain: 
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 The thickness strains at different temperatures and their fitting curves are shown in Figure 
5.17 and the numeric values of fitted coefficients are listed in Table 5.2. The Poisson’s ratios 
in the thickness direction derived from the fitted curves are shown in Figure 5.18 as a function 
of the loading strain. In contrast to the case of the Poisson’s ratios of bulk materials (Figure 
3.10 in chapter 3), temperature has a significant effect on the Poisson’s ratio of the nanoplate. 
As is shown clearly in Figure 5.18, the Poisson’s ratio becomes more negative and the critical 
auxetic strain decreases as the temperature increases. This means that one can cause Au (001) 
nanoplates to become more auxetic simply by raising their temperature. A question arises when 
one considers this phenomenon: Why do metal (001) nanoplates show greater auxeticity as the 
temperature increases? In order to answer this question, we first examined the dependency of 
the surface stress on the temperature. As discussed earlier, a higher tensile surface stress 
induces a larger compressive stress within the nanoplate, making the nanoplate more auxetic. 
To check the dependence of the surface on the temperature, we calculated the surface stresses 
for six fcc (001) nanoplates at different temperatures. The results are plotted in Figure 5.19. 
Interestingly, the surface stress decreased for all the nanoplates with the increase in the 
temperature. That is to say, the induced compressive stress, which increases the nanoplate 
auxeticity, decreased with temperature. Therefore, the surface stress cannot explain the linear 
dependency of the Poisson’s ratio on the temperature. In fact, it tends to make the nanoplate 
less auxetic as the temperature is increased. Therefore, the question remains as to why does the 
Poisson’s ratio of nanoplates become more negative or why do nanoplates become more 
auxetic at higher temperatures, even though the induced compressive stress decreases with the 
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temperature increase. The answer is that this phenomenon is probably related to another 
characteristic of the nanoplates, namely, the phase transformation that takes place owing to the 
elastic instability of the corresponding bulk material. As shown in Figure 3.10 in chapter 3, the 
bulk material fails elastically sooner, with the phase transformation from tetragonal to 
orthorhombic, as the temperature is increased. This is because the elastic moduli change 
markedly with the temperature (Figure 3.9 in chapter 3). Thus, the instability condition 
(inequality (2.26) in chapter 2), which predicts a phase transformation for fcc bulk materials 
under uniaxial tensile stress, is broken sooner. This earlier occurrence of the phase 
transformation owing to the increase in the temperature results in a greater degree of branching 
of the Poisson’s ratios of nanoplates at small strains. Consequently, when considering the two 
possible reasons for a negative Poisson’s ratio in metal (001) nanoplates, the surface stress 
tends to reduce the auxeticity while the early occurrence of the phase transformation tends to 
increase it, as the temperature is increased. The increase in the auxeticity at higher temperatures 
owing to the early occurrence of the phase transformation is greater than the decrease in the 
auxeticity because of the decrease in the surface stress. This is why nanoplates are more auxetic 
at higher temperatures.  
5.2.6. Poisson’s ratios of (001) nanoplates of different metals 
 In this section, we compare the behaviors of Poisson’s ratios of the fcc (001) nanoplates 
of the following six metals: Cu, Ag, Au, Ni, Pd, and Pt. We performed MS simulations and 
applied a uniaxial stress to the nanoplates. All the nanoplates were assumed to have the same 
thickness (21 atomic layers). Figure 5.20 shows the changes in the Poisson’s ratios (νxy and νxz) 
of the different nanoplates with the applied strain. It is clear that for all the nanoplates, both 
Poisson’s ratios are positive in the unstrained state. Further, the Poisson’s ratio in the lateral 
direction (νxy) increases while that in the thickness direction (νxz) decreases and becomes 
negative as the applied strain is increased. For small strains (<0.06), the Pt (001) nanoplate 
exhibited the largest change while the Ag (001) nanoplates showed the smallest change in the 
Poisson’s ratio. However, for large strains (>0.08), the Ag (001) nanoplate showed the largest 
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change, as shown in Figure 5.20. Next, we compared the critical auxetic strains of the six fcc 
(001) nanoplates as well as the critical instability strains of the corresponding bulk metals; 
these are shown in Figure 5.21. Both critical strains were the smallest in the case of Pt, while 
Ag exhibited the largest values of both critical strains. The changes in the critical auxetic strains 
of the six nanoplates were similar to those in their critical instability strains. The critical auxetic 
strains increased in the following order: Pt, Pd, Au, Cu, Ni, and Ag. The critical instability 
strains also increased in the same order. This again shows that the auxetic behavior of fcc (001) 
nanoplates is strongly correlated with the phase transformation undergone by their bulk 
counterparts or their elastic instability. In addition, we list the surface stresses of the six fcc 
(001) nanoplates in Table 5.3. These values were obtained from the equilibrium states of the 
nanoplates, in which the total forces in all directions are zero. The calculation method is 
described in chapter 4. In the equilibrium state, the two normal components of the surface stress 
of fcc (001) are the same and the shear component of the surface stress is zero owing to the 
symmetry of (001) surfaces (Chapter 4). The Pt nanoplate had the largest surface stress while 
the Ag nanoplate had the smallest one. Interestingly, the surface stresses decreased in order of 
Pt, Pd, Au, Cu, Ni, and Ag, which is the same order in which the critical auxetic strain increased. 
This proved that our results were consistent, because a large surface stress automatically 
induces a large compressive stress along the in-plane lateral direction (the y-direction) within 
the nanoplates and results in a small critical auxetic strain.  
 In Figure 5.22, we compare the values of the Poisson’s ratios of six nanoplates in the 
unstrained state with those of their corresponding bulk materials. The Poisson’s ratios of the 
bulk materials were similar and range from 0.41 to 0.47. However, the Poisson’s ratios of the 
nanoplates were significantly different from their bulk counterparts. Further, they were also 
different from each other. For example, the Poisson’s ratio of the Pt (001) nanoplate in the 
lateral direction (νxy) was 55% higher than that of its bulk counterpart. On the other hand, that 
in the thickness direction (νxz) was less than a half value of the bulk. In the case of the Ag 
nanoplate, νxy was 22% larger while νxz was 17% smaller than the corresponding Poisson’s ratio 
of the bulk. The differences in the Poisson’s ratios of the different metal nanoplates were also 
considerable, even though their bulk values are relatively similar. For example, νxy and νxz were 
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approximately 0.50 and 0.35 for the Ag nanoplate, but were approximately 0.73 and 0.22 for 
the Pt nanoplate. The difference between the Poisson’s ratios in the lateral and thickness 
directions was the largest for the Pt nanoplate and the smallest for the Ag nanoplate. Again, 
this can be explained by the fact that the Pt nanoplate had the largest surface stress and the Ag 
nanoplate had the lowest one, as listed in Table 5.3. 
5.2.7. Summary 
 In summary, we performed MS and MD simulations to investigate the behaviors of the 
Poisson’s ratio of fcc (001) nanoplates of six metals under uniaxial stress in the [100]-direction. 
We found that all nanoplates exhibited negative Poisson’s ratios along the thickness direction 
at finite strain. Further, we determined that several parameters affect the auxeticity of the 
nanoplates, including the nanoplate thickness, temperature, and mechanical stress in the lateral 
direction. In addition, we compared the auxetic behavior of the six nanoplates in terms of their 
surface stress. The main findings of the study could be listed as follows. 
 The Poisson’s ratios of nanoplates are significantly different from those of their bulk 
counterpart. In the unstrained state, owing to the effect of the surface, the Poisson’s ratio in the 
thickness direction is different from that of the in-plane lateral direction. The Poisson’s ratios 
of all the nanoplates in the thickness direction can be negative at finite strain. (2) The magnitude 
of the compressive stress induced in a nanoplate owing to a high tensile surface stress is 
strongly dependent on the thickness of the nanoplate. Thinner nanoplates exhibit higher 
compressive stresses and thus are more auxetic. Therefore, controlling the thickness is one way 
of tuning the negative Poisson’s ratio in metal (001) nanoplates. (3) The application of a 
compressive stress in the lateral direction can cause nanoplates to exhibit auxetic behavior. 
When we applied a constant stress in the lateral direction, the auxeticity of the nanoplate in 
question increased or decreased, depending on the sign of the applied stress. Therefore, 
applying a constant stress in the lateral direction is another way of modulating the negative 
Poisson’s ratio of metal (001) nanoplates. (4) At a higher temperature, nanoplates with the 
same thickness become more auxetic. This is because a higher temperature causes the phase 
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transformation to take place earlier, even though it reduces the surface stress of the nanoplates. 
Therefore, by raising or lowering the temperature, one can control the negative Poisson’s ratio 
in metal (001) nanoplates. (5) While Ag, Au, Cu, Ni, Pd, and Pt exhibit similar Poisson’s ratios 
in bulk, their (001) nanoplates exhibit significantly different Poisson’s ratios. The Pt nanoplate 
was the most auxetic, while the Ag nanoplate was the least auxetic. This was because Pt has 
the largest surface stress and the smallest critical instability strain while Ag has the smallest 
surface stress and the largest critical instability strain. These findings broaden our 
understanding of the phenomenon of negative Poisson’s ratios in metal nanoplates and should 
lead to the development of techniques for controlling this auxeticity. 
 It is noteworthy that very thin nanoplates with several atomic layers have been achieved 
by such as atomic layer decomposition, chemical vapor decomposition and molecular beam 
epitaxy methods175–177.  All reported several-nanometer-thick metal nanoplates so far have been 
fabricated on substrates. Therefore, up to date, the influence from substrate is inevitable. In 
those cases, the real mechanical behavior of the nanoplate on the substrate should be a 
combination of mechanical responses of pure metal nanoplates and interactions with substrates. 
This study did not consider the effect of the substrates and thus has a limitation. However, it 
would be important to understand the elastic behavior of pure metal nanoplates first, because 
it is essential for further research on complicated interaction of pure nanoplates with substrates. 
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Chapter 6 Nanowires and Nanotubes 
6.1. Mechanical failure modes of FCC [100]/(001) nanowires 
 It is believed that the failure mode of metal nanowires under tensile loading is the result 
of the nucleation and propagation of dislocations. Such failure modes can be slip, partial slip 
or twinning and therefore they are regarded as local deformation. Here we provide numerical 
and theoretical evidences to show that global deformation, which has no relation to local 
deformation, is another predominant failure mode of nanowires under tensile loading. At the 
global deformation mode, nanowires fail with a large contraction along a lateral direction and 
a large expansion along the other lateral direction. In addition, there is a competition between 
global and local deformations. Nanowires loaded at low temperature exhibit global failure 
mode first and then local deformation follows later. We show that the global deformation 
originates from the intrinsic instability of the nanowires and that temperature is a main 
parameter that decides the global or local deformation as the failure mode of nanowires. 
6.1.1. Introduction 
 Mechanical responses of metal nanowires have been extensively studied since they 
show unusual behaviors such as very large elastic range and higher elastic moduli compared to 
their bulk counterparts. In particular, failure event of metal nanowires under uniaxial tensile 
loading has been of great interest, because it gives us fundamental understanding about what 
makes the nanowires fails, when the nanowire fails, and what deformation the nanowire 
undergoes in that moment. Therefore, a lot of simulations67,111,188,189 and experiments63,190–192 
have been conducted during last two decades, and it has been believed that metal nanowires 
fail by the occurrence of local deformations such as full slip, partial slip or twinning. During 
loading, nanowires are under the competition among different local deformations and finally 
fail by one of them. Final failure deformation of nanowires is dependent on many parameters 
such as stacking fault energy193, orientation of nanowire194, twinability195, orientation of side 
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facet64, and Schmidt factor189. In addition, nanowires can fail with ductile necking or simple 
shear brittle failure depends on the length of nanowires188. 
 Most predominant origin of local deformations that makes nanowires fail is the 
nucleation and propagation of dislocations. Since the energy barrier for the nucleation of 
dislocation is lower at edges than on surfaces or in bulk, the dislocation initiates from one of 
edges of the nanowire, propagates through the cross-section, and finally forms one of local 
deformations111,196. However, we provide here numerical and theoretical evidences that local 
deformation is not the one and only failure mode of nanowires. Rather, a global deformation, 
that has no relation with dislocations, is another failure mode of metal nanowires. In addition, 
we find that there is a competition between local and global deformations and that temperature 
is a primary parameter which decides the failure mode of nanowires. The basic mechanism of 
the global failure mode can be explained by the elastic instability theory that was originally 
developed by Born69, and then improved by Hill and Milstein16,17 and others18,20,197. The elastic 
stability theory was discussed systematically in chapter 2 and chapter 3. 
6.1.2. Calculation details 
 In order to find the failure mode of metal nanowires, we performed uniaxial tension 
tests for metal nanowires by using molecular dynamics (MD) simulation. The face-centered-
cubic (FCC) (001) nanowires of seven metals were modelled with embedded atom method 
(EAM) potentials87,91,92. For convenience of notation, we assigned the x-direction to be the 
length direction (the [100]-direction), and y- and z-directions to be the lateral directions (the 
[010]- and [001]-directions, respectively). Periodic boundary condition was applied in the 
length direction. A schematic diagram of nanowires that is illustrating crystallographic 
orientation and loading direction is shown in Figure 6.1.To study the temperature effect on the 
tensile tests of nanowires, we assigned the temperature to the nanowires ranged from 0.01 K to 
300 K using Nosé-Hoover thermostat79,82. We first equilibrated the nanowires at a target 
temperature for 100,000 timesteps and applied strain in the length direction with a strain rate 
of 108 s-1. Timestep was 1 femtosecond and all calculations were conducted by LAMMPS100.  
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6.1.3. Global deformation 
 We plot the stress and energy curves to strain of a Au (001) nanowire in Figure 6.2a. 
The cross-section of the nanowire was 3nm × 3nm and the target temperature was 0.01 K. The 
stress and energy are increasing monotonously as strain increases. The stress reaches the 
maximum value of 4.4 GPa at a strain of 0.108 as pointed by “A” in Figure 6.2a. This value 
can be regarded as the ideal tensile strength of the nanowire. It is remarkable that the energy is 
still increasing after the maximum point of stress and there is no visible change near point “A” 
in the energy curve, as shown in Figure 6.2b. Although the stress drops significantly, there is 
no sudden change in the energy of nanowire. Rather, the strain energy of the nanowire reaches 
to the maximum value at a strain of 0.113 as pointed by “B” in Figure 6.2b, and starts to 
decrease immediately after point “B”. Figure 6.3a, we present the configurations of the 
nanowires at some important points that are marked at Figure 6.2. From the initial configuration 
( 0 ) to the configuration where the stress is the maximum ( 108.0 ), the square nanowire 
is contracting in both lateral directions (the y- and z-directions) by the same amount, and thus 
the shape of cross-section maintains square. In many previous reports66,67,198,199, the maximum 
stress has been regarded as the yield stress of the nanowire, because it has been believed that 
the stress drops due to local failure deformations such as slip, partial slip or twinning that are 
closely related to the motion of dislocations. However, as shown in the third panel ( 113.0 ) 
in Figure 6.3a, even though the applied strain exceeds the point at which the stress is the 
maximum, none of such local deformations is observed. Instead, the deformation that makes 
the drop of stress is a homogenous deformation. Unlike local deformation resulting from the 
dislocation that initiates at a point and propagates, the homogenous deformation (or the global 
deformation) takes place in the entire nanowire simultaneously. During this global deformation, 
sudden expansion in a lateral direction (here in the y-direction) and sudden contraction in the 
other lateral direction (here in the z-direction) occurs simultaneously. Now, the shape of cross-
section is not square but a similar shape of a rectangle. At 113.0 , the ratio of a/b becomes 
1.1 as shown in Figure 6.3a. When we applied further strain, a local deformation was observed 
( 120.0 ). The changes in the sizes of nanowire in the lateral directions are shown in Figure 
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6.3b. The thicknesses in both directions were gradually reducing until the stress reached to the 
maximum and exhibited different changes by a relatively large amount during the stress drop.  
 This global deformation has been predicted in many cubic bulk materials under uniaxial 
loading. This phenomenon in cubic bulk materials is called as branching or bifurcation of 
crystal structures and has been explained by the elastic instability theory. The theory was 
initially developed by Born69, and then improved by Hill and Milstein16,17 and others18,20,197. 
For an arbitrary ideal crystal structure under an arbitrary loading mode, the necessary and 
sufficient condition for the stability of the structure is   0det B , where TBBB  and B  is 
the elastic stiffness matrix in the Voigt notation. When  Bdet  becomes zero, the crystal 
structure loses its stability and deforms with the corresponding eigenstate. One can obtain the 
corresponding eigenstate that describes the deformation of the structure at the instability point 
by solving an eigenvalue problem:   0xIB   . For FCC bulk crystals under uniaxial tensile 
loading ( 01  ), the general condition is simplified to 02322  CC , where C  is the elastic 
modulus matrix of the structure. The corresponding eigenstate to this instability condition is 
   0,0,0,1,1,0,,,,, 654321  , i.e. the deformation with a sudden expansion in a 
lateral direction and a sudden contraction in the other lateral direction. The magnitude of 
expansion is the same with the magnitude of contraction ( 32   ). The elastic moduli of 
materials are varying with strain. Therefore, when 22C  becomes equal to 23C  at a certain 
strain, the FCC crystal structure loses its stability and the bifurcation occurs in the lateral 
directions. The bifurcation of the FCC crystal structure is actually a phase transformation from 
tetragonal to orthorhombic. Consequently, the cross-section of the bulk becomes rectangle at 
onset of instability, as shown in Figure 6.4a. This phenomenon was observed computationally 
in previous reports29,30. We confirmed that the phase transformation takes place at a critical 
strain of 0.088 at which the condition 2322 CC   meets for a Au (001) bulk material. Again, 
the stress drops at this strain but the energy does not change. The elastic instability theory 
predicts well the failure behavior of cubic bulk materials. 
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 For both FCC bulk and nanowire structures under uniaxial tensile loading, they 
eventually undergo the bifurcation: a contraction in one lateral direction and an expansion in 
the other lateral direction. However, details of their deformations at the bifurcation are different 
from each other, because there are substantial effects of free surfaces and edges for nanowires. 
Under uniaxial tensile loading, only one normal component of stress is nonzero (positive) and 
the others are zero. Under this loading condition, all the atoms in a bulk material have the same 
stress-state and the total stress is also the same: only one nonzero normal component of the 
stress. However, for nanowires, whereas the total stress has only one nonzero component, the 
stress state of each atom is different depending on its position in the nanowires. For FCC 
nanowires, there is a large relaxation of free surfaces and edges, and thus each atom is 
redistributed according to the relaxation. As a result, all atoms of the nanowires have three or 
more nonzero components of stress, and further the magnitudes of nonzero component are 
different. Stress is usually more tensile at the outmost atomic layers and less tensile at the 
interior part. Therefore, atomic displacements of the nanowires before and after the bifurcation 
are dependent on the positions of atoms, and thus they are different from those of bulk materials. 
Consequently, after the failure, the cross-section of the nanowire is not exactly rectangular like 
the case of bulk, as shown in Figure 6.4b. The deformation at the edges is approximately three 
times larger than those at the middle part of the free surfaces. 
 These different displacements or stresses of atoms in nanowires make it difficult to 
predict the instability moment by adopting the elastic instability theory, because atomic elastic 
moduli of the nanowires also become functions of atomic position. The elastic moduli at 
surfaces or edges are different from those in the interior part. Therefore, we need to develop an 
equivalent elastic modulus that can predict the instability phenomenon of the nanowires. 
Among possible choices, we replaced the condition, 02322 CC , by the condition, 
02322 CC , where ijC  is an equivalent elastic modulus of the nanowire given by  


 

N
k
k
ijij CN
C
1
)(1  where N is the total number of atoms and )(kijC is the elastic modulus of atom 
k.  Therefore ijC  is just the average value of the elastic modulus of all atoms. We found that 
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the term 2322 CC   was approximately 34 GPa at the initial configuration, and it decreased 
almost linearly with the increase of strain. At the bifurcation point, the term became 
approximately 0.97 GPa that was relatively small in comparison with the initial value. When 
we introduced coreijC , which was the elastic modulus of the atoms at the center of the nanowire, 
for the equivalent elastic modulus, corecore CC 2322   reduced from 37 GPa at the initial 
configuration and reached to 1.06 GPa at the configuration in which a bifurcation took place. 
Although there is more possibility in the choices for the equivalent elastic modulus to improve 
the prediction of the failure moment of nanowires, the elastic instability theory still predicts 
well the bifurcation of metal nanowires. 
 The global deformation (bifurcation) takes place not only in Au [100]/(001) nanowires 
but also in other FCC metal [100]/(001) nanowires. We performed the same MD simulations 
to study the failure mode of other nanowires, namely Al, Ni, Cu, Pd, Ag, and Pt. All of the 
metal nanowires considered showed the same global deformation as their failure modes. 
Furthermore, in order to confirm the generality of the global deformation of FCC (001) 
nanowires as the failure mode, we employed three different interatomic potentials such as Cai 
and Ye91, Foiles et al.87, and Liu et al.92. Regardless of types of interatomic potentials employed, 
the global deformation always took place. The generality of the global deformation as the 
failure mode was also supported by the fact that all of Au [100]/(001) nanowires with various 
thicknesses ranged from 2.2 nm × 2.2 nm to 8.4 nm × 8.4 nm exhibited the same global 
deformation. 
 The global deformation, which is the simultaneous occurring of the sudden expansion 
in a lateral direction and sudden contraction in the other lateral direction, is the unique property 
of FCC (001) nanowires under tension. This is because the deformation mode at onset of 
instability    0,0,0,1,1,0,,,,, 654321   can only be found in cubic materials 
under uniaxial stress or hydrostatic loading condition. In BCC (001) structures, this 
deformation mode takes place under uniaxial compressive stress condition. It is noteworthy 
that when we consider FCC structures with other crystallographic directions such as (111) or 
(110), the deformation mode becomes a function of elastic moduli unlike (001) structures22. In 
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addition, this deformation mode is not clearly shown when the structures become nanowires 
owing to the additional surface effects.  
 So far, we considered the simulations with the strain rate of 108 s-1. It has been known 
that mechanical properties of nanowires are dependent on the strain rate200–202. For example, 
the yield strength of nanowires decrease with decrease of the strain rate67. Dynamic wave effect 
at high strain rate may prevent the nucleation of defects in nanowires203 and therefore the 
nucleation stress of dislocations becomes smaller as strain rate is lower. In order to confirm our 
finding, we conducted MD simulations for [100]/(001) nanowires of six metals, namely Cu, 
Ag, Au, Ni, Pd, and Pt with the EAM potential by Foiles, with the strain rate range of 106-108 
s-1 at low temperature. In addition, quasi-MD simulations were also employed at low 
temperature. Through the simulations we found the global deformation as the failure mode for 
all cases. Therefore, we can conclude that it is possible to observe the global deformation as a 
deformation mode of metal [100]/(001) nanowires regardless of strain rate.  
6.1.4. Global deformation versus local deformation 
 So far, we have shown that the global deformation induced by the elastic instability is 
the failure mode of FCC (001) nanowires. Then, a couple of questions arise: why do the 
simulations show global deformation as the failure mode instead of the local deformation like 
many other reports? Do the observed results violate the previous studies? In order to answer 
the important questions, we performed the tension tests of a Au [100]/(001) nanowire at 
different temperatures: 0.01K, 10K, and 100K. Figure 6.5a presents the stress-strain curves of 
the nanowire under tensile loading at different temperatures. At lower temperatures (0.01 K 
and 10 K) the global deformation took place, while the nanowire failed with a local deformation 
at smaller strain ( 090.0 ) at higher temperature (100 K), as shown in Figure 6.5b. The local 
deformation at 100K was the combination of full and partial slips, which was in agreement 
with the reported result by Diao et al.189. In this case, the maximum stress can be regarded as 
the yield stress of the nanowire, because the nanowire fails with a yield event. However, at low 
temperature, the nanowire failed with a global deformation, and now the maximum stress is 
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the ideal tensile strength rather than the yield stress. Based on the observation, we may 
conclude that the nanowire fails homogenously at low temperature which had never reported 
in literature before, while it fails partially at higher temperature which is commonly observed 
in previous studies.  
 Local deformations are mainly the results of the nucleation and propagation of 
dislocations. The required stress for the nucleation of dislocations is critical for the occurrence 
of the local deformation, because the required stress for the propagation of dislocation is 
usually very low in metals. It has been known that the nucleation stress for dislocation is 
dependent on temperature: increase of temperature lowers the nucleation stress196. Therefore, 
at low temperatures, global deformation takes place sooner than local deformation because the 
nucleation stress is much higher than the stress at the instant of elastic instability. In contrast, 
at high temperature, a local deformation occurs first, because the nucleation stress is lower than 
the stress at the bifurcation. It is worth noting that, even at high temperatures (> 300 K), we 
always observed the global deformation as the failure mode of (001) bulk materials rather than 
the local deformation, because the nucleation stress of dislocations in the bulk materials is 
much larger than the stress for global deformation. This means that, at low temperature (~ 10 
K), the nucleation stress of dislocations at the edges of nanowires lies in a similar range of the 
stress for global deformation. Therefore, one can expect that the global deformation would be 
the failure mode even at higher temperatures (> 10 K), when edge is removed. 
 We have discussed that the nanowires with a square cross-section exhibit the global 
failure mode at low temperature. As temperature increase, local failure mode becomes 
dominant. The temperature at which the failure mode changes is approximately 12 K for a 
square Au nanowire (with the EAM potential by Cai and Ye) with a size of 3 nm × 3 nm. This 
transient temperature depends on the cross-sectional shape of nanowires. In order to investigate 
the effects of the shape of nanowires on the failure mode or the transient temperature, we 
performed the same MD simulations for a circular Au nanowire with a diameter of 3 nm. We 
changed the temperature of the circular nanowire from 0.01 K to 200 K. First, at 0.01 K, the 
circular nanowire failed with a global deformation at the critical strain of 0.108, which was the 
same with the critical strain of the square nanowire as shown in Figure 6.6. The global 
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deformation in circular nanowires is presented in Figure 6.7. It is noteworthy that, in the 
previous study by Cao and Ma111, the yield stress of a circular nanowire was found to be 50% 
larger than that of a square nanowire with a similar size. However, the yield stresses, under 
which a local deformation occurs, were compared in their study. And, the nucleation stress of 
the dislocations that are responsible for the local deformation is different depending on the 
nucleation sites: edges for the square nanowire and surfaces for the circular one. Therefore, the 
yield stresses of the two nanowires should be different. In contrast to their study, here, both 
nanowires failed with a global deformation when their equivalent elastic moduli satisfied the 
instability condition, 02322 CC . We believe that the elastic moduli of the circular nanowire 
and the square one are almost the same at certain temperature and loading. Hence, if both 
nanowires fail with a global deformation, they should fail at almost the same critical strain as 
shown in Figure 6.6. 
6.1.5. Transient temperature 
 Next, we found that the transient temperature of the circular nanowire is approximately 
100 K, which is much higher than that of the square nanowire, 12 K. As discussed earlier, the 
nucleation stress of dislocations on the edges of a nanowire is lower than that on the surfaces 
of the nanowire. This is also supported by the study of Cao and Ma111 on the effects of the 
shapes of nanowires on the yield strength of the nanowires. Using a strain shear invariant, they 
found that the edges of nanowires are the easiest sites for the nucleation of dislocations. Further, 
Zhu et al.196 showed that a square nanowire has 6 times smaller barrier than a flat surface of 
the same material for the nucleation of dislocations. All the previous reports support the fact 
that, at a certain temperature, the nucleation stress of dislocations in circular nanowires is larger 
than that in square nanowires with a similar size, because of the absence of edges in circular 
ones. Thus, circular nanowires undergo more elastic deformation than square nanowires until 
dislocations nucleate. In other words, there is much more possibility for circular nanowires that 
they meet the elastic instability condition before the stress in them reaches the nucleation stress. 
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On the other hand, because the nucleation stress is small at edges, dislocations can initiate from 
the edges of square nanowires before the nanowires reaches to their elastic instability condition. 
 Even though nanowires fail with a global deformation at low temperature, a local 
deformation takes place at last following the global deformation when more tensile loading is 
applied to the nanowires. Figure 6.8 shows configurations of the Au nanowire with different 
temperatures at a strain of 0.120. In all the configurations, local deformations were observed. 
At 0.01 K, the nanowire underwent a global deformation at a strain of 0.108, and a local 
deformation followed from a strain of 0.114 with a significant drop in the strain energy of the 
nanowire (Figure 6.2a). In contrast, the nanowire failed with a local deformation at a strain of 
0.090 and no global deformation was observed at 100 K. As a result, the cross-sectional shape 
of the nanowire was similar to a rectangle at 0.01 K, whereas it was similar to a square at 100 
K, as shown in right panels in Figure 6.8. It is noteworthy that the cross-sectional views in 
Figure 6.8 were a little bit rotated because local deformations (partial cross-slips) accompanied 
a small degree of rotations.  
 Interestingly, at near the transient temperature which was approximately 12 K for this 
nanowire, we observed that the global and local deformations occurred simultaneously. At this 
temperature, the required stresses for the nucleation of dislocation and for the elastic instability 
are very similar to each other, and thus the nanowire undergoes both deformation modes 
simultaneously during the failure. At low temperatures (< 12 K), global deformation takes place 
first and thus mechanical properties of the nanowire changes significantly during deformation. 
For examples, two extended surfaces by bifurcation of the nanowire are mechanically weaker 
than the other two contracted surfaces. As a result, later local deformation is determined by 
new mechanical properties. At near the transient temperature (~ 12 K), we observed that a 
dislocation initiated from one edge of the nanowire and propagated while the expansion and 
contraction of the nanowire along the lateral directions were taking place.  
 For all the seven metal (001) nanowires and the three different interatomic potentials 
we employed, there always exist the transient temperatures under which the global deformation 
is the failure mode for the nanowires and near which the global and local deformations occur 
simultaneously. However the transient temperatures strongly depends on the FCC metals and 
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the interatomic potentials. For examples, we compared the transient temperatures of Au and Ni 
nanowires with different lateral sizes and cross-sectional shapes in Figure 6.9. Here, the EAM 
potential developed by Cai and Ye was employed for the Au nanowires while different EAM 
potential developed by Foiles et al. was used for the Ni nanowires. The transient temperatures 
of circular nanowires were much higher than those of square nanowires for both metals, 
because of the absence of edges in the circular nanowires as discussed previously. And, 
although the transient temperatures slightly differed as thickness increases, they did not show 
a clear dependency on the thickness. On the other hand, it is remarkable that the transient 
temperatures of the square Au nanowires were extremely low (<15 K) whereas those of the 
square Ni nanowires were much higher (~120 K). The transient temperatures of circular Ni 
nanowires were approximately 200 K which was approximately 100 K higher than those of 
circular Au nanowires. The transient temperatures we obtained through MD simulations are 
much lower than room temperature and thus it is hard to observe the global deformation as a 
failure mode because it takes place at temperatures lower than the transient temperature. 
However, we believe that it is still meaningful that there is another failure mode for FCC (001) 
nanowires at extremely low temperature. 
6.1.6. Discussions 
 We performed MD simulations to study the failure behavior of FCC (001) metal 
nanowires under uniaxial loading. We found that global deformation is a mechanical failure 
mode of nanowires under tension besides the commonly believed local deformation mode. At 
the failure of nanowires with the global deformation, a large expansion along a lateral direction 
and a large contraction along the other lateral direction take place simultaneously in the 
nanowires. Such phenomenon is driven by the elastic instability of materials. We also found 
that there is a competition between the global deformation mode induced by the elastic 
instability and the local deformation mode induced by the nucleation and propagation of 
dislocations. At low temperatures, the global deformation mode is dominant because the 
thermal activation is not enough to nucleate dislocations. At high temperatures, nanowires meet 
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the condition for the nucleation of dislocations before they meet the elastic instability 
conditions and thus local deformation becomes dominant. At near the transient temperatures, 
nanowires fail by the simultaneous occurrence of the global and local deformations. 
 Although we found that there are large differences in the transient temperatures of FCC 
(001) nanowires depending on the metals, all transient temperatures we obtained in MD 
simulations were much lower than room temperature. Therefore, we expect that FCC (001) 
nanowires under tensile loading will always fail by local deformations in real experiments at 
room temperature. However, it would be possible that one verify the global deformation as a 
failure mode of FCC (001) nanowires by experiments at extremely low-temperature. 
6.2. Designing metal nanowires with negative Poisson’s ratio 
 When materials are under stretching, occurrence of lateral contraction of materials is 
commonly observed. This is because Poisson’s ratio, the quantity describe relationship 
between lateral strain and applied strain, is positive for nearly all materials. There are some 
reported structures and materials having negative Poisson’s ratio, but almost them are at 
macroscale. Here, with numerical and theoretical evidences, we show that nanowire with 
asymmetric cross-section such as rectangle or ellipse can exhibit negative Poisson’s ratio. 
Furthermore, we provide simple methods to design metal nanowires and nanotubes with 
negative Poisson’s ratio. 
6.2.1. Introduction 
 Metal nanowires have been become an attractive research topic due to their remarkable 
material properties including mechanical properties such as large elastic range, large ideal 
strength compared to their bulk counterpart. Some fabrication methods have been reported to 
synthesis metal nanowires with size even a few atomic layers204,205. There are extensive studies 
have been conducted to understand mechanical properties of metal nanowires by theoretical to 
computational and experimental approaches57,63,188. Origin of the unusual mechanical 
properties in metal nanowires mainly comes from their large surface-to-volume ratio and large 
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surface stress7,12,63,192. Here, we show that superior mechanical properties of metal [100] 
nanowires can be further improved by modifying their geometry.  
 Materials with a negative Poisson’s ratio (auxetic materials) expand rather than contract 
along a lateral direction when they are subjected to stretch. Auxetic materials have attracted 
considerable attention due to their great potential applications such as textile fabrics121, the 
aerospace industry206. Despite many studies about negative Poisson’s ratio materials at bulk 
scale31,32,135,181,207 and several efforts show negative Poisson’s ratio in nanoscale 
materials9,123,208. To our best knowledge, there is no study about auxeticity in nanowires. 
Auxetic materials can be structural networks such as foam structures122,157, carbon nanotube 
sheets128, and modeled materials173,209. Some nanoscale materials exhibit negative Poisson 
materials such as single layer black phosphorous9, graphene with defects208, mineral123. In 
Chapter 5, we showed that metal (001) nanoplate can also show negative Poisson’s ratio even 
though their bulk counterparts exhibit positive Poisson’s ratio. 
 The mechanism of auxetic behavior in metal (001) nanoplates is different from the others. 
The auxetic behavior is the results of the phase transformation of the bulk counterpart and 
compressive stress inside nanoplate induced by tensile surface stress (chapter 5). While the 
induced stress along the in-plane lateral direction is largely compressive, stress is free along 
the out-of-plane direction of the nanoplates. Therefore, the stresses of the interior part of the 
(001) nanoplates are asymmetric. At bulk-scale, when the material under uniaxial stress, there 
are sudden contraction and expansion (branching) of crystal structure along lateral directions 
at a critical strain. However, at nanoscale, the asymmetry of induced stresses change the 
branching behavior from suddenness to smoothness. As the result, there is a negative Poisson’s 
ratio along the out-of-plane direction of the metal (001) nanoplates. 
 Inspire by this observation, in this section, we suggest 2 methods to design one-
dimensional [001] nanoscale materials including metal nanowires and nanotubes with negative 
Poisson’s ratio. Both methods focus on how to design geometry of the materials such that 
highly asymmetric stresses inside the nanoscale materials can be generated. Therefore we can 
obtain auxetic materials. In particular, the Poisson’s ratio can be negative (auxetic) if cross-
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sectional area of the nanowires is rectangular or elliptical shape. Furthermore, the rectangular 
metal nanowires can be more auxetic with introduction of a hollow inside. The rectangular 
metal nanowires with a hollow inside is called rectangular metal nanotubes (RMNTs). We 
provide numerical and theoretical evidences to show that such auxetic is the result of 
asymmetry of interior stresses inside the nanowires and a phase transformation of their bulk 
counterpart. 
6.2.2. Methods 
 We employed molecular statics simulation to predict response of nanoplate, nanowires 
and nanotubes under loading using Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel 
Simulator (LAMMPS)100. We modeled the fcc (001) nanoscale materials assigning the [100]-, 
[010]-, and [001]-directions to the x-, y-, and z-directions, respectively. To model (001) 
nanoplate, we assigned periodic boundary conditions (PBCs) along x- and y-directions while 
large vacuum was created in the z-direction to make free surface. To model infinite nanowires 
and nanotube, PBCs are imposed along x-direction while large vacuum was created in the y- 
and z-directions to model free surfaces. Conjugate gradient method is used for all minimization 
processes. In order to save computational cost and avoid some possible divergence of 
minimizations, the periodic length of models was chosen 4a0. We believe that 4a0 is large 
enough because we study the mechanical property of the materials within their elastic regime 
only. 
 The interactions between the atoms of the materials are described by the embedded-atom 
method (EAM), which was developed by Foiles et al.87.Before loading is applied, each system 
is relaxed to get equilibrium state. Then, we stretch the nanoscale materials with an incremental 
true strain of 0.001 along x-direction. To simulate uniaxial stress condition ( 0xx , others 
zero), periodic box of plate is adjusted along y-direction of nanoplates to satisfy the stress free 
condition.  
 The Poisson’s ratio along the x-direction for a material under loading is defined as 
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6.2.3. Rectangular nanowires 
 We firstly present Poisson’s ratio components νxy and νxz of an Au (001) nanoplate and 
Au (001) nanowires with cross-sectional area of axb where a is the width along y- direction 
and b is the thickness along z- direction in Figure 6.10. b is kept as 10a0 where a0 is the lattice 
parameter while b is various with the ratio a/b= 1, 1.5, 2, ∞. When r=1, the cross-sectional 
shape is square, νxy= νxz= ν=0.49 at unstrained state. And it seems that the Poisson’s ratios do 
not change with applied strain. Poisson’s ratio components of a square nanowire are larger than 
that of the bulk counterpart (0.46) due to surface effect. Detail of surface effect on Poisson’s 
ratio of square nanowire can be seen in Ref. 57. As r=∞ (nanoplate), we can see that the 
nanoplate has two distinguished Poisson’s ratio and they show strong dependence on applied 
strain. The component νxy starts with 0.64 at unstrained state and then it increases. On the other 
hand, νxz is 0.31 at zero strain, it decreases with increasing of strain, reaches a negative value 
at a strain of 0.034. The strain at which materials show negative Poisson’s ratio is called as 
auxetic strain. The thickness effect on the mechanical property is shown in Figure 6.11.When 
r is larger than 1 (but still a nanowire), it is interesting that a negative Poisson’s ratio (νxz) is 
still observed. Poisson’s ratio behavior is dependent on the ratio a/b and it approaches to that 
of nanoplates as a/b increases. It is noteworthy to mention that as the aspect ratio is 2.0, 
difference of Poisson’s ratios between the nanoplate and the nanowire is quite small. For 
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example, at unstrained state, νxz is about 0.30, and the critical strain of the nanowire is also the 
same as that of the nanoplate. This is the first time metal nanowires are found to show auxeticity. 
 We explain the auxetic behavior in the rectangular nanowires by firstly considering 
auxeticity of the bulk counterpart under a proper loading condition. It is obvious that the cubic 
materials do not exhibit a negative Poisson’s ratio along principle directions at unstrained state. 
However, they can show auxeticity by controlling multi-axial loading in the principal directions 
i.e. the stress tensor components are zyzyx   ,0,0,0 . In this case, stresses are 
assigned with different amounts in two transverse principal directions. Under uniaxial stress 
condition, cubic materials can fails with a suddenly large contraction along a transverse 
principal direction and a suddenly large expansion along the other transverse principal direction 
(tetragonal to orthorhombic phase transformation), as a result of an elastic instability (Chapter 
3). However, under multi-axial loading, with the asymmetrically applied stresses along 
transverse principal directions, there is no longer the sudden contraction/expansion of crystal 
lattices. Instead, the lattices along lateral directions deform differently and at a certain strain, 
they can deform with different directions. Consequently, negative Poisson’s ratio is observed 
in a principal direction. Larger asymmetry of the applied stresses induces smoother branching 
if the lattice parameter and therefore smaller auxetic strain is obtained. Details of this 
mechanism was presented in Section 3.3 in Chapter 3. 
 We conducted simulations for Au bulk under multi-axial loading in which tensile strain 
is applied along x-direction, stress is kept -800 MPa in y-direction; while along z-direction we 
consider several cases with different amounts of applied stress ranging from -800 MPa to 0 
MPa. In Figure 6.12, we plot changes of Poisson’s ratios of the bulk material under loading. In 
the case the applied stresses along two lateral directions are equivalent zy   , two Poisson’s 
ratio components νxy and νxz are the same which is about 0.45 and they seemly do not change 
with loading. One there is asymmetry between applied stresses along y- and z-directions, we 
can observe negative Poisson’s ratio. In the case the asymmetry is at most (stress free along z-
direction), the material show the most auxetic at certain strain while it shows less auxetic in 
the case there is compressive stress along z-direction. We repeated the bulk simulation with 
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different amount of applied stresses and plot critical auxetic strain as a function of the applied 
stresses in Figure 6.13. The material shows auxeticity along the direction which the applied 
stress is less compressive. And, when the applied stresses are the same, no negative Poisson’s 
ratio is observed. The Poisson’s ratio does not change much with applied strain until the 
material loses its elastic instability with a phase transformation (see Section 3.2 in Chapter 3).  
 We now turn back to the nanoscale materials. For a material under uniaxial stress 
condition, only one stress component along x-direction σxx is zero, the others are zeros. For 
bulk material, stress at any point in its domain also follow the condition. However, in nanoscale 
materials, stress at any point is not necessary to have single none-zero stress component. 
Instead, effective stress tensor has one and only one none zero stress component along x- 
direction. Due to large tensile stress at free surfaces, stress inside nanoscale materials are 
usually compressive due to tensile surface stress. The compressive stress along in-plane lateral 
direction inside a (001) nanoplate induced by tensile surface stress is found to be inversely 
proportional to its thickness (Chapter 5). Approximately, stresses induced by surface stress 
inside a (001) rectangular nanowire axb are bfy 2  and afz 2 along y- and z- 
directions respectively. Note that as a approaches to infinite, there is no induced stress along 
z-direction. Approximately, a nanoplate under uniaxial stress condition can be regarded as the 
corresponding bulk material under multiaxial stress condition in which tensile strain is applied 
along x-direction, an applied stress bfy 2 along y-direction and stress is free along z-
direction. The compressive stresses induced by surface stress dilute the sudden branching of 
crystal structure as described above. That is why negative Poisson’s ratio can be observed in 
metal nanoplate. In the case of square nanowire with the width of b, the compressive stresses 
induced by the surface stress are bfzy 2 . Because the induced stresses are equivalent, 
we never see the auxetic behavior of the square nanowire. With increasing of applied strain, 
the nanowire deforms gradually with a negative Poisson’s ratio and it may fail with the phase 
transformation or by other failure mechanism such as slip, twining etc. On the other hand, for 
a rectangular nanowire with cross-section axb (supposing a>b), the induced stresses are not the 
same. Now the rectangular nanowire can be regarded as the bulk material under multiaxial 
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loading which is combination of a strain along x-direction, an applied stress along y-direction 
and an applied stress along z-direction, and the applied stresses are different from each other. 
As the result, it can show auxeticity, as plotted in Figure 6.10. Therefore, the rectangular 
nanowire can show a negative Poisson’s ratio. Auxeticity in metal (001) nanoplates is just a 
special case of rectangular nanowires. 
6.2.4. Stress fields in rectangular nanowires 
 In Figure 6.10, an interesting phenomenon is observed: Even though all of the 
rectangular nanowires exhibit one negative Poisson’s ratio, the behavior of the nanowire with 
aspect ratio r=1.5 is quite different from that of the other nanowires. With an aspect ratio 2.0, 
the mechanical property of the rectangular nanowire is quite similar to that of the corresponding 
nanoplate. We stress again that besides loading direction, the induced stresses inside nanoscale 
materials are an important condition for negative Poisson’s ratio. We calculated the induced 
stresses y and z inside the rectangular nanowire with cross-section 19.6nm x 9.8 nm. y and 
z are calculated by averaging stress at all atoms in the structure except 5 outmost layers. y
=-321 MPa which is the same with -2f/b=-321 MPa while z =-136 MPa which is about 18% 
smaller than -2f/a=-162 MPa in term of magnitude. 
 In Figure 6.14a, we plot stress fields of the square nanowire with thickness a=4.1 nm. 
Due to symmetry, stress fields y and z are the same. Stresses are tensile at outmost parts and 
more compressive inside of the nanoplate. In figure 6.14b, we plot the stress fields in the 
rectangular nanowire with cross-section of 8.2 nm x 4.1 nm. The behavior of the stress 
component y is similar to that of the square nanowire in which it is tensile at the outmost part 
and compressive inside. And, the stress of the interior part is quite homogeneous. However, for 
the case of z , the stress is quite inhomogeneous. In particular, it is more tensile at the center. 
The inhomogeneous behavior of z  inside rectangular nanowires is further investigated by the 
stress fields in different rectangular nanowires with different aspect ratio r=a/b in Figure 6.15. 
While keeping b=4.1 nm, we vary a with the aspect ratio r in the range of 1.5 and 5. 
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Interestingly, we found that even though the average stress inside the nanowire along z-
direction is compressive, there are always tensile zones inside the nanowire if r>1.5. When r 
is large enough (>3), two tensile zones are clearly separated. The distance from the side surface 
to the center of a tensile zone is exactly the same as the thickness b (here the center means the 
point in the tensile zone where the stress is maximum) and the distance from the side surface 
to the tensile zone is about 0.8b. When the aspect ratio is smaller (<3), the two tensile zones 
overlap each other. Therefore, the maximum tensile stress of the tensile zones is larger. When 
the aspect ratio is small (r<1.6), there is no longer tensile zone in a rectangular nanowire. This 
is because the required distance between a side surface and tensile zone 0.8b is not satisfied. 
We confirmed that the tensile zones are not only observed in the rectangular nanowires with 
the thickness b=4.1 nm but also in other rectangular nanowires with different thickness, with 
different materials, and with at least another potential model91. More importantly, the distances 
between a side surface to a tensile zone and to the center of a tensile zone are always 0.8b and 
b, respectively. The tensile zone is quite important for the auxeticity of rectangular nanowires 
and it is a unique property of the rectangular nanowire. As discussed early, the more 
asymmetric of the induced stresses inside the nanoscale materials they are, the more auxetic of 
the nanoscale material will be. Here, the tensile zone can enhance the auxeticity of the 
rectangular nanowire. In Figure 6.10, for all of the considered rectangular nanowires, 
asymmetry of the induced stresses (together with the phase transformation of the bulk 
counterpart) generate the auxetic property. However we can see the large difference between 
the rectangular nanowire with aspect ratio r=1.5 and the nanowires with larger aspect ratios. 
This is because tensile zones, the characteristic of rectangular nanowires with the aspect ratio 
r>1.6, provoke more asymmetry of the stresses so that rectangular nanowires with tensile zones 
are more auxetic. Therefore, even with the aspect ratio about 2, the Poisson’s ratios of 
rectangular nanowires are similar to that of the same thickness “rectangular nanowire” with 
aspect ratio of infinite (nanoplate). The tensile zones can change significantly the mechanical 
property of the nanowires.  
6.2.5. Hollow nanowires 
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 We have seen auxeticity in rectangular nanowires. Such behavior is strongly dependent 
on geometry and surface stress. With higher surface stress, the induced compressive stresses 
inside the nanowires are larger and thus the structures become more auxetic. Therefore, 
changing a material with higher surface stress is a possible way to enhance auxeticity in 
rectangular nanowires. This issue will be discussed later. One can easily choose other ways e.g. 
increasing the aspect ratio r=a/b (Figure 6.10) or reducing nanowires size (Figure 6.11). In this 
section, we introduce another way to heighten surface effect on the mechanical property. In 
particular, a hole inside nanowire is introduce by deleting a volume at the center of nanowire 
L x c x d (Figure 6.16). The nanowire becomes a rectangular metal hollow nanowire or 
rectangular metal nanotube (RMNT). With the hole inside, surface area is larger and it can 
provide large asymmetric induced stresses along the lateral directions, and therefore it can 
enhance the auxeticity of the structure.  
 Metal nanotubes have been become an attractive research recently210–213. Solid part of 
the RMNT can be divided into 3 kinds of section which can be seen in Figure 6.16. For RMNT 
with infinite length, there are 8 free surfaces instead of 4 like the case of a “solid” rectangular 
nanowire. Due to the tensile stress at free surfaces, there are also compressive stress in atoms 
in the interior part of the structure. Here, interior parts means the parts not at the free surfaces. 
Approximately, the average stresses in the RMNT along y-direction y  and z-direction z can 
be calculated as: 
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where V1, V2, and V3 are volume of the section (1), (2), and (3) (presented in Figure 6.16) 
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Substituting Eqs. (6.5) to (6.3) and (6.6) to (6.4) we obtain: 
   
cdab
cafy 
 2  (6.7) 
  
cdab
dbfz 
 2  (6.8) 
 Clearly, the average stresses y and z are functions of a, b, c, and d. Note that if c=0 
then d should be vanished and vice versa. For a given a and b e.g. a=19.6 nm and b=9.8 nm, 
we plot changes of y and z with respect to c and d in Figure 6.17a and 6.17b respectively. 
Note that y and z are plotted in term of their magnitudes. While y is more sensitive to c and 
it increases with c, z shows strongly dependence on d and increases with d. As can be seen in 
Figure 6.17, slopes of the contour lines of y are quite large. Especially the contour lines are 
nearly parallel to the vertical axis with small values of c and it increase with c. In contrast, 
slopes of the contour lines of z are quite small and the contour lines seem to be normal to the 
vertical axis with small value of d and it increases with d. 
 Again, the key idea here to enhance auxeticity is changing the geometry of the 
nanoscale material such that the induced stresses are more asymmetric and larger as much as 
possible. For the RMNTs, with given a and b, the design parameters now are only c and d. 
With the characteristics of y and z as mentioned above, a way to increasing the compressive 
y and lowering the compressive z is selecting larger c and smaller d. We illustrate the design 
by considering the change of the Poisson’s ratio of nanotubes with a=19.6 nm, b=9.8 nm and 
various c and d. RMNTs with different c and d are marked as P1 to P7 in Figure 6.17a and 
Figure 6.17b. In Figure 6.18, we present the dependence of the Poisson’s ratio on c and d. For 
all considered cases, the nanotubes are more auxetic than the nanowire. The rectangular 
nanowire has auxetic strain of 0.044. On the other hand, the RMNT with c=9.8 nm and d=1.6 
nm (P7) can show auxetic behavior at a strain of 0.025. Poisson’s ratio of the nanotube gradually 
changes with changing of size of the hole. Clearly, y of the RMNTs can be much larger than 
that of the rectangular nanowire especially at large c, while z of RMNT is just slightly larger 
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than that of the rectangular nanowire. In comparison to induced stresses of rectangular 
nanowires, y of RMNTs can be much larger than that of rectangular nanowires of while z
slightly changes. Consequently, the induced stresses in the RMNTs can be more asymmetric. 
The dependence of Poisson’s ratio on c and d in Figure 6.18 is excellently consistent with the 
changes of induced stresses of the RMNTs described in Figure 6.17a and Figure 6.17b.  
 In Figure 6.19, deformation behavior of a RMNT is plotted. We show the unstrained 
configuration and configuration at a strain of 0.065. Unlike a square nanowire, asymmetric 
induced stresses inside the RMNT dilute the sudden branching of the material in the case it at 
macroscale. As the result, the RMNT shows a negative Poisson’s ratio. Effects of elliptical 
voids inside structure on Poisson’s ratio of materials were reported in a theoretical work by 
Grima and Gatt214 or by simulation and experiment by Taylor et al.125. The structure with the 
voids in those studies can show a negative Poisson’s ratio due to rotation of a part of the 
structure. Here, the auxetic mechanism is based on the asymmetry of stresses inside rectangular 
nanowires or RMNTs induced by surface stress and their geometry, and the branching 
phenomenon of cubic materials. 
 In Figure 6.20, we show size effects on auxeticity of RMNTs. We calculated auxetic 
strains of different RMNTs which have different values of a, the same aspect ratio r=a/b=2, 
c=0.6a and d=1nm. Smaller nanowires have smaller critical auxetic strain. This tendency is 
the same as that of the rectangular nanowires (showed in Figure 6.11). 
  We have seen that rectangular nanowire and nanotube can exhibit negative Poisson’s 
ratio and metal nanotube can be more auxetic than metal nanowire. We believe that negative 
Poisson’s ratio can be found not only in rectangular nanowire and rectangular nanotube but 
also in “any polygon with asymmetric cross-section”. The asymmetry of cross-section provides 
asymmetrically induced stresses. This is an intrinsic property of nanoscale materials. Figure 
6.21 shows Poisson’s ratios of the elliptical nanowire with major radius of a=7.4 nm, minor 
radius of b=3.7 nm, and the corresponding elliptical metal nanotube (the same a, b) with the 
thickness of the tube t=2.5 nm. Auxeticity is observed in both nanowire and nanotube. Similar 
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to the case of rectangular cross-section structures, the elliptical nanotube is more auxetic than 
the elliptical nanowire.  
6.2.6. Negative Poisson’s ratio in other nanowires 
 Auxeticity can also be found in other materials. We compare Poisson’s ratio behaviors 
of six RMNTs of the following six metals: Cu, Ag, Au, Ni, Pd, and Pt. The RMNTs are assumed 
to have the same size in which a=36a0, b=18a0, c=12a0 and d=2a0. The results are plotted in 
Figure 6.22. It should be note that Poisson’s ratio of the unstrained materials at bulk-scale are 
almost the same and they are in the range of 0.41 (Ni) and 0.47 (Pt). However Poisson’s ratios 
of the materials when they are at nanoscale are different from each other. Due to asymmetry, 
Poisson’s ratio along y-direction is different from that along z-direction. Among the considered 
RMNTs, xz of the Pt nanotube at unstrained state is almost zero while that of the Ag nanotube 
is 0.22. All of the Poisson’s ratio components xz of the different materials are decreased when 
they are at nanoscale. However, the amount of changes are different with different materials. 
More important, under finite strain, the difference among them are larger and larger. The Pt 
nanotube shows auxeticity at 0.007 while the critical auxeticity strain of the Ag nanotube is 
0.035. At certain strain, the Pt nanotube is the most auxetic and the Ag nanotube is the least 
auxetic. The critical auxetic strains of the materials increase in the following order: Pt, Pd, Au, 
Cu, Ni, Ag. This observation is the same with what we see in the case of nanoplates in chapter 
5 . This is because the surface stress of the Pt is largest and that of Ag is smallest and surface 
stresses of the materials also follow the same order of the critical auxetic strain: Pt, Pd, Au, Cu, 
Ni, and Ag. The compressive stresses induced inside the nanoscale materials are larger with 
larger surface stress, and therefore they results in smaller critical auxetic strain. Therefore, 
simply by changing the material, we can change drastically the Poisson’s ratio. 
6.2.7. Conclusions 
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 In summary, this section shows how Poisson’s ratio of metal nanowires changes with 
nanowires cross-sectional shape. Some results were obtained: 
(1) Under uniaxial loading along [100]-direction of cubic bulk material, there is a sudden 
branching of lattice parameters along transverse directions due to elastic instability. With 
asymmetric superimposed transverse stresses along other two principal directions, cubic 
bulk materials can shows a negative Poisson’s ratio. This is because the applied stresses 
change the sudden branching to smooth branching. Proper loading direction [100] and 
asymmetry of applied stresses are the main factors of auxeticity of the materials. 
Nanoplate is an example. 
(2) Poisson’s ratio of the nanowires strongly depends on cross-sectional shape. And, with 
non-unity aspect ratio a/b (with/thickness), the nanowires can exhibit negative Poisson’s 
ratio at finite strain. Furthermore, if the aspect ratio a/b is larger than 1.6, there are tensile 
stress zones of the stress component along the thickness direction. The tensile zones are 
important factors that can provoke the auxeticity of the nanowires. With an aspect ratio 
about 2, the rectangular nanowire can exhibit auxetic behavior similar to that of the 
nanoplate with the same thickness. 
(3) To enhance surface effects on the mechanical properties, we introduced a hole inside the 
nanowire and derive the corresponding stresses induced by surfaces. The results show 
that RMNTs can be much more auxetic than the corresponding rectangular nanowires. 
(4) Not only rectangular nanowires but others with “asymmetric cross-section” such as 
elliptical nanowires and elliptical nanotubes can show a negative Poisson’s ratio. 
(5) Finally, by changing materials, we can drastically change Poisson’s ratio of nanowires. 
Cu, Ag, Au, Ni, Pd, and Pt materials have almost the same Poisson’s ratio at bulk-scale. 
However, their Poisson’s ratios at nanoscale are different from each other because they 
have different surface stresses. 
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Chapter 7 Conclusions 
 In this chapter, conclusions of the dissertation are presented. Molecular statics, molecular 
dynamics and density functional theory simulations were employed to predict mechanical 
response of materials. We studied mechanical response and elastic instability of cubic bulk 
materials and nanoscale materials including nanoplates, nanowires, and nanotubes. In addition, 
we introduced a simple and efficient method for the calculation of surface stress at finite strain. 
For concluding, the striking questions addressed in Chapter 1 are revisited by compendiously 
summarizing the presented results and discussions from Chapter 3 to Chapter 6: 
1. (i)What are the mechanical responses and elastic instability of cubic bulk materials under 
external loading, especially uniaxial stress and multiaxial stress? (ii) How does ideal 
strength of bulk materials change under different modes of loading? (Chapter 3). 
i. Under mechanical loading, the cubic bulk materials begin at equilibrium states, 
deform elastically and finally lose their stability. In the case of uniaxial tensile stress 
along [100]-direction for the FCC metals and Si, there is the branching (bifurcation) 
of crystal structures at onset of the instability. In particular, there are a large 
contraction along a lateral direction and a large expansion along the other lateral 
direction (tetragonal to orthorhombic phase transformation). In the case of uniaxial 
compressive stress condition along [100]-direction, the FCC metals and Si fail 
without a large deformation. For Fe BCC, bifurcation phenomenon happens in the 
case of the tension while in the case of the compression, it loses elastic stability 
without large deformation. The phase transformation is still observed in the case of 
bulk materials under multiaxial stress condition with symmetry of transverse stress. 
However, under the multiaxial stress condition with asymmetry of transverse stress, 
the large deformation (the phase transformation) is replaced by a smooth changes 
of crystal structures along the lateral directions. Consequently, we can observe 
negative Poisson’s ratio in cubic bulk materials even along principal directions. 
ii. Under multiaxial stress condition, the ideal strengths of the FCC materials are 
largely dependent on the transverses stresses. In the case of symmetric transverse 
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stresses, the ideal tensile strength linearly increases as the applied transverse stress 
increases. However, in the case of asymmetric transverse stress, the ideal tensile 
strength decreases significantly with increase of the degree of asymmetry, even 
when both transverse stresses are tensile. 
2. Is it possible to obtain surface stress of material under finite strain, and if so how does it 
change with strain? (Chapter 4). 
Yes, it is. As the first time, we provide a simple and efficient method to calculate 
surface stresses of materials at finite strain. Under a loading condition, surface 
stresses show strong correlation with mechanical strain. 
3. (i) What is mechanical response of nanoplates under mechanical loading? (ii) What is the 
role of elastic instability and surface effect? (Chapter 5) 
i. Under uniaxial stress along [100]-direction, the metallic nanoplates exhibit 
counterintuitive behavior, i.e., negative Poisson’s ratio at finite strain.  
ii. The behavior originates from the branching phenomenon of bulk counterpart, and 
from the unique surface effect that induces a compressive stress inside nanoplates. 
While surface stress induces a compressive stress along the in-plane lateral direction 
inside nanoplate, there is stress free along the thickness direction. Thus, the induced 
stresses along lateral directions inside nanoplates are asymmetric. As a result, the 
sudden branching in the bulk materials is altered by gradual branching in the 
nanoplates and thus negative Poisson’s ratio in observed. Poisson’s ratio behavior 
of nanoplates is strongly dependent on the characteristics of the branching of bulk 
counterparts as well as on the amount of the induced compressive stress. Thickness 
of nanoplate, magnitude of surface stress and temperature are the key parameters 
that influence on the Poisson’s ratios.  
4. (i) Can elastic stability theory be used to analyze instability behavior of nanowire? 
(ii)When/how/where does a metallic nanowire fail? (iii) How do cross-sectional shapes 
of nanowire/nanotube effect on their mechanical properties? (Chapter 6). 
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i. Yes, it can. The stability theory, which is conventionally used to investigate the 
elastic instability behavior in bulk material, can also be used to analyze the 
instability of nanowires with some modification. 
ii. FCC metal nanowires under loading (tension or compression) along [100]-direction 
can fail with homogeneous deformation (global deformation), which has no relation 
to dislocation. At the global deformation mode, nanowires fails with a large 
contraction along a lateral direction and a large expansion along the other lateral 
direction. This observation is totally different from the belief during last two 
decades that nanowires only failed locally as the result of nucleation and 
propagation of dislocations. The global failure mode is driven by elastic instability. 
Furthermore, we found that there is a competition between the global and local 
deformations, and thermal activation (i.e., temperature) is a critical measure that 
decides the global or local deformation as the failure mode of nanowires. At low 
temperatures, metal nanowires fail with a global deformation by the elastic 
instability theory whereas they fail with a local deformation by the nucleation of 
dislocations at high temperatures. 
iii. Cross-sectional shape of [100] nanowires strongly influences on their material 
properties. The Poisson’s ratio of symmetric cross-sectional area nanowires such as 
circular, square is slightly different from that of the bulk counterpart and it is 
positive. However, with asymmetric cross-section such as rectangle or ellipse, the 
Poisson’s ratio changes significantly with asymmetry of the cross-section area. We 
can obtain a negative Poisson’s ratio in proper designed nanowires. Similar to the 
case of nanoplate, negative Poisson’s ratio in the nanowires is the result of the phase 
transformation and surface effect. Metal nanotubes can exhibit more auxetic than 
nanowires because the surface effect in metal nanotubes is larger.  
 The theory of elastic stability has been developed for nearly eight decades. Many 
mechanical responses of bulk materials were revealed. Also, the stability theory has served as 
a powerful tool to estimate strength of materials. This dissertation contributes more examples 
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in the study of elastic stability of bulk materials; and more importantly as the first time, we deal 
with elastic stability problem for nanoscale materials. In order to improve the auxeticity in 
nanoplates (Chapter 5), nanobelts and nanotubes (Chapter 6), enhancing surface stress of 
nanoscale materials is a relevant method. Therefore, surface modification to increase surface 
stress can be a valuable research. Furthermore, based on our study, mechanical response and 
elastic instability behavior of 0-dimentional nanomaterial (nanoparticle) can be investigated. 
 Even though there are still many remaining problems in the study of mechanics of 
nanoscale materials, nanomechanics depicts and provides more and more relevant underlying 
mechanical properties of nanoscale materials. Along with advances in synthesis and fabrication 
technology, nanomechanics supports the nanotechnology applications and thus it brings 
nanoscience achievements to various fields of human life. 
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Tables 
Table 3.1. Critical instability strain ic and corresponding stress ic (unit: GPa) of seven 
FCC metals and Si under uniaxial tensile stress condition, and Fe (BCC) under uniaxial 
compressive stress condition.  
 Al Cu Ag Au Ni Pd Pt Fe Si 
  0.088 a 0.097 a 0.081a 0.095 a 0.080 a 0.070 a -0.164  0.230  
ic  0.066 b 0.083 b 0.086 b 0.088 b 0.084 b 0.088 b 0.089 b   
 0.085 c         
  0.094 d  0.089 d      
  7.13 a 6.460 a 4.09 a 13.00 a 5.55 a 4.55 a -38.08  15.68  
ic
 
3.104 b 3.35 b 4.248 b 4.38 b 9.342 b 6.89 b 7.95 b   
 7.803 c         
  10.84 d  6.59 d      
 
a MS simulation with EAM potential by Foiles et al.87. 
b MS simulation with EAM potential by Cai and Ye91. 
c MS simulation with EAM potential by Liu et al.92. 
d DFT calculation.  
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Table 3.2. Critical instability strain ic and corresponding stress ic (unit: GPa) of six 
FCC under uniaxial compressive stress condition.  The results are obtained by MS 
simulation with EAM potential by Foiles et al.87 
 Cu Ag Au Ni Pd Pt 
ic  -0.090 -0.087 -0.081 -0.084 -0.080 -0.075 
ic  -2.730 -2.461 -1.426 -5.042 -2.002 -1.571 
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Table 3.3. The comparison of MS (EAM Foiles87) and DFT results.  As the symmetric 
transverse loadings are tensile (compressive), the ideal strengths of the Au crystal increase 
(decrease) for both cases of MS and DFT calculations. 
s  IS (MS) IS  (DFT) c (MS) c (DFT) 
-1.0 3.035 5.886 0.077 0.088 
0 4.093 6.589 0.081 0.089 
1.0 5.143 7.384 0.085 0.091 
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Table 5.1. The comparison of Poisson’s ratios in FCC (001) nanoplates and bulk at 
unstrained state. The Poisson’s ratio in the ]011[  direction is shown under [110]-directional 
stretch. Prior research shows that 69% of cubic metals in bulk manifest negative Poisson’s 
ratios under this directional stretching31,32. However, the negative Poisson’s ratio in the bulk 
material is reduced (Cu, Ni) or removed (Au, Ag, Pt, Pd) by the presence of the (001) free 
surface, as shown in the third and fourth columns. 
 
Metal Thickness υ (plate) υ (bulk) Ref.31  
Au 5a0 0.012 -0.078 -0.029 
Ag 2a0 0.002 -0.145 -0.093 
Cu 2a0 -0.045 -0.136 -0.138 
Pt 5a0 0.007 -0.085 - 
Pd 3a0 0.012 -0.120 -0.010 
Ni 2a0 -0.044 -0.173 -0.051 
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Table 5.2. Coefficients in Equation (5.4) from MD simulations. Data are fitted for fourth-
order polynomial functions: xxxxz aaaa  4233241  . 
 
Temperature 
(K) 
a1 a2 a3 a4 
0.01 2026 -102.9 5.565 -0.3351 
100 2233 -114.8 6.185 -0.3385 
200 2939 -166.1 7.865 -0.3431 
300 3161 -166.5 7.835 -0.3272 
400 3373 -146.7 7.099 -0.2978 
600 3044 -92.5 6.326 -0.2771 
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Table 5.3. Surface stresses for 21-atomic-layer-thick fcc (001) nanoplates of six metals 
with EAM potential by Foiles et al.87. The unit is [J/m2]. 
 
Material fxx= fyy fxy 
Pt 2.759 0 
Pd 2.027 0 
Au 1.619 0 
Cu 1.373 0 
Ni 1.289 0 
Ag 0.810 0 
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Figures 
 
Figure 1.1: Average compressive stresses induced by surface stress in nanoscale materials. 
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Figure 1.2: Changes of transverse stretches with respect to applied stretch for FCC metals. 
This figure is taken from reference21.  
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Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram of crystallographic orientations and loading direction of 
bulk materials. 
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Figure 3.2: Response of Au bulk under uniaxial tensile stress along [100]- direction. a: 
Stress-strain curve. b: Energy-strain curve. 
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Figure 3.3: Au bulk under uniaxial tensile stress along [100]- direction: Changes in the 
stability condition terms with applied strain. a: All of the stability condition terms. b: the 
term 23222 BBH  .  Among the terms, 2H vanishes first at the strain of 0.077. 
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Figure 3.4: Deformation of Au bulk under uniaxial tensile stress. a: Changes in lateral 
lattice parameters with respect to applied strain. b: Phase transformation. Atomic positions 
before (blue dots) and after (open circle). 
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of DFT simulation and MS simulations with different potentials. 
a: Stress-strain curves. b: Changes in lateral lattice parameters with respect to applied strain. 
The uniaxial stress test for Au bulk along [100]- direction is considered.  
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Figure 3.6: Response of Au bulk under uniaxial compressive stress along [100]- direction. 
a: Stress-strain curve. b: Energy-strain curve. 
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Figure 3.7: Au bulk under uniaxial compressive stress along [100]- direction: Changes in 
the stability condition terms with applied strain. a: All of the stability condition terms. b: 
the term 11
2
1223223 2 BBBBH  .  Among the terms, 3H vanishes first at the strain of 0.085. 
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Figure 3.8: Deformation of Au bulk under uniaxial compressive stress.  
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Figure 3.9: Stress-strain curves of Au bulk at different temperatures under uniaxial stress. 
As the temperature increases, the Young’s modulus decrease, and so does the ideal strength. 
However, the phase transformation is observed at all the temperatures, even though the critical 
instability strain decreases with the temperature. 
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Figure 3.10: The lateral strains εy and εz as functions of the applied strain of Au bulk at 
different temperatures under uniaxial stress. The phase transformation is observed at all the 
temperatures, even though the critical instability strain decreases with the temperature. 
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Figure 3.11: Energy-strain curves of Au bulk at different temperatures under uniaxial 
stress.   
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Figure 3.12: Stress-strain curves of Au bulk under symmetric transverse stresses. 
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 Figure 3.13: Energy-strain curves of Au bulk under symmetric transverse stresses. 
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Figure 3.14: Au bulk under symmetric transverse stresses: Changes of the stability 
condition term 2322 BB  with stress along the x-direction. 
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Figure 3.15: Au bulk under symmetric transverse stresses: Changes of lateral strains with 
respect to applied strain along the x-direction. For all cases, dropping of stress takes place 
with the branching of the crystal structure.  
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Figure 3.16: Effect of symmetric transverse loading on the ideal strength of six FCC 
metals. There is a linear relationship between ideal strengths and symmetric transverse 
loadings for all the cases. 
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Figure 3.17: Stress-strain curve of Au bulk under asymmetric transverse stresses. Strain 
is applied along x-direction while stresses along the y- and z- direction are kept constant y  = 
1.0 GPa and z = 0.5 GPa. 
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Figure 3.18: Changes of the six stability condition terms with respect to applied strain 
along the x-direction.  Strain is applied along x-direction while stresses along the y- and z- 
direction are kept constant y  = 1.0 GPa and z = 0.5 GPa. Among the condition terms D3 
reaches zero firstly at the state where the stress is maximum. 
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Figure 3.19: Changes of ideal strengths under asymmetric transverse loadings. As the 
degree of asymmetry increases, the ideal strength decreases more. 
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Figure 3.20: Lattice parameters of a single Al crystal under various transverse loadings. 
The loading and strain directions are [010] and [100], respectively. a: Lattice parameter in the 
[010] direction. b: Lattice parameter in the [001] direction.  
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Figure 3.21: Poisson’s ratios of a single Al crystal under various transverse loadings. The 
loading and strain directions are [010] and [100], respectively. a: Poisson’s ratios of the crystal 
for cases in which yy  is negative. b: Poisson’s ratios of the crystal for cases in which yy  is 
positive. The applied stress yy  vary from -1.0 GPa to 1.0 GPa. The Poisson’s ratios and lattice 
parameters are functions of the applied strain xx  and applied stress yy . The Al crystal exhibit 
negative-Poisson’s-ratio behavior in the [010] direction when yy  is negative. The direction 
for which Poisson’s ratio is negative switches to the [001] direction when the applied stress 
becomes tensile. 
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Figure 3.22: Phase transformation for a single Al crystal under uniaxial stress in the [100] 
direction. 
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Figure 3.23: Negative Poisson’s ratio in a single Al crystal under multi-axial loadings. 
Constant stresses are imposed in both transverse principal directions (the [010] and [001] 
directions). The values imposed are 1.0 GPa or -1.0 GPa for yy  and k yy  (k changes from -
1.0 to 0.9) for zz . a: Poisson’s ratio xz  when yy is compressive. b: Poisson’s ratio xy  
when yy  is tensile. In both cases, as the asymmetry of the loadings (the difference between 
yy  and zz ) increases, a negative Poisson’s ratio is exhibited earlier and its minimum value 
is smaller. By adjusting the asymmetry of the loadings, the auxetic behavior of the Al crystal 
can be tuned. 
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Figure 3.24: Poisson’s ratio of a single Al crystal for various loading directions. a: Al 
crystal under a constant transverse stress (0 or 2.0 GPa) in the ]211[ direction. The strained 
direction is ]011[ , and the stress in the remaining direction ([111]) is zero. b: Al crystal under 
a constant transverse stress (0 or 2.0 GPa) in the ]011[  direction. The strained direction is [001] 
and the stress in the remainging direction ([110]) is zero. It is obvious that the single Al crystal 
does not exhibit auxetic behavior, even though the transverse stress is large. A clear phase 
transformation occurs in a cubic crystal when it is loaded in a principal direction, whereas no 
such phase transformation occurs in a cubic crystal under loadings in non-principal directions. 
Consequently, negative-Poisson’s-ratio behavior is not exhibited under loadings in non-
principal directions. 
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Figure 3.25: Poisson’s ratios of six FCC metals and a single Si crystal under constant 
transverse stresses. a: Poisson’s ratios of Ag, Au, Cu, Ni, Pd, and Pt as functions of the applied 
strain xx  under a constant stress yy = -0.75GPa. All of the FCC metals considered exhibit a 
negative Poisson’s ratio in a principal direction at finite strain. b: Poisson’s ratio of a single Si 
crystal as a function of the applied strain xx  for various values of the transverse stress yy . 
As the transverse stress increases, the Si crystal exhibits stronger auxetic behavior. 
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Figure 3.26: Comparison of MS and DFT results for single Cu and Si crystals. a: 
Transverse true strains for Cu under a constant transverse stress of -1.0 GPa in the [010] 
direction. b: Transverse true strains for Si under a constant transverse stress of -4.0 GPa in the 
same direction. The DFT results also support the fact that a cubic crystal under a transverse 
stress can exhibit a negative Poisson’s ratio in a principal direction at finite strain. 
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Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of crystallographic orientations and loading direction of 
a metal nanoplate.  
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Figure 4.2: Bulk stress vs. bulk strain curves for the Cu, Ag, and Au nanolpates. a: Cu 
[100]/(001) nanoplate. b: Ag [100]/(001) nanoplate. And c: Au [100]/(001) nanoplate with a 
thickness of 10 0a . All nanoplates show the same response to mechanical strain. 
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Figure 4.3: Mechanical response of surface stress to applied strain. a: Cu surface. b: Ag 
surface, and (c) Au surface. Unlike the bulk stress, the surface stress responds to strain 
differently for the different surfaces. The responses of the Cu and Au surfaces are contrasted. 
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Figure 4.4: Bulk stress profile along the thickness direction. a Cu and b: Au nanoplates 
under zero strain, and c Cu and d: Au nanoplates under a strain of -3.0%. The bulk stresses in 
the thickness direction before (blue circles) and after (red diamonds) relaxations are shown. In 
all cases, the stresses are only different for a couple of atomic layers from the free as compared 
to the stresses on the other atomic layers. Before relaxation, the stress profiles on the two 
outermost atomic layers of Cu are different from those for Au.  
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Figure 4.5: Movement of atoms in the two outermost layers during relaxation. a: Cu and 
b: Au nanoplates. The movement of atoms in the first (blue circles) and second (red diamonds) 
layers from the surface are shown. The Cu atoms in both layers move in the same direction, 
while Au atoms move in opposite directions. c: Changes in the distance between the first and 
second atomic layers from the surface with strain. The distance is almost constant for Cu (blue 
circles) but decreases as strain increases for Au (red diamonds).  
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Figure 5.1: Schematic diagram of crystallographic orientations and loading direction of 
a metal nanoplate. There are tensile stresses on several atomic layers from (001) free surfaces 
and compressive stresses in the last middle atomic layers along the lateral direction (y-direction) 
owing to surface relaxation.  
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Figure 5.2: Poisson’s ratio of Al (001) nanoplates. a: The Poisson’s ratio of an Al (001) 
nanoplate with a thickness of 5a0 (2.02nm) under uniaxial tensile stress along the [100]-
direction. b: The Poisson’s ratio of Al (001) nanoplates with various thicknesses. There is 
branching for all cases, and the smoothing of the branching becomes more dominant as the 
thickness decreases. 
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Figure 5.3: Phase transformation for bulk Al (100) under uniaxial loading. Change in the 
lattice parameters ay [010] and az [001] of bulk Al (100) under uniaxial tensile stress in the 
[100]-direction is shown. Both lattice parameters reduce equally as the stretch increases, and 
there is a sudden expansion in the y-direction and a sudden contraction in the z-direction at the 
critical strain of 6.4%. It is the deformation mode of bulk Al (001) which corresponds to the 
instability condition 2322 CC  . The crystal symmetry of the bulk material changes 
homogeneously from tetragonal to orthorhombic. 
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Figure 5.4. Stress distribution of Al (001) nanoplates. a: Stress profile of a 2nm-thick Al 
(001) nanoplate throughout its thickness at a strain of 1.0%. The stresses along the z-direction 
are zero for the layers inside the nanoplate, whereas the stresses along the y-direction are not. 
b: Stress profiles of Al (001) nanoplates with different thicknesses at a strain of 1.0%. For all 
cases, stresses along the y-direction inside nanoplates are compressive, and they increase as the 
thickness decreases. 
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Figure 5.5: Relationship between compressive stress and the thickness of Al and Au (001) 
nanoplates. The compressive stress is inversely proportional to the thickness for all seven FCC 
metal (001) nanoplates we considered. 
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Figure 5.6: Effect of compressive stress on Poisson’s ratio. a: Poisson’s ratio of bulk Al 
(001) for assigned compressive stresses along the y-direction. Larger compressive stress 
induces a larger change before reaching extreme points (< 5.2%), and a smaller change beyond 
the extreme points (> 5.2%). b: Comparison of bulk Al (001) under the assigned compressive 
stress to natural Al (001) nanoplates. The same amount of the compressive stress induced inside 
each nanoplate is assigned to the corresponding bulk model for comparison. 
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Figure 5.7: Poisson’s ratio of seven FCC (001) nanoplates each with a thickness of 5a0. All 
nanoplates exhibit the same behavior: a negative Poisson’s ratio in the thickness direction and 
a relatively large positive Poisson’s ratio in the in-plane lateral direction at finite strain (>3.0%). 
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of DFT and MS results in the effect of compressive stress. Under 
assigned compressive stresses in the in-plane lateral (y-) direction, the change in the lattice 
parameters of bulk Au (001) under loading in the x-direction are shown. 
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Figure 5.9: Poisson’s ratio of Fe (001) nanoplates with thickness of 3a0 and 5a0 as examples 
of BCC metals. Fe (001) nanoplate shows the same behavior as FCC (001) nanoplates. 
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Figure 5.10: Poisson’s ratio of a Si (001) nanoplate with a thickness of 3a0. Si (001) 
nanoplates do not exhibit a negative Poisson’s ratio or a drastic change in the Poisson’s ratio, 
because the tensile stress on the free surface is too small to induce sufficient compressive 
stresses inside the Si (001) nanoplates. 
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Figure 5.11. Stress profiles in cubic nanoplates with different elements and surfaces. a: 
Comparison of the stress profiles in the in-plane lateral direction inside Al, Fe, and Si (001) 
nanoplates. The amount of compressive stress inside Si (001) nanoplates is much lower than 
that inside FCC or BCC metal nanoplates, and thus it cannot induce negative Poisson’s ratio or 
a drastic change in Poisson’s ratios. b: Comparison of the stress profiles of Al nanoplates in 
the in-plane lateral direction with different free surfaces throughout their thickness. Although 
the (110) or (111) free surface exhibits high tensile stress on the first layer and thus induces 
finite compressive stresses in the in-plane lateral direction inside nanoplates, the Poisson’s 
ratios of the (110) or (111) nanoplates never become negative. 
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Figure 5.12: Poisson’s ratio of Al (111) and (110) nanoplates. a: Poisson’s ratio of a 2.79nm-
thick Al (111) nanoplate under uniaxial tensile stress in the ]011[ -direction. The compressive 
stresses inside the nanoplates due to the (111) free surface make a significant difference to the 
Poisson’s ratio values, but there is no negative Poisson’s ratio. b: Poisson’s ratio of a 1.71nm-
thick Al (110) nanoplate under uniaxial tensile stress in the [001]-direction. Again, large 
compressive stress inside nanoplates due to the (110) free surface causes different behaviors of 
the Poisson’s ratio, but it does not reach a negative value. 
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Figure 5.13: Poisson’s ratios of Au (001) nanoplates of different thicknesses. a: 
Poisson’s ratios of a nanoplate with a thickness of 2.24 nm. b: Effect of nanoplate 
thickness on the Poisson’s ratios of the nanoplate. 
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Figure 5.14: Compressive stress induced within Au (001) nanoplates of different 
thicknesses at 0K. 
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Figure 5.15: Effect of a constant stress applied in the y-direction. A higher compressive 
stress makes the Au (001) nanoplate more auxetic. 
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Figure 5.16: Dependency of the Auxeticity of Au (001) nanoplates on their thickness and 
applied stress. Stress was applied along the y-direction. In area 1, with the support of the 
applied stress, the nanoplates have negative Poisson’s ratios at unstrained state. In area 2, the 
nanoplates can show auxeticity at finite strain. 
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Figure 5.17: Effects of the temperature on the Poisson’s ratios of a Au (001) nanoplate: 
Strain in the thickness direction. The strains were fitted using fourth-order polynomial 
functions. 
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Figure 5.18: Effects of the temperature on the Poisson’s ratios of a Au (001) nanoplate: 
Poisson’s ratio in the thickness direction at different temperatures. The Poisson’s ratios in 
were obtained by taking the derivatives of the fitted strain function. The nanoplate becomes 
more auxetic as the temperature increases. 
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Figure 5.19: Surface stresses of fcc (001) nanoplates of six metals as functions of the 
temperature. All the nanoplates had the same thickness (21 atomic layers). The surface 
stresses were normalized with respect to that at 0K. For all the nanoplates considered, the 
surface stress decreases as the temperature increases. 
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Figure 5.20: Poisson’s ratios of the six fcc (001) nanoplates under uniaxial stress.  
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Figure 5.21: Auxetic strains and critical instability of the six fcc (001) nanoplates and 
the bulk counterparts. The critical auxetic strains ( ac ) were obtained from the six 
nanoplates and the critical instability strains ( ic ) were obtained from their bulk 
counterparts. 
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Figure 5.22: Poisson’s ratios of the bulk counterparts and the six metal (001) nanoplates 
in the unstrained state. Bulk metals have the same Poisson’s ratio along the both lateral 
directions (νxy = νxy = ν). 
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Figure 6.1: Schematic diagram of crystallographic orientations and loading direction of 
metal nanowires. 
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Figure 6.2: Stress and energy curves of a square Au[100]/(001) nanowire. a: Stress-strain 
curve.  b: energy-strain curve. Stress starts to drop whereas energy is still increasing at point 
A. Cross-section of the nanowire is 3 nm × 3 nm and temperature is 0.01 K. 
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Figure 6.3: Deformation of the Au [100]/(001) nanowire under tensile loading.  a: 
Snapshots of the nanowire at different strains. b: Change of nanowire widths in the lateral 
directions. Bifurcation takes place at a strain of 0.108 and local deformation starts from a strain 
of 0.114. Cross-section of the nanowire is 3 nm × 3 nm and temperature is 0.01 K. 
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Figure 6.4: Details in the deformation during a global failure mode. Cross-sectional views 
of a: Au (001) bulk crystal and b: Au [100]/(001) nanowire at 0.01K. The cross-sectional shape 
of the bulk crystal becomes a right rectangle during the global deformation, but that the 
nanowire is not exactly rectangular because of different relaxations of atoms on edges and 
surfaces. Arrows denote the direction and magnitude of deformation of the atoms positioned 
on blue lines. 
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Figure 6.5: Effects of temperature on the mechanical response of a Au[100]/(001) 
nanowire. a: Stress-strain curve and b: snapshot immediately after stress drop at 100 K. At 
low temperature a global deformation takes place whereas a local deformation occurs at high 
temperature. Cross-section of the nanowire is 3 nm × 3 nm. 
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Figure 6.6: Tensile loading test of a circular Au (001) nanowire. a: Stress-strain curve. b: 
energy-strain curve. And c: deformation at point A during a global failure mode. Stress starts 
to drop, whereas energy is still increasing at point A. Diameter of the nanowire is 3 nm and 
temperature is 0.01 K. Arrows denote the direction and magnitude of deformation of the atoms. 
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Figure 6.7: Tensile loading test of a circular Au (001) nanowire: Deformation at point B 
during a global failure mode. Stress starts to drop, whereas energy is still increasing at point 
A. Diameter of the nanowire is 3 nm and temperature is 0.01 K. Arrows denote the direction 
and magnitude of deformation of the atoms. 
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Figure 6.8: Snapshots of a Au [100]/(001) nanowire at a strain of 0.120.  The cross-sectional 
views are shown on right panels. Red dashed lines denote the same square. At the transient 
temperature (~12 K), both of the local and global deformations take place simultaneously. 
Cross-section of the nanowire is 3 nm × 3 nm.  
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Figure 6.9: Comparison of transient temperatures for (001) nanowires. a: Au nanowires 
described by the Cai and Ye’s potential. And b: Ni nanowires described by Foiles et al.’s 
potential. Circular nanowires exhibit much higher transient temperature than square nanowires 
owing to the absence of edges. The transient temperatures of Ni nanowires are approximately 
100 K higher than those of Au nanowires. 
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Figure 6.10: Comparison of a Poisson’s ratio among different nanoscale materials under 
loading. The smallest thicknesses of different structures are the same (b=4.3 nm). Poisson’s 
ratio of the nanoplate and square nanowire are totally different from each other while Poisson’s 
ratio of rectangular nanowire approaches to that of the nanoplate as the aspect ratio increases. 
When the ratio is 4:2, Poisson’s ratio of the rectangular nanowire is quite close to that of the 
corresponding nanoplate. 
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Figure 6.11: Effect of nanowire thickness on the Poisson’s ratios of the nanoplate. The 
aspect ratio r=a/b is kept as 2.   
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Figure 6.12: Effect of superimposed transverse tresses on Poisson’s ratio: Changes of 
Poisson’s ratios with strain of Au (001) bulk under multiaxial loading condition. 
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Figure 6.13: Effect of superimposed transverse tresses on Poisson’s ratio: Critical auxetic 
strain of Au (001) bulk as a function of superimposed transverse stresses. The more 
asymmetric of the applied stresses, the more auxetic of the material will be. 
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Figure 6.14: Stress profiles of rectangular Au (001) nanowires with different aspect ratio. 
(a) Stress profiles σy and σz of the square nanowire with the width a=4.1 nm (b) Stress profiles 
σy and σz of the rectangular nanowire with a=8.2 nm, b= 4.1 nm. Due to tensile stress at outmost 
layers, the average stresses along y- and z- directions are both compressive. σy is homogeneous 
compressive across the interior part of the nanowire. However, σz is not, it can be tensile at the 
center of the nanowire. 
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Figure 6.15: Comparison of stress profile σz among rectangular nanowires with different 
aspect ratios. If the aspect ratio is larger than 1.6, there are 2 tensile zones inside the 
rectangular nanowire. If the aspect ratio is less than 3, the two tensile zones are merged. 
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Figure 6.16: Schematic diagram of crystallographic orientations and loading direction 
of a rectangular metal nanotube.  
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Figure 6.17: Average stresses of interior part of RMNTs. a: Average stress along y-
direction y  as a function of c and d. b: Average stress along y-direction z as a function of c 
and d. The metal nanotube with a=19.6 nm and b=9.8 nm. 
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Figure 6.18: Poisson’s ratio of RMNTs with a= 19.6 nm, b=9.8 nm.  
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Figure 6.19: Deformation of the rectangular nanowire with a=19.8 nm, b=9.6 nm at the 
applied strain 0.065. Deformation along z-direction image is scaled by a factor of 5. 
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Figure 6.20: Size effects on critical auxetic strain of RMNTs. 
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Figure 6.21: Poisson’s ratio of the Au (001) elliptical nanowire and the Au (001) elliptical 
metal nanotube. For the nanowire, the major radius a=7.4 nm, minor radius of b=3.7 nm, and 
for the nanotube with the same a, b, and the thickness of the tube is t=2.5 nm. 
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Figure 6.22: Comparison of Poisson’s ratio of RMNTs among different materials. For all 
materials, nanowire with size of a=36a0, b=18a0, c=12a0, d=2a0. Even though Poisson’s ratio 
of the bulk counterparts are almost the same, at nanoscale with the same size, Poisson’s ratios 
of materials are different from each other. 
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